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Mayor, 
aid 
shot 
dead 
SANFRANCISCO (AP)- 
San Francisco Mayor 
Moscooo and city Supervisor 
Harvey Milk were shot and 
killed Monday at City Hall 
'and a former supervisor was 
.arrested, city officials 
reporte~ 
Police arrested Dan White, 
who rnsi~ned as a supervivor 
earlier this month but thea 
asked Mascon. to reappoint 
him. Mcaeone had not been 
expected to agree and was 
due to name a successor 
MOnday. 
Police said White went to 
Mosceue's office at the Civic 
Centre, 15 blocks from the 
waterfront. Alter Mescona 
was shot, White ran down the 
hall to his former office, 
where Milk was shot, they 
said. Then White fled the 
haUdU~. 
It wan not immediately 
dear why Milk, who had his 
office, was in the one 
.formerly occupied by White. 
A police radio broadcast 
8aid White, 33, drove to the 
police department's Nor- 
them Station in the North 
area and smdersd  
about 35 minutes after the 
shaming.. 
Mel Wax, Mosc~e's press 
mtery ,  said the mayor's 
secretary heard three shots 
.after W~tite ntered the 
moyer's office at about 10:40 
8.m. 
Wax said Rady Nothco- 
bor~ the mayor's fiscal 
,adviser, entered the mayor's 
edfire for a 11 a,m. UP- 
pointment saw Moscone 
'lying on the fioor. 
Wax said Moscone bad 
been shot twice in the head 
and once in the left arm and 
was dead. 
Accidents 
keeping 
the police 
hopping 
Noel YassindW, . of 
mUmat, is in satisfactory 
.~enditlon i Milk Memorial 
,Hospital in Terrace after an 
~ecident fate Sunday night at 
Onien Lake, about 16 miles 
finn Terrace on Highway 35. 
Yussincky, the only oe- 
eapant in the car, was north 
.Imund when his car went off 
' t l~ highway, was airborne 
for about 100 feet and landed 
St the edge of the trees near 
the lake, said an RCMP 
spok~nan. Police are in- 
wt~uag.  
EIUmat RCMP are also 
investlgatlug a siNIle vehicle 
anddcot at 2:~ p.m. Sunday 
wNch involved Joe Rapceo, 
of Kitlmat, near the Kllimat 
Pdver Bridge. Raposo ap- 
.pareatly lost control of ida 
ear and there is ;6,OOO 
damage to the vehicle, said a 
Kitimat RCMP spokesman. 
There were no injuries and 
charges are pending, he 
anid. Kit/mat RCMP are 
investigating a single vehicle 
at~/deat-whlch damaged a 
B.C. Hydro pole on Railey St, 
about 1:50 a.m. on Sunday. 
The driver left the scene of 
the accident, a police 
spokesman said. 
In addition, Kitlmat 
RCMP recovered a truck 
belonging to Doag Rommily, 
The truck was stolen from 
his residence on Saturday 
n~ht. 
Polica recovered a car 
beloNpng to Mike Wbelan on 
saturday. The car was found 
en 12dmhas. ' 
Kitlmat RCMP were 
called out to a domestic 
dbpute at noon on Saturday. 
A man and a woman 
r~eived minor stab wounds. 
No ,-mes have been 
re lm~.  
These students have 
things to remember 
EC ONOMIC CONFERENC E. 
Telethon 
gets okay 
Frank Donubue, president 
of the Terrace Ceute~l  
Lions, said Monday he, 
received .word from his 
provincinlexecutive that the 
Canadian Radio and 
Tele commun Commission 
.(CRTC) has approved the 
request to show the Telethon 
to be seen over Channel 9 
cablevision throughout ]B.C. 
There was no official 
release from the CRTC ou 
Monday, however, according 
to Canadian Press. 
Donahue said as far as he 
is concerned be has received 
Mficial word and the an- 
nc~ncement made by his 
executive is enough to begin 
working on publicity for the  
Telethon. 
"It is great news that the 
Teleth~is going ahead," be 
Thornhill Elementary they keop their momentca of said. 
ntUdanta(lefttorigla)Sylvie th  school year. The books Hesaldtwotelophonellm~s 
Mercure, Brent De Jong and. Ira) available to all students 'for the Uom Telethon, set to 
Susan Roesel show their in tbe school, begin at 8:30 p.m. on 
achievement books in which " " Saturday, Dec. ~ and run' for 
20½ hours, will be installed 
at the Terrace Bowling 
Lanes.' 
"We will be holding the 
local Bowfathon there to Blakeney makes plea celiectmonoytobuylmm- .,pars for the needy at 
Christmas," he said. 
• . "People can either 
O~AWA (CF) - -  Premier Gover.nment should in- , "Let's not:got ~ Up ~ W~tempremlers ako~l~ . s~ ..Pm't~. Bp~.~fl~m0r_~tl~i 
Allan ~ : c t  Sankat- shred pay .m~ anmu.mm~. ,~~a~,  end," 'L ,  1~.  worded about in- .~em_tmm vy.camn~_._. ~-7~. 
cheWaiii:ealled~Mdnda) , for .spending. m areas SUCh as Both Preminre"William creased government plan- m. 1_~,,~ ~_o~-.;~7 m 
major new investments in lmprowng gram tran- Bennett of British Columbia sing in Ottawa, a loag- ~umat, mua uommus. 
resource development and sportatinn across the and Lyon said Iovernments tanding complaint in their The local C]B radio club 
tax breaks for the poor to country, Lyon said, adding sbeul~i" cco~u~ efforts to .irovinces.Thareshauldbea will .col~t l~. m.on.oy fro.m. 
help gmerato growth in a he hoped some agreement restrainsn,mdin~nr~arama move towards clGser co- PO~. mwnoma'rePzenges, oo 
flagging national economy, could be reached on that at and also n"-pea--~ ~nelr--~-tax operation among the sma. 
In first day comments oa igovernment leaders '  the thrEe-day me~tlug, monoy more wisely, governments in comomic Fred Web~r~ 1nagger o¢ 
Biakeney said as far as be The audltor-general's phu~,  . . . CFTK, sn id ,a~ :sine 
sarvleo newrl im-y", n~.  ,econo~csumndt,]Binkeney cenidsee, paopLo cared little reportisstweckchowedthot . "There is no way the oouncedthotthq~.C~glq,'~d' 
said ending the system of whether a worthwhile Ottawa could save tens ff not foda~l government alone approved the appKcatien by 
indoxtag parsopal income project came from private humireds of mlllions by more can 'solve Canada's 
taxes to take account of industry or from a govem-~ careful spending, Lyon told economic problems,, ,  interiercablecompknlesbut: 
inflation would rovido an ha had received no personal additional $1 ~illi0n mnat-owned company, the co~ereace,, ~ said. for . confirmation from the CRTC 
Quebec will fight the provinces. Ray Peters, president of • That money should go British Columbia Televbien instead to those who need it Lid., made no comment on, 
most, those who would spend the news becata~e h said be language ruling ~ received no official some eeooomic stimulation, report on a CRTC decisina. 
Blakeney said the. 11 The application from the 
governments should not Interior Cable Operators 
I~stitate to "take the lead in moving ahead rapidly and qUEBEC (CP) -- The 'provincial econ~to sum. meat on the ~ until he Assoc. (ICOA) was disputed by the BCTV network last 
massively with capital quebecgovermnent intcods sit, sam he will.oat cam, 'has read it. week. 
projects" to provide Jobs i 'to go to the Supreme Conrt of Lloyd Colthorp, vice- 
that are needed now. Thoyt .Canada for a decision on the president .of programming 
could cover, anything from !c0nstitutlc~dity ofa section l~]  I , i  | • • for ]BCTV, listed six main 
and fishing to 'of the Quebec inngunge iaw . .OOu costing railways restore for the intervention 
energy and manufacturing ~mcklng French the primary in his company's submission 
pkutimirovement, language of courts, a U ab  $ 2 0  i l l i ~"~'°  But the other western pr~ ~spokesman for Justice  lnistcr  arc- nd. 8 out  n i  on  .te ent"  isthatn° Tele on°r 
more investment by govern. Bedard said Monday. 
mnato or their companies. The statement from . VICTORIA (CP) --  The re: 'keep it Brand ~0"ml~L~,'" er any other CKVU broad- cast used will be free of 
Most strident in his op- Bedard's office came esut fluediag in the Terrace- ;Fraas~asid. comuierdaleontont; there is 
position was Sterling Lyon of following a Quebec Court of Kititoat region in west- The mix~,uter said he ex. no assurance or statement 
Manitoba, who criticized Appeal dednien earlier in centoral, British columbia pacto to have problems with that the p~ram .to be 
purchase of Nordair by Air' the day upholding a lower- will cost B.C. taxL~yere the federal government over delivered on the cable 
Canada and Pariflc .ceurtJudgmeut that Chapter' about M~0 million, H l~ays  the division of expeaesn, system will in fact be a 
Petroleums Ltd. by Peiro. 3 of the French Language Minister Alex Fraser said "I WOuldn't say the fed~ broadcast and not supplied 
Charter contradicted ar- Mnaday. 
be deleted; no authority is • qDestion or the effect of such 
asked for local erigisatim fragmentation on thor 
during the Telethon and one cmmercislcommitments of 
can be permitted without 
license amendment, 
"No Consideration has 
been given to the l~ls of tha 
PBS service en channel 9 
over this weekend to the' 
regular v iewers  of that 
service; and, no con. 
sidaratlon has been given to 
the fragmentation of 
l icensed commercia l  
Irnad_~s.tl~ on the days in 
BCTV, lke C'rV network, or 
the locally licensed 
stet/ous," said Colthor~ 
Weber said be nym- 
pathises vdth BCTV became 
ito objections are factual and 
it has to protect i 8 lnieresto, 
He said he would he gird if 
'the Tdetbm goes ahead for 
the sake of the erippisd 
chlidren. 
SMILING GRACE 
FRO WTV$ ON 
A VIET TOIFN 
VICTORIA (CP) --. Resourem MiniSter Bill 
Acting Premier Grace Vander Zalm had in- 
McCarthy has rejected a dicated be wan very in- 
plan put forward by a tes~ted in the proposal. 
Victoria Roman Catholic Hewers, Mrs. Me- 
priest to settle Vtet- Carthy said 8he Imows 
nameue refugees in the nnthin8 about the plan, 
town of "Rat, dale on the and would be astonished 
north coast of British Co- ff anz mibtrz has given 
Bbia. , l in .b~ 
Rev. Guy Merveflle Is. the rdugue8 are mer-- 
sacki~ help to buy the chu~ fl,bsmen 
town, 1 ~  ~ -  -. and farmers; . . . . . .  
Royal ~ .aboUt M , 'qt wsukl mm 
kllometras south of improbable thot we would 
Kitimat, for about 50 isohte p0uple who are' 
,refugee fsmilins, obviously not cut out for 
Canada has agreed to that kind of environment, 
accopts0o ofthe refugees, that we wouldimpese an 
ethnic Chinese of Vtof isolation like that on 
sam's merchant ekes, ithem," abe said. ' 
whowereamoug~,s001dtl : Morve/lie said the " 
stranded aboard a ,Victoria Knigizte of i 
,freighter ofd the coast ~ Columbm have promised 
Malaysia. M0,000 toward the east of 
Mervellle said the. ~ the tow,,,ito. 
Canadian F i sh~ Co. has ~ 
'offoredtossl135acrssat. : A sick,smart for the 
the towmite~or ;~00,000. i council ~ Mervalilo'n • 
• Sl~keamen in tba Sacred Heart Parish said 
!ministries of labor and. ~e council is very an. 
human resources con. thusfaatlc about the 
.m~ned the pus Bad bern pratt, and is prepared 
submitted totha govern- ~ to contrlimts some money 
meat'and the ministers, towards it. . 
were "taking a fair lock, " "Ewryvue talks about 
;at it." ' 'do..isg smmthlng for our i 
Mervellle said Humsni_ fallow man," she said. " ' 
Canada, would pull a fast one," h~ esaspecialorlglantlmtothe 
• said.. "1 would say there are cable companies contrary to speculated in the Commons police. lieles of the ]British North Fraser said the province a Iot'of uegot~tl0m ahead the 1975 cable policy of the Monday. NO OIL 'America Act. has receged 400 damage be~ore we know exactly' 'commission. All members supported a "An  initial report from 
claims to date, of which300 Collins Bay aaid the slayer • The appeal court judges-- where we stand with the "--There is not assurance" motion by Flora MacDonald 
- - . , v~ ICE five French-speaking and have been settled at 100 per government ofCanada." wmthe" programs of channel 9 
two English-spsakng--wore cent replacement value. The provincial govern- i~ deleted only for the Islands) expressing con- 
unanimous in rejecting "I would estimate the .set meat declared the region a Z}½ hour period mentioned 
dimmisr area earlier this and that no other programs Francis Eustace, M, a HIKE argument, by Quebec to B.C., regarding highways, 
• government lawyers who hydro, and the individual monthaflorhsavyralmand of CKVU will be carried gnard, and Paul Maurlce, 40, gnardsworebro~Inalt~r 
!wanted to strike down a citlzena, but not the gu  tine flooding damaged home~ before.rafter tha period akRcheaemployue, tlmlnddautbutofflciakmdd 
OTTAWA:(CP) -- The judgment rendered Jan. 24 or' the Causdkn National and washed out highways, mnatloned onthe days when. 
federal and Alberta by Chief Justice Jules Railways, hopefully we can bridges and a CNR line. 
governments have Deschenes of Quebec KCTS (PBS channel 9) will 
reached agreement to Superior Court. 
sup a Jan. I oil price 
increase that would have 'R UDEA U'S THREAT meats of three Montreal law- 
added about three cents yore, Peter'Biaikie, Roland 
to the price'of a gollnn of Durand and Yoiue Goldateln, 
iastreached ~'g s°lineor home-hestinff wbe maintained that th TheThursdayagre e t , in  privaten Torontotalks Englishdeclaringalanguagesecti°naslaW°ftheFrenchC°nflictedthelanguagesBNA withand~,, Mor  wage -pr i ce  cont ro l s  
between Energy Minister the courts and the quebec 
AlantairGillesple and his legislature, OTTAWA (CP) -- Prime other Canadians mat  work gevernment lenders to forget demonstrate a belief that cayiag: " It  Just len'i 
Alberta counterpart, Don Minister Trudenu hinted. "to put this destructive immediate conomic dlf. Canada's ecouomlc worklM." 
The spokssmanforBedard Monday at another round of eccoomic and social force flcultles and consider the problems can be overt~.,~e Levomlue hinted the 
Getty, will be unveiled said even thonRh that vital wage and pries controls ff behind us." longer term. bya coordinated actto.~ t,~ federal 8ovornmont is today at an econcmlc 
summit of Prime section of tha language law Canada is unable to suppress Trmisau made the com- But provincial leaders 'the two levels of gov~,, deliberately working to 
was ruled uncomtltutlnaal, Inflation. manta during opening reacted cautiously, com. meat. undermlN his own |acorn. Minister Trudcau and the all parts of the law will 
10 provincial premiers. .sessions at a three-day iPfain~8 of fruetretlna with "Our ~ are not. to mmt'aattempteinlannchan 
Under the deal, Alberta remain in effect pending the "I do not.believe that we eccooml¢' meeting with the federal economic dwell on put  mistakes, nor ec~omie ~ in the 
likely will get a higher Supreme Court appeal haveyetdoneaH we might o 10 provincial premiers, their management and lena- yet our immediate dlf- provinca, He said recent 
for drsppiag the January on the subject in the quebec foreclose the poasibUlty of come up with policies to Trudsau 8aid the country Quebec Premier ReooLa. 
increase of $1 a barrel in national assembly todayl one day. bellM forced to make the IN0s a decade of is gripped by a sense of vesqueexpressed kepU¢ism hardest. 
the price of crude oil, Premier Rene Levesque, consider controls again," economic growth, gloom and frustration. He shent Joint economic action 
provincial sources said. ;who was in Ottawa Monday Trudeau said. Trudeau appealed for co- urged his provincial cam. betweenhis gay.rumS and con  "t page 5 
[to attend the federal- Government leaders and opemtion, andtnidthejuntor ter~rta to work with him to the federal government, 
Drugs suspected 
in prison death 
OTTAWA (CP)--The man ~ood uergi~s upervisor at 
who stabbed two prison Collins ]Bay, a federal 
employees todeathat Coil/us med l~ty  prken In 
Bay prison Sunday and tim Kingeto~ Ont., am,  
.wounded a third may have suffered stab wounds, 
been under the influenre of High-DBl-dMa~l)onaid, 
intoxicants,  Solicitor M, aprimmerwbowerbedin 
Cameral Jean-Jacques Binis the kitchen, was ~ isd  by 
may have been under tba,. 
(PC-- Kingston and the influence of unldelzUfl~l 
intoxlnanU_~ 
dalenem to tim families d ~ ~ were locked . 
in their ~ and eatre 
They were stabbed to th~wore  back to 
death and Frank Duvall, M, M.mzky .  :- 
: i  
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Noticed 
NlSht : 
Final 
knew the score 
"• KINGSTON, Ont. (CP( -- spoken ofa inck of safely for ,'Hesaid manytimes that' years. Other employees say 
T V |~anclsEustece. oneoftwo guards at security In- it would take someone he was well liked by 
risonempleyecsldlledinan otituUone, gettln~ hurt or killed before prisoners and his neighbors 
i i Incident at Collins Bay "He was very concerned the thin@ he was concernea in Amherstview, Ont., 
knew about it," Robert Lows, about would, be rectified." describe him as a mild, 
t~enite~tinry Sunday, dangers )f Ida Job. social and cultural Euatace, 56, had been a familyoriented man, 
As a vtc~ nsldent of the development officer for the guard at Collins .Bay four A former prison cook who ,| Guide  De - -  - -  dld not wish to be named uid prison's 'guards. he bad ~ry. said Monday. On Sunday, he and Paul convicts in federal 
' ' Maurice, 40, a prison cook, penitentiaries have serene to trim set wore stabbedtedsathbya hun,edsofkldvesundtt~'e Parrot = wielding a knife in the ls little that authorities can 
kitchen of the panitontl~f~ do to control distribution of 
A third employee, o the weapons. [~ All Iistinp subJeot to OTTAWA (CP) -- Jean Hilt=, Sid Baxter~ Davl(! services supervisor Frank Dennis Curtis, a Collh~ 
shaRp without notloe, c=~o Parrot, president of Lewis Jones and Andre Davall, 56, was stabbed In Bay information officer, =aid 
theCenadinnUniouofPoml Beaudmmi~, all of Ottawa, the back and was in stable that' "we can't operate 
Work~ (CUPW), has been hevebennrenmndadtoAprfl couditien i  hospital Men. without knives and, as im't 
" of the inmate trainln| 6 p,m, to midnight J ordered to stand trial April=l 3. in Ontario Supreme Court D at~,...llTln~ley ~ ltaNax, daHYwIh Daniel MacDomld, program, we have to have 
here on a ebarge of dd.y~ CUPW s Atlantic director, 36, was arrested but m prisoner cooke; butchers, 
• Parliament, a union FrankWaldane~Vane~ver, charges have been laid, bakers and cleaners-- all 
• spokesman eaid.Mon~y., director of the Western 0ffletals would not disclose with access to knives." 4 ,c,v 9 KC-TS [ ]  Parrot, the umon aria rune region, Clement Morel of MacDonald's home town. "In any kitchen anrving 
(CTV) (PB$) of its executives were Montreal, director t i the  Eustece was a former 3~O people thore are bound to 
Quebec region, and Bill Britlelt commando who also be a lot of knives." charged last month when ~ they ~nored the Oct. 19 DaglelsbofToronio, directer served wi~thEl~t and the Atieastl0Otherstabbin@ 
Millism Rogers I l l l  leiitalatten that ordered the of the Ontario reilien, were Coego Canadian have been reported at the • q,000 striking inside work- duu~ed earlier thla mouth Forces after the Second penitentiary since 1973, one. 
Electric ors hack to their po~ta, with disobeying Parliament World War. involving a guard who 
~u~ r Company , The spokesman said and probably willbe tried in Maurice had been a cock suffered minor injuries in 
~ national executives larev their own cities, at the penitentiary for 10 May, 1977 
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Boattopplng & Hardware - Vinyl Car Tops • WELCOME ~1 ORDE Re. 
III I I I I I I I I I Iml l l l l l l l i  I I I l i l l l l l l l l l l i l l g l l l l g  IIIlilIIlilIKHBIIIIMMilIIIBIIIIIIIIIIKMBMMMKME Hudllners- Tonnuo Covers • Auto Carpet- V.W. Seats 
• recovered In original color and materiel, front & back and Anderson Ud ~gS.UpholsteryFobrlcs, VInyl &leather- Complete Gordon Corvetter supptles. Antique Auto Restoration 
i R.R. 3 Johns Road 
Phone 635-4348 HALl .IWELL 
4606 Lazello Ave.. Terraoe 
Ph. 636-6576 
StoroHours: Tuos..'at. 9a.m.-6:3Op.m. I//SA Call us at 636-6367 9 to 6 
Friday 9 a,m.-9 p.m. OLOSED MONDAY 
" .  - ~ , / .~ .  . .  . . , ,¢  . , .  -. s ' ' , . ' . : " - , , %  • 
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play planned : Christmas :.'.' : 
Ben and ~Bom,  the " ~  ~ed~on,  will 
Terrace Little Thantre's be seen at the Kalum 
Christmas gifts 
can be made here: 
Come. and learn the The pre.aki program is. 
creative art of candle being held every W ~ y  
making. Make decorative and Sunday at Thornldll 
Chr is tmas candles,  Junior Secondary School 
traditional, dlll~l; tapered fx~m7toap.m.Thtolaafree ' 
caudlea, contaihor molded program for everyone 
candles, sculptured candles wanting to get into aim.pc 
and unique rolled candles, now that the ski seasm us 
Ba~i a few .Chrbthm or- upon us. 
ptayhauee on Dec. 7 at 7:30 
p.m., on l)ec. 8 at 8 p.m. and 
on Dec. 9 at 7:30 p.m. 
Matinees will be held on Dec. 
9 at 10 a.m. and ~ p.m. 
Written by Terrace 
resident Cherie Thieasen, 
who has written s¢flpts for 
the CBC's Beachcombers 
and King of Kensington 
series, and Dave Dessor, the 
play will run for about one 
hour and will be followed by 
refreshments and other 
treats upstairs for the 
children 
The play takes place in a 
supermarket, where the 
hero, George, the 50-yonr-old 
stnck boy, has rebelled 
against his new orders .'~ii" 
destroy the old boxes: 
because he wan~ to recycle 
them instead. : : . , ,  
He is helped out in his pla-n 
by a new.found friend, Be~; 
The play fcature~ George, 
hia buss, a ho~t of boxes, a 
couple of lovable and crazy. 
crocks and the very out- 
spoken maple syrup box 
called Ben. 
The play is Oreeted by 
Dave Dossor. 
Admiasio~ is~1.50 for Ix, fit 
adults and children. Ad. 
vance tickets are sold at 
MccoU Realty arid tickets. 
will be available at the door,"  
nam(~its, or collect some 
cones and cedar beu~s ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: : ::::: :::: : 
toad, ate your own candles. : : : :  ~ . i::: , ,. :::.. • . ::. 
t Rn.qln gs i:! 
burn yourself or  to  give as :::: ~ ~ f l  I V • • [ M~M V • S • Y V :': 
~ifla. All matertak will be :::: • • , .:::. 
• Not listed in OUr to bring a paring knife, an :i::' J,':"'/'/ . :::i 
q~ mp and a cake pan, i:i: . :i:, . , .  _ B.C. Tel Directory, 
~. I~11f~|  Emil Haugland (left) from left) in the Skeena the trip with Lorne Dych ~ ~  ..., 
~,. . . .x~.~./ , ,~u. drew the winning t/chet Nail's two week trip to (right), mall manager, This workshop wlll be held ~ '  AURORA ANIMAL HOSPITAL. 535.7040 i':~.. 
• . belonging to AI alkl Gwen Flji. Bob Harvey, from The/rip begins on March December 12 f~ 7 to 10 iii~ ~ 'el i:[" 
• m at t :4. AL-AN-OROER &ll-35SS .:." w i n n e r s  ~.  (second and third mida Travel, arranged 3. p . .  the Arena Bonque iii! ~ ::i 
- - - - - - ,  - -  r - - - - -  . - -  ,.'.: ,:.: 
ro~tur at the arena attice. ..., , 3~ ...., 
FROM GOV'T i :- : NEWS j ' " ' [ C O U R T  apepolarnpo~inTerraee.,Bre°mballtaProviogto~ i:i'.:::: L lq~l  I L '%~'~q Mjr  f f l [ .  ' l iT '  'BEAU'IFUL" 51~1~1 :::i:i !!
" ' ~lg" You're Interested in',,an, ¢~: ~. .  .~ .mvw.  ....;: 
~ r a n t s  accepted  Cam-- mximchuck, of~lonofmrt lmm.  ~ea~wZa°°~somPt~e:o~d~ i ii:: M arml Free - for ONE month ¢o.rtesy of THE iii :i 
ag~ 17, wu sentenced by He was charged on Oct. 27. fun, come to the Ten'a~e :!:! • I Mu l l  q~' • DAILY HERALD !:i: 
Richard H. Morgan of providing recreational Judge Darrell Collins in Norman Pre~t was fined m Thur~lay nights at i~i! iiii. 
Kitwanga accepted a lacilitiesforstudenta, Terraeaprevinctalcourt on ~Oaflorhepleadnd~ulltyto ;:ch~'led~ebroon~.,,a:3On'm--llemdarmnCim~l~" !i!i ,f you wish your Business Phone ~ 1 ~  L~@~I I~ !!}! 
federal.provincial govern- __ . . . . . . . .  Mondaytolzyaflnec(;x00, achargeofbeioga minorin -~, , s  "~"-~ !~ m i::: : 
mentoffer of $100,000. The S~e.mtwanc~'"ro~.. ocast, or spand sevan days in Jail in possusslonof.llquor, aroalaoavallable. ,w: '.!~ ,isted for your customers please call U i~ l j~  Uq[ j~ l  .:.: 
,,;,! ,. ,, ,, ~ e an . ~oc ely accepma an rater ot default, after he pleaded . . . . .  pro..d assist ce ,h~, i:!:.*:.:.:~;.~.;.~.~;~....:.~.;.:~;*;.;~;~.;.~.:.;.:.;.:.:~;.~.:.:.~.~.:.:.~.:.~.:.:.:.:.:.~*~.~.~.:.:.:.:.~.:.:.~.:.:.;.:.:.:.:v..~v.......v.......:...:...:.:.:.;.:.::::: 
in the construction of a 24- assistance in the amount.of guilty to a charge of 
R~erve land. Assistance in staff unit motel at the junction oftr ining High gowing "Thew isayS project also m rket manageme t 1provided. 6 an wiU d d  3fill 7 a d f r O a nearby upg ade maniti itial service to the com. bro dcast of $93,100. fo m  c nsu'ucu u rdiOof Kitwanga.and Kiwancool faciliti s the televisionrvi e to andbringre- atto $108, P°sseSslon of marijuana' IeeL Magimubuk w~i~lye d fault, dd  Daisle was fined ~ o¢~m toadisqualified fter charge w s d ys hch rg of npleaded drivi gJal  rom i  W E A T H E R  p ~ ~ ~ ~  e e e: ~ ~ S  ~ t  TaX ~ t  e ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  " i i  i : 
Under the special ARDA 
Program, which Is ad- ckiving amotor vehicle. He 
ministered by .DREE, was charged on Oat. 21. 
financial assistance is Boniface Lunz was fined 
available to provide $150, or 10 days in default, 
residents of British after he pleaded guilty to a 
Columbia, particularly of cluu~e of driving a vehicle 
Indian ancestry, in remote while he had a blood-alcohol 
rural areas with op level over .0e. 
pertuultiesto improve their ' Jaeat: Rozmms was fined 
economic , circumstances. MlOf or five days in Jail in 
One such activityis thrcngh default, after she pleaded 
the establishment or ira- guilty to a charge of driving 
provements of comm0nity a vehicle while she had a 
recreation facilities in order blond-gieohol level over ..08. 
Today is expected to'.be 
mainly cloudy, with rainthis 
afternoon, and ceatinui~ 
throughout the evening. 
Temperatures hould 
reach a high of oboot 5 
degrees Celsius this af. 
terneon, and drop to around 2
degrees Celsius overnight 
tonight. Tomorrow should be 
mainly cloudy with a few 
showers. 
The leng range outlnckis 
for mainly mild, wet weather 
Willto~ MeAllister, age for the remainclor of the 
17, was fined $108, or seven week, and nbove normal 
days in Jall in dofault, after temlm'atures foe this time of 
he pleaded guilty to a charge year. 1 
to improve standards of 
living of residents in these 
remote regions. 
/ 
Northwest and Central B.C., Skeena, Nass, Kitimat, • 
Kispiox River Valleys - Queen Charlottes - Port Hardy 
. TOUR. PRO¥1NOIAL GOVERNMENT IS DESIROUS OF SURVETING AND 
DETERMINING THE EXTENT OF LOSS AND DAMAGE TO PROPERTY OF 
INDIVIDUALS AND SMALL BUSINESSES AFFECTED BY FLOOD 
OGCURRING OOT. 31 - NOT. 7, 1976 
The areas to be assessed are those within the boundaries approved by the Fed~al- 
Provincial Joint Committee as follows:. 
Following a line due east from Stewart (The International Boundary) to a point 
directly north of North Buikley (8 miles east of Houston) then proceeding in a straight 
line south to a location parallel to a'peint 10 miles outh of Port Hardy and proceeding 
in a westerly direction to the weatof Vancouver Island and then orth, encompassinK 
the Queen Charlotte Islands and then proceeding east and north following the United 
States-Canada boundary up the Pcarss Canaland Portland Canal to Stewart, B.C. 
Damage will be assessed by members of the Canadian Independent Adjusters 
Conference, appointed by the government tocarry out this service. The results of 
their assessment oncompletion will be submitted to the Provincial Government for 
consideration. 
Indlvidu~!s who wish to have their floed damage appraised are notified that all 
requests for assessment must be submitted by November 30t h, 1978 on forms 
available from and retm-nable tolocal assessment office at 3~19 Eby St., Terrace, 
B.C., phone 635-7104 Claimformsarealsoavallableatyonrlo~alGovernmentAgency 
or  
FL0OD ASSESSMENT OFFICE 
O,~HIDIAN INDEPENDENT ADJUSTERS OONFERENOE 
The Employment Tax 
Credit Program was 
introduced by the Govern- 
ment of Canada to stim- 
ulate emph).vment i  the 
private sector. 
: In essenCe, we're encour- 
aging you to expand your 
work force hy providing a
tax break fi)r your business. 
The poWntial annual 
h~x credit for each new em-  
l)h).~x'e is river $3,500. And 
them is no limit to the 
mlmber of new employees 
you can him. 
Nox~: Iw using the exl)e- 
Hence wcrve g'ained so t'al; 
we\'e changed the prom~un 
to make it even more 
attractive. 
Up to 33~% more tax credit. 
The maximum term for 
the ~x credit has been 
iaelvased th)m nine to 12 
months fd" each new 
employee.That means up to 
33'A% m(n~? tax credit, 
Greater eligibilit): 
We have expanded the 
number and types of busi- 
nesses eligible to benefit. 
Now almost (,ve~.'v business 
thatk been operating in 
Canada fi,' a year or more 
can join in. 
Vfider choice of new employees. 
Now, almost an.w>ne 
who's unemployed anti regis- 
tered at a Canada Employ- 
ment Centre t'~)r a minimu m 
of txvo weeks is eli~,dble. 
'Aminimum of red tape. 
We\'e simplified ~1 ]  (~ 
pl~)cedure, soyou can do the 
whole thing, t'r~)m l)e~,Sn- 
ning to end. with just t\~, 
single-page forms. 
For full derails on the 
i)rohcam, contact any 
Canada Emph)yment (!enuv/ 
Canada Manpower Cent]v. 
 IDYi RS: 
CAN YOU IGNORE 
APOSSIBLE TAX CREDff 
OF $3,500 OR MORE? 
[ 4030 LazellJ 
'V - . . . i i  V ia  1t[11 
|11 - 410 Oity Centre 
Ifitimst l q~ Empk)ym(mt and Imml~emtg,qm t~anm4n Ernplo! et 
accommodation n the area. 
Four full-time and two part- 
time jobs will be created for 
native people. 
~The Hartley Bay Indian 
Ba~d accepted an offer of 
$~00,000 through the Special 
ARDA Program towards the 
construction of a $600,000 
native recreational centre in 
the remote community of 
Hartley Bay. 
The new centre to be  
located in the vicinity of the 
local school will be a focal 
point for all community 
activities as well as 
Sperllng PIn~.a Tower it 185- 6450 Roberts St., Burnaby, B.C. VSG 4El Phone 294-3748 
it is imperative that requests for easeusment forms be obtained without cletay, 
completed in detail and returned promptly to facilitate early examination or" 
damages, Along with these forms related Insurance polities, tax notices, proof of 
ownership and detailed lists of items damaged ordestroyed will be required. 
Those seeking assistance are further advised it k advantageous to salvage and 
conduc*, whatever emergency leaning and repairs necemry to reduce their loss. 
Details pertaining to the above to ha listed and held for examination by assessors 
wlmtl personal inspections are conducted. 
Claim forms available at your local Government Agency. 
J. Dale Elander, 
Chief Asgegsor 
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Canada is 
losing steam 
! iOT~AWA (CP) --  The 
epuntry's economy lest some 
~' its steam in the third 
~ t  ot this year and 
and opposition 
~Oo~ymt~y alike said 
do not expect 
r~al grow~ to meet the 
8overnment s four.per-cent 
t i rp t  
i:Statlstice Canada reported 
genday that output of goods 
services, an measured 
by the gross national product 
(GNP), grew in real terms 
~l~mS.a per cent on an annual 
is during the mouths July 
p September. 
-"l'l~ compares with ex- 
~msion at a 4.4-per-cent rate 
the secend quarter and 2.8 
~r  ce~t in the first quarter. 
: Inc reased  persona l  
~pending and more in- 
v~tment in bnsjness and 
~ann machinery and 
equipmont accounted for 
much of the expamion. But 
the growth was weakened by 
declines in government 
operating expenditures, 
other investment in con- 
struction and business in- 
ventories. 
The total output of goods 
and services in annual terms 
was valued at $235.9 billion in 
the third quarter, up Iron. 
~9.8  billion in the second 
quarter .  
Statistics Canada said the 
Later, Robert Andras, ap- 
painted last Friday to head a 
cabinet council on economic 
development, said lhe 
growth rate this year will be 
below four per cent. 
But he expressed op- 
timism for 1979, while adding 
a word of caution that 
forecasts are "always im- 
precise an hell." Improved 
exports and more business 
investment should brighten 
the outlook next year, An- 
draa said. 
Chretten has predicted ex- 
Imnsion ext year of between 
four and 4.5 per cent despite 
an economic slowdown in tl~e 
A.S. 
Sinclair Stevens, the 
Progressive Conservative 
finance critic, said growth 
would have to hit a real 
annual rate of 12 per ~nt  in 
the final quarter for the 
country to average four per 
cent this year. 
But, he added, prospects 
for the last three mouths of 
1978 appear dim and the 
government seems to be 
preparing the country for the 
worst in 1979 by continually 
pointing to the slowdown in 
the U.S. economy. 
Statistics Canada said 
growth in the third quarter 
reflected a return to the 
weak pattern of consumer 
and business demand in the 
economic growth in the economy that has been 
quarter represented a apparent since early 1977, 
"continuation of the with the exception of the 
moderate advances" begun second quarter this year. 
late in 1977. Last year, the 
annual growth was a 
relativelypo~ 2.6 per cent. 
The federal agency also 
~mid there was a moderation 
of domestically-produced 
Inflation, with prices rising 
at an annual rate of 6.8 per 
cent in the third quarter, 
down from S.8 per cent in the 
second tlm~month period. 
The figures were released 
Just after Finance Minister 
Jean Chrntlen told a federal- 
Vinctsl premiers' con. 
ace on the economy that 
real growth this year will be 
at best four per cent. At the 
outset of 1978, Chretlen had 
been predicting five-per.cent 
expansion. 
Personal spending on 
gonds and services rose at an 
annual rate of 3.6 per cent m 
the third quarter, in part 
reflecting the impact of a 
temporary cut in retail sales 
taxes in most provinces. 
That cut ended in most 
provinces in October. 
The strength in consumer 
demand was largely in 
purchases in durable and 
~p~i-durable goods, such as 
automobiles, major home 
appliances, furniture and 
clothing and recreational 
equipment. 
Some of the increased 
spending may have reflected 
consumer decisions to buy 
while sales taxes were down. 
EDITOR'S JOURNAL 
B~/GreO Middleton 
Do you have any favorite records, discs you 
really like? If you do then the best advice is not to 
play them. 
I had coffee the other day with a record 
distributor's sales manager. He said that if you 
really like a record, you shouldn't play it because 
by playing it you wear it out. He told me that 
records weren't really made to be played much. 
After sixty or seventy times on the turntable the 
average record has lost its clarity. 
In a way, it makes sense. After all, when you 
play a record you are dragging a rock over it. 
Your stylus, the needle, is a jewel but it is still a 
stone and it wears down the fine variations in the 
grooves from which the music is reproduced. 
That doesn't mean you should sit in silence 
though. This fellow suggested that taping a 
record as soon as you buy it and then play ing the 
tape would both preserve the recc~'d and allow 
youto listen to the music. An ad~er' ~dvantage is
that you get a little bettcr sotmd as the 
rerecording should take out a few of the almost 
imperceptible flaws in the record. 
There are distortions in your records an,~ 
North American recordings don't hold a, candle 
to the better European records as any real i'fittsic 
buff will attest. 
And what of the direct to disc records? Unless 
you have a good system, one that set you back 
better than a grand, don't waste your money. 
You won't be able to hear the difference. If you 
do have a good sound set up, then try direct to 
disc, but if you really want the best sound then 
remember not to play the record. Direct to ~isc 
gives you superior sound because it eliminates 
the initial taping and rerecording. As the extra 
quality of the sound is there, it will also disap- 
Pear as the record deteriorates through playing. 
f -  
"My son Michel threw my copy'of the budget proposals into. the fireplace -- 
l.~lidn't e~en know he could read!" 
TMOMAS A TR ILL  THINKS ,.,.= 
h uy We s o uld b Canadiaff= 
Did you know that we buy tractors from 
Russia? 
A few years ago, we Imported our first 
Russian tractors. They were slow to catch 
on and were bought mostly in the prairie 
provinces. They are now available at your 
local dealer's establishment . . . .  
I do not buy Communist.made goods. I 
have my reasons and I am firm in that 
decision. However, I am intrigued by this 
evidence of increased trade with Iron 
Curtain countries. Why, for example, do we 
buy a product that is produced in abundance 
in Canada? Is the quality better; or the 
price? How do such goods compare with, 
say, Japanese or West German products? 
The (limited) Atri l l  report follows: 
Price seems to be the biggest Inducement 
to buy Communist. Prices on all products, 
whether shirts or machines, are usually 30 
per cent below prices of Canadalan.made 
goods. I have been able to observe no other 
I 
inducement to buy Iron-Curtain; qualify is 
inferior, workmanship is reminiscent of our 
early days hand manufacturing and I 
shudder to think about the availability of 
parts. Looking over the several sizes of 
tractors, I was amazed at the comblna~t.io~.,.,~ . . 
of.old and new. Hand painting of parts',Tp, r=~ ./ 
example, and a modern diesel engine. Tires../-: 
were accidentally painted with yellow and 
then repainted black, by hand. Castings 
were generally unfinished. Thick paint is 
used to cover imperfections. Sheet metal is 
poorly fitted. 
One of my brothers drove a large Russian 
tractor for an Alberta farmer. He monkey- 
wrenched and awaited parts and fought 
with it for several weeks, finally refusing to 
use it. By contrast, I have a Massey.Harris 
that is still in top running condition after 25 
years of use. 
Anyone who buys a Communist.made 
product, deserves it. 
. OF  CAP ITAL IST  BASE 
Americas losing control 
WASHINGTON (CP) - -  
Americans, long the 
world's premier 
capitalists, are beginning 
to feel they are being 
bought out by foreigners. 
It shows in disgruntled 
comments from farmers 
whose land is being 
purchased by Japanese 
interests, the concern by 
some senators about Arab 
ownership in U.S. airlines 
and federal government 
resolve to crank down on 
foreign banking. 
Foreigners now control 
such products as 
Brylcreem, Pepsedant 
toothpaste, Libby's beam= 
acd SOS pads. German 
ij|vestors own the highest 
building in Houston, 
Texas, and the B~nk o~ 
Montreal is tek i~ over 
most of the r ~tal} b,~Ine~ 
of Bank-~ "~ cu.~ 
c:,.~c,ly ~ '.,,,' r.~., ~.~. blllinos 
,~f doily' ~ , :: r ~ ~,~rlng into 
the, L'../~.~'~ ~! :~ is dif- 
ficult. Ne,~'~wcek 
m~ati~e, rc~.cntly 
~timated that Canadians 
alone have put $450 billion 
into Florida real estate. 
A govermnent estimate 
says foreigners probably 
own less than one per cent 
~f U.S. farmland, but the 
}louse agriculture 
committee f els they are 
buying up many of the 
~orms now changing 
~nds. 
A government survey of 
direct foreign investment 
in indt~try and securities 
~how~ foreign holdings 
Jumped to ~11blllion in 
19/7 from $1~ billion five 
years earl ier.  Morgan 
Guaranty Trust Co. of 
New York, a leading 
broker ~p~ the 
foreigners invmt, says 
ourrent investments from 
abroad are abeut five 
times the rate in the 
I~ .  
' Last week, a Morgan 
Guaranty executive told 
the Senate sub~mmittee 
of citizens' and 
shard~dders' rt~his that 
three Arab oil companies 
used the firm to put $2.2 
billion into American 
tmineNos. 
Abu Dhabi, the tiny, oil. 
rich Mlddis East nation, 
now owns between one 
and ~.5 per cent of the 
conunon shares in four 
U.S. airiinea. Because of 
their scattered ownership 
among thousands of 
ordinary investors, a one. 
per-cent holding can 
~enet  " a significant 
Senator Howard 
Metaenbaum (Dem, 
Ohio), subcommittee 
chairman, expressed 
concern over foreign 
holdings and said in. 
vestlgations will con- 
timm. 
The Arabs are the mast 
visible investors but 
aren't the leaders. 
Newsweek identifie~ the 
Dutch, operating thro,,gh 
such giant multinationals 
as Royal Dutch-Shell, .~s 
the bluest. Then co~e 
the British, the 
Canadians, the Germans, 
the Swiss, the French and 
the Japanese. 
It shows in such 
products as Nestle of 
Switzerland, Seagrams of 
Canada and BASF of 
Germany, as well as 
through immense per- 
sonal holdings by in- 
dividuals, such as •the 
baron Guy de Rothschild 
of France. 
New York City, after 
losing corporate • 
headquarters by the 
dozens in recent years, 
has now be.come the site 
for r~.arly 70 branches of 
foreign banks. 
The devalued dollar, 
which makes it cheaper 
for foreigners to buy into 
the United States, is the 
most obvious reason for 
the influx of foreigx, in- 
vestment. But political 
uncertainty in Europe 
and a reeling that the 
United States is still the 
world's strongest 
economy, despib'~ 
pro01ems, are potent 
influences. 
Generally, foreign 
investors are welcomed 
by the U,S. government, 
nithougb iheir activities 
are ebout to come under 
cleser scrutiny 
Through a waiver in  
ba~igration h'vs, 
anyone with ~40,-000 to 
invest can enter the conn. 
try. 
Bu~ farmer~ are 
.critical As their land is 
bought, they complain 
about everything from 
possible future enemy 
appropriation of 'food 
supplies to escalating 
land prices that •hurt 
young farmers. 
A case in point is Queen 
Anne's County, in 
Maryland, Just outside 
Washington. About $6,2 
million in foreign money 
has poured in this year to 
buy the county's best 
wheat, soybean and 
cornfields, 
In a county where even 
the parking meters are 
painted red, white/" and 
blue, people are u~ossy. 
"The land is dlasp- 
~/earing," says Roberl 
llson, presldent of the 
Queen Anne's Farm Bu- 
reau: "It's ereating a 
problem for younger 
farmers to ever be able to 
buy land." 
Concern like tids led 
President Carter to sign a 
bifi this fall requiring 
disclosure of farm 
Igqdings by loreign in- 
terests. If the proportion 
is significant, it could 
lead to the imposition of 
restraints by Congress. 
In addition, Carter has 
signed an international 
banking act which will 
permit he government to
supervise foreign banks-- 
financiers for many for- 
eign interests--and set 
reserve requirements for 
all foreign bank branches 
operating in the United 
States. 
OTTAWA OFFBEAT 
BYR'CI , D ACKSON ] 
The Budget presenlcU m activityinourarea,andlam 
the House of Commons on 
Nov. 16 cont~ns very good 
news for out area of nor- 
thwe~tern B.C. 
Finance Minister. Jean 
Chretien has done an ex- 
cellent job of balancing the 
need for stimulation of the 
economy-  particularly in 
areas outside of "central 
Canada" ~- with the equally 
pressing need to keep the lid 
on inflationary pressures. 
The goal of the Budget is to 
c~ntain cost increases in this 
period following the removal 
of wage and price controls 
and to allow Canadians to 
take full advantage of .the 
recent improvements in our 
international competitive 
position. 
It is above all a Budget for 
the regions. 
There area  number of 
Budget measures 
specifically designed to 
promote economic diver- 
sification into the' lesser 
developed areas of our 
country, and some of these 
have particular importanc.e 
forSkeena: . , / .... ' . 
Perhaps the Singl~'im~t 
important measu~'~edfor "ou  
area is the allowl~ bf i:(~ts 
related to the deve!6pment of 
new mines to be 100 percent 
tax deductible. This is up 
from the previous level of 30 
p~rcent, and should be a 
major incentive to the 
development of a number of 
mines in our area Which are 
currently of a marginal 
nature. 
Another important 
measure is the allowance of 
the costs of social assets and 
l;owbsite facilities to be 
pai'ti~!ly tax deductible. My 
informatioh onthiS subject is 
only prelimi~ary at this 
early •date, but I am hopeful 
that {t~r~s: such •as satellite 
telecommunications 
facilities may be included in 
the category of "social 
assets". 
The mining incentives, 
along with other tax changes 
such as incentives for in- 
vestment inpollution control 
equipment, tax credits for 
expenditures on tram 
sportation equipment,,~.~ 
t~e in~r..e~e o~.~the ,'.m- 
V~tmenL ~x. cr~R'~dh~Uld 
aid in our efforts to expand 
and diversify our northern 
B.C. economy. 
, The Budget should mean 
an increase in economic 
hopeful that other measures, 
such :is the '  special 
provisions for small 
businesses and assistance 
available through the 
Department of Regional 
Economic Expansion, 
produce more locally based 
and locally controlled in- 
dustries. Such companies, 
particularly in secondary 
industries, create the jobs 
and give us the econonflc 
stability that encourage 
community development as 
well. 
One aspect of Mr. 
Chretlen's speech, while not 
directly a~rt  of the Budget, 
was the report be tabled 
comparing the tax systems 
of Canada and the United 
. States. This study was 
conducted, in consultation 
with American officials, in 
response to recent reports 
about comparative tax rates 
in the two countries. 
• The strong conclusion is 
that the Canadian personal 
tax system compares most 
favourably with that of the 
U.S. It also shows that our 
business taxes are fully 
competitive with their 
American counterparts. 
To cite one statistic, the 
study shows that in Canada 
personal taxes equal 15.17 
percent of personal income, 
whereas in the U.S. personal 
taxes equal 15.99 percent of 
personal income. 
There are other Bdget 
measures of benefits to in- 
dividual taxpayers, uch as 
the lower U.I.C. premiums, a 
doubling of the employment 
expense 'allowance to I500, 
and reduced prices for many 
consumer goods (including 
ears, televisions and ap- 
pliances) through the 
reduction i  the federal sales 
tax. There are also steps 
which will be of specific 
interest o certain groups. 
These include the removal of 
the 10 percent excise tax on 
marine engines and small 
aircraft, as well as changes 
affecting some owners of 
Registered Retirement 
Savings Plans. 
For further information on 
any of  tl~ proposals con- 
tained in the new federal 
Budget~"or to provide me 
with your comments, please 
write to me care of the House 
of Commons, Ottawa, On- 
tario (KIA 0X2). No postage 
is required. 
Air space battle 
a ch i ld i sh  game 
' SINGAPORE (Renter) --  thorities are net prepared to 
A row over air traffic bet- meet all its requests. 
wecn Singapore and Malaysia wants to use a 
Malaysia has all the over- widebedied, 250-seat airbus 
tones of a deap-seatod family , on the ~ flights to and 
feud. 
Many outsiders are baffled 
over the public display of 
mutual mistrust between the 
two countries, whose 
economic welfare and 
security have been closely 
linked since they ended their 
political union 13 years ago. 
But Singapore and 
Malaysian officials say the 
trouble is only part of a hard 
bargaining process and that 
the two states will never 
allow the problem to mar 
their friendly relations. 
The quarrel over revision 
of their air services 
agreement is the latest and 
the most serious row in 
from Singapore--a point 
which Singapore does not 
want to concede without 
reciprocal benefits. 
Aviation sources estimate 
that the earnings gap this 
year could reach about $18 
million in favor of MAS. 
Singapore xpects to earn 
about $15 million, against 
MAS's $32 million. 
"It is not feasible to expect 
Singapore to put itself at an- 
other commercial disad- 
vantage without any tom- 
,mat ing  advantages being 
given," says the influential 
English-language Straits 
Times. 
"There should new be a 
recent years between the two fresh look at tbe whole 
. countries that once were spectrum of civil aviation 
considered indivisible. relations bel~,,een the two 
Although the civil aviation countries." 
talks have reached an im. 
passe, officials here and in 
Kuala humpur are confident 
• that it is only a question of 
time before the problem is 
settled. 
The ne~.qations onthe air 
pact, signed by Malaysia nd 
Singapore when they dis. 
mantled their joint airline in 
1972, began almost 30 months 
ago. 
The sixth round of talks 
between the two countries, 
which now operate separate 
national carriers, ended last 
month" without agreement 
but they decided to meet 
again in January. 
At one stage, Singapore is- 
sued an ultimatum to cut the 
number of Mnlay., tur) Ai,'line 
Systems (MAS) flights to the 
island republic .~tartlng h'ov, 
1, if a solution was r.oi 
reached. Malaysia 
th reatened counter .  
measures. 
Only a last-minuts com- 
promise to leave things as 
they were until a final 
solution was found avoided 
an immediate crisis• 
Singapore seeks more 
flights to Malaysia as a 
means of correcting the 
disparity in earnings of MAS 
and Singapore Airlines 
'~(SIA), but the Malaysian au- 
Malaysian Transport  
Minister Tan Sri 
Manickavasagam told 
parliament recently that 
Malaysia would be 
reasonable in the 
negotiations. Singapore 
team leader Sire Ken Bonn 
also toned down his earlier 
remarks and said that his 
country is willing to accept 
reality and allow biAS to 
operate airbuses. 
"Now we want to see in 
what other areas we can 
trade off. We can do a deal," 
Sire says. 
SIA earlier suffered a 
setback when a new London- 
Singapore Concords ervice, 
operated jointly with British 
~.irw~ ys, had to be cancelled 
following Malaysla's rofusa~ 
to allow the aircraft to fly 
over its air space. 
Malaysia cites en- 
vironmental reasons for its 
objection. But it is widely, 
believed that Kuala Lumpur 
withheld permission for 
Concorde in an attempt o 
gain more flights into 
London for its nqtional 
carrier. 
. Negotiations ,between 
British Airways r and 
Malaysian authorities are 
continuing. 
! J 
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THEws iN BRIEF I More wage-price controls threatened 
OTTAWA (CP) " i  Time '~nirty.thrne large work. ' ' lost dram lockouts and stoppaSea involvtn~ mare Ontario Premier William provinces are apprcachiNi Astbecouferenceopened, muat be prepared to accept n the medium-term eta, ramie 
strikes rose to 1,012,050 man- than 500 wo~ero aocounu~ Davis said he is optimistic their tank with their hands ~ n  told premiers he share of the responsibility recovery path they agreed to 
daysinAu~ustft'om83,T/0in for ?3 pea" cent of the time about the country's tied. He said ~overmnenta undmstunds they all are for economic performance," at their last federal- 
July, the federal I~bor lmt in August. Of those, 37 economic propsects, but across the country are so e ln~ to balance their Chretiensaid. provincial meeting in 
department said Monday. w~ in nmnulacturing ann warnedthatrncuntecouomin wedded to the idea of re- budgie Just as the federal He also told the prern~er~ February now appears opti- 
The August statstice- eseatructina. • initiatives, by the fedeal attaint hey can do ilttk to IMverement is doing. He spur economic SXp.W~... m~ed them, however, to ~ ~ M u u , . . ~ ~  ~k ~ 
dented Vs,~S workers ware Total man d~ys lost kom Sovemnent could mean a Trudcau was flanked by walt for a time of strm~ 
involvedin~33dioputea.Five Jan.ltoAu~.3tamountodto suhatantialincreaseintoxea Finance Minister Jean economic growth before 
per cent of ~ time lmtwu 4,T45,440, compared with and an unstable financialcli- Chretien and his newly- making hu~,~ budget cuts. 
due to disputes unmr xeaerai ~'B0,530 man days lost in the mate. 
8overnmentJurtediction. mUM lx¢lodL "The present federal ~ ~  ~ , 
Dennett mem0r ia i -~ursday ~o .~ .ar ~ =~, 
. ' good intentiono and l can 
VANCOUVER (CP) --. A lW#s. He alao worked as n foresee a time, not too far 
memorial servioo will be camenmun for • out- misht hit the economy very held here ,Tuesday for Blefll  dooreman Ted Peck's all, when the consequences 
Dennett, a former ~ television series, hard." 
photoMspher with the ~,~--.-" au,~,," .,., ~-'---,,,,,,,. He urged the federal 
Vancouver Sun. He  ~ed man, a ~  the m watch government to give top 
Saturday at tno age m.uq. radio proMmms ill which !~. prlorll~, to the creation of a 
Dennett won many _b3~..dcast sea --c~U- flto°n~o~ growth,P°ll" tOdesi~nedpromote industrialto glvi~ 
nationalawards for his news ~ prospec~ W. - ~ industries a better 
photographs during the boaters from. eeasuu al)~a, chance to compete on world 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  markets. 
Irregularities plugged speakingThe easternfor aPremierS'region Anti-Mountie 
sport ,{ ,Ot to  Lang at the Calsary airpart to country's worst unem-  , ,u- "-e-:LJJ d 
ires plugged nearly evezy million and. tripled at heroic growth, urg~that re- 
accounting irregular i ty Toronto Int~'nsti0unl .air- ginsai development be given 
Identified by Auditor-C, en- port to $159.7 millim h'om high priority in economic .m.  . :', ~:~,~,,~, 
oral J.J. Macdonell in his an- ~.6 million, sintqff affecting the 1980s. 
Lan~ said.there now isa lntbeWest~MaaltobaPre- OTTAWA (CP) --  The A royal commission i~I: /  
nual report released last completodoubleehachwith mierSterilagLyouursedhis Canadian Civil Liberties RCMPwron~doins"mu~t~'. 
week. i as the exe~M~ ~/' Lan~ told'ibe Commas airport users before ex- fdlow leaders to hold fast to Asmc/ation says it bes more loNMr be used ,, 
• earlier commitments to than 10,000 signaturm on a for delay and Inaction, the many examples of ~ italian i)huu are approved. 
airport construction caste l.,u~ de~ended JudiPmenis government spending petition to have legal action mmc/atiou says. 
named" by ' the auditor- made by pr~viou! transport reatralnL taken pgalmt Mounties who The royal commlu l~ '~ 
general occurred several minkters eayin~ the govern- Saskatchewan Premier have alle~lly violated the peintedJdyg, 1977, ~asneen 
years a~o and steps ware meat was bound to cemdder Allan Blabeney rmewed his law. ' invea~flxng the sll l~ions 
taken tomakesure the prob- social needs as well as call fe~ I ~  ener~ The association, reeir- foe m e~s than a year but is 
isms did not reoccur; economic benef its,  development o provide culatin~ the petition this not expected toreport before 
Toe transport minister needed Jo~':.. mouth, ~ayu that although 1900. 
forecast that Montreal's MP ,~,~m'a 
He was responding to 
queatinm from Consorvati.ve 
about defldenclm m 
financial p lan~ by the 
tramport del~rtment c/ted 
by MandoneU. 
Tbe auditor-genernl said 
Mirabel airport, dubbed by 
o~ealtiou MPs as a white 
el~phant, will p.rove. 
necassary as growm ot 
trnfflc lacrsasas. 
MacDonald 
(PCKingeton and the 
Is lands),  Opposition 
spok~omen for federal- 
~i~v~U~ re~Uo~, said abe 
did not enpecc any 
malta to emerge from 
created Beard of Economic Earlier L, "~ day, 
Development ml~. tere-- Statistics Ca~ rs,eased a
eight cabinet resistors report showing economic 
headed by hhairman Robert ~rowth rate for the third 
Andru. quartet ~ the year stood at 
Sylvia Ontry, chairman of S.~ per cont. That is a 
the ecouomic ouncil, ~ from the second quarter anti 
attended. Her council s short of federal projections 
Centre for the Study of In- for a four.per-cent growth 
flationandProductivityuesd rate thin year. 
the conference to release a 
report showing that Ca- Even that projection is 
nadinn manufacturers are below initial estimates of a 
increaein~ prices and profits growth rate o~ up to five per 
despitea levelll~ in the rate cant. ' 
of wage increases. ' "I think the provinces 
allegations against the 
RCMP of bur~,  theft: 
arson, mall-openinS ann 
other dfmces have been 
made since October, I~7, 
"not a single charge has 
been laid or dlecipllea~ 
• In its 'November 
newsletter, the association 
says it Beau will present.a.. 
brief to the royal cam- 
mission. It has invitd~. 
memlm's to hdp by set t i~  
out their views on pc/p~r 
Pnm~ve are they too ex" 
or too limited?--or 
by ffivi~ examples of RCMP 
which haven't 
yet surfaced at the royal 
comn~lon hearings. 
Comineo fined 810,000 t~,~,m--~, measure~lx~d." She said the most ira- The petition ~ the 
portant achievement w~ch federal govarnme~t to in- 
TRAIL, B.C. (CL) -- The wm;kor was ~ st the could cane out of the mum yoke at once "the normal 
Workers' Compensation plant--the third in four would be an indication that processes of law en- 
Board has fined Cmninco mo~tha, the two levels of goverment forcemenL" 
Ltd. $10,000 followtn~ the Lm~Wbyte, prmideatof m.e preparsd to cooperate on . It. s ayg Ottawa should 
economic planning. ' tomato prosecuuons or 
death d David Ford, 20, who the United Stoeiwockers of NDP Leader Ed Broad- disciplinary procecdin~s. = 
was electrocuted Sept. 10 America, local 400, sald 
while working in the lead flnewuinadequateundthnt bent was pesalm~tie, federal matters SUCh a 
smelter area at the com- It won't solve tl~ safety "I will dellffhtfdily Bur- mail-opening..and alleged 
pany's plantin thissouthesat problems at the Cominco prised if the the meeting RCMP mm.neadmg o~teneras 
British Co l,t/~nbi~ cKY.  opernilea, lmxluces the p .rOlmis .we  ~binet .n~nis~. E_~d~ 
;~A'Cpm!B~o',sp~i~esmkn Cominco, which had end tO' stimulate tne.o~nrean.ms, me~,ar~nunu 
Confirmed Moiida~ that the re/medcommenteatheflne; economy." ' other offences hould ~ r~. 
flne wasimpesedThureday, can appeal the board He said the federal ferred to provlnem~ ac- 
the same day another decision, government and moat of the torneysgeneral for action. 
FRIDAY...,  1 p.m. to ? 
| lE I  TIIIIIIIIT" I t lU  l l l l l l i  $1U1[! 
~ ./.liPS _-. ts IUTIIUES 
S~ |ISTRnR uununinulSt 
TIREs 
UONE AND 401H THE EXOITEMENT FRIDAY AT 1 p.m. 
TUg NIT |ORUIUI fOUR iONS FOR igOTlOii 
UR VIEW HKR|UiIUUII| UI HAND 
EVERY I|T InN an.me, to 6:00 p.m. 
FRID|T$ OsO0 p.me, re 3:00 p.m. 
OONVERT NO LONGER WANTED ITEMS TO OASH 
DECEMBER 31, t978 
Terrace Auction Mart IANUARY 28, 197~; 
636-3936 
3333 APSLIHr ST, TERRAOE . 
ABOVE FREOS FURNITURE 
44114 Lekelee Avenue 
63§-3936 
The Herald, Tuesday, November 28, 1978, Page ¥ 
mastic. He said it will 
dfffloult o achieve the g0 
stated at that eontarenco 
the agreed-on 1901 ta~ 
date. 
! 
ira dl Ik it u ii 
2nd Look is primarily a makeup studio in 
which we not only apply makeup to the 
customer, but also teach the art of makeup. 
OUR OTHERindudoSERVlOES 
1. Ear Piercing 6. Wig Servicing 
2. Brow Arching & Cleaning :%1 
3. Nudesse Hair Removal 7. Exclusive Fashion `.• 
= • . T~ 
4. Facials- Accessories ,, 
5. Wigs & Related 8. Elancyl Products 
Accessories for Cellulite 
.Ax  AN .FO,HTUENY Wm 
,~~ PROFESSIONAL IIIKEgP ARTIST ~ ' ~  
9/f, IGmT CERTIFICATEi 
/Pedect/or the woman in your ~etl 
:W 
Here are the numbers drawn in the November 26th 
draw of the Provincial Lottery. Check  the numbers 
below-You may be a winner. To claim your prize, follow 
the instructions on the reverse of your ticket. 
If you're ~_t  a ,,.~Inner in this draw, 
KEEP VO~R TICKET 
Keep your. November/December draw ticket, 
it's also eligible for the December 31st draw, 
\^/ti',iNINC, NUMBERS 
8684976 9436739 
7366664 6076386 
105TOT83 
If the last six, five, four or three digits on your ticket are 
identical to and In the same order as those winning 
numbers above, your ticket is eligible to win the cor- 
responding prize. 
last 6 digits win 
last 5 digits win 
last 4 digits win 
last 3 digits win 
$t0,000 l 
H,ooo 1 
$~0o i~1 
$25 I 
NOTE: $100 and $25 winners may claim their winnings by presenting their ticket 
to any branch of Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce only in British Columbia, 
Alberta, Saskatchewan, Manitoba and the Yukon. 
In the event of discrepancy between thls llst and the official winning numbers 
llst, the latter shall prevail. 
TICKETS FOR: 
ON SALE NOW! 
Western Canada Lottery Foundation 
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with Chris Porter 
Golf Club needs your help 
: by Leona Wilcox 
.The annual general 
meeting of the Skeena Valley 
G01f and Country Club 
S~iety dealt with three 
main issues. The 52 mem- 
bers wbo attended the 
m.eeting on Wednesday, Nov. 
15:were brought up to date 
witha financial report on the 
g01f course's yearly 
operation by Club Treasurer, 
Piill Davies. The club had a 
busyysarwithl04meusclub prev ious ly  suggested  
members, 04 ladies club mortgage of tS0,000. The 
members and 68 juniors. All treasurer would prefer that 
members present were given we have a much smaller 
a copy of the financial report mm~nge. If the society can 
for the 1978 saason, Over a complete  f inanc ia l  
two year operational period arrangements to purchse the 
since the course has been golf course property from 
leased by the society, the Thomhill Properties, then, 
course has shown a profit they, the club, will need to 
each year. However, the come up with a lot of cash 
profit is net great enough for entrance memberships and 
the society to handle business donations ira- 
anything greater than a mediately. 
U JILL UJE 
GlUE V0U 
n snow JOB... 
i ] the snow, just take a look at those beaut|as. They've 
got the get up and go you need! 
1978 FORD THUNDERBIRD, 
~-8, Automatic, Tilt Wheel, Cruise Control 
.£ :  
]977 OHEV BELAIRE 
~:Door Sedan V8 auto, P.S., P.B. 
!i 7T MUSTANG 
3door V.8, 4 5poed, T roof, stereo 
11977 BRO,O0 
!Explorer 4x4 V-8 auto. 
$7895 
$4995 
$5595 
$6895 
i|974 I ORD E360 OLUB WAGON 
$3696 !8 Pa~::,~c,-, v-o, ~uto fran~. 
 i 74,oFORU FIO0 Pfl)KUP $349S 
000a  . .  $2ass 
1976 GRANADA 4 DOOR 
V8, Auto, P.S., P.B. 
1973 TORINO 
2 Door Sport Coupe, V8 auto, Radio 
$4796 
$2695 
1972 IOLKSWAGON OAMPER VAN 
r4 Speed, Raised Roof. 
1972 FORD F260 PIOKUP 
V8 auto tram. 
$3696 
$2396 
I 
$10,600 1977 18' SANGsTER 
166 H,P. Moroury inboard oullmmni. Emsy lead Irallor. 
toilet - Depth Sounder. Dee-bee Radio. Lie now oendition 
! Terrooe Totem Ford 
Soles L!d. 
4831 Ke,th 
• 056-4 |84  
,I I I 
Purchase Funding 
Committee Chairman, 
Sandy Sandover -S ly ,  
reported that we have 
IH6,677.67 in escrow trust 
accounts. There are 31 
pledged members yet unpaid 
and $16,850 in pledged 
business donations as yet 
unpaid. Sandy has had 
verbal assurance of $1§,500 
more, but this in net money 
in the bunk and that where 
we need it now. if all this 
promised money wore forth. 
coming new it would give us 
about 90-90 thousand ollars. 
Under the recreational grant 
that is available to the 
society, we must produce 
two.tbirda of the purchase 
price and since the purchase 
price of the golf course is set 
at ~56,000 we have a long 
way to go. The golf course 
property eomprisos ome 54 
acres and there is ample 
ronm for eaposaion to an 18 
helc gclf onurse some time in 
the future. 
The enthusiastic group 
immediately divided up 
about 200 names of in- 
dividnats and businesses not 
so far contacted or who have 
not so far donated and these 
i~ le  will be contacted 
immediately. 
The membership feel that 
a golf course must be 
preserved in this area. Since 
this is an already established 
and operating club, it should 
be supported by the business 
community. Today's ociety 
Llemands all the amenities of 
spurts in a community and 
before moving to an area 
mob as this, many workers 
ask re swimming pools, 
arenas, curling and golf 
clubs. Let's not line what we 
had 'subP lOt 'date  fe rn  
letter of purchase or not to 
purchase is set for Dec. 18, 
I978. A special general 
msetind has been set for 
Wednesday, Dec. 6, 1978 at 8 
p.m. at the Skeena Hotel. 
The tidrd item of business 
was the election of officers 
for the coming year. The 
slate as presented by the 
nominating committee was 
elected. Although called, 
there were no nominations 
from the floor. Two year 
directors are Phil Davies, 
Elaine Johnson and Cecil 
Moore. One year directors 
are Bruce Carrntburs, Leone 
Wllcea, Gordon Elliot and 
Don Thomson The seventh 
director is Duke Collins, 
mens club captain. The 
elected irectws elect heir 
own officers and at a later 
directors mecting this was 
done. The new club president 
will be Cecil Moore, Vice 
President Bruce Carruthere, 
Treasurer Phil Davies and 
Secretary Loona Wilcox. 
This week on the alleys 
with 49 and Lucky 7 hold 
third place with 48 points. 
ton Guignsrd rolled a 345 for 
mens high single with Bud 
Lord taking high triple with 
a 737 total. Diane Bell 
welked off with ladies highs 
by rolling a 299 single and 740 
triple. Team highs went to 
• be  Esso team who rolled a 
1118 single. 
Coffee Wlppers sport 59 
points for top place on 
Wednesday Matinee with 
Kenwortb's Hoary Toities in 
second with 46 and the 
Grandma's have 43 for third 
place. Isohell Durand took 
ladies high single with a 266 
and split high triple with 
Lena Bowlby by hath 
finishing with a 654 total. 
Team highs went to the 
Grandma's with a 1010 single 
and 2825 triple. 
Wednesday Night Ladies 
team standings have 
Silhouettes leading with 59 
points followed by the Road 
Runners with 48 points and 
the Jades with 42 points~ 
by Kathy Mcleod 
First off this week I would 
like to take this opportunity 
to thank Doug and Marg for 
putting on the first Scotch 
double of the year. Hopefully 
#e will see some more of 
these fun nights throughout 
the season. There were 
approximately 60 people who 
turned out and without any 
doubt everyone enjoyed 
themselves. 
Now for the weekly 
results. Top teams in the 
Tuesday Coffee LeaL~ue have 
the Head Pins with 44 points 
for first place followed by the 
Silly Larks with 43 and Goof- 
Offs with 42. Ladies high for 
the week went to Carmen 
Mailloux who rolled a 279 
single and finished with a 684 
triple total. Donkey Five 
rolled a 973 for team high 
single while the Silly Larks 
rolled a triple total of 2754. 
Tuesday Mixed has the Old 
Timers porting 56 points for 
first place followed by 
George Haugland Trucking 
IAnda Miller and Carmen 
Mailloun both rolled a 288 for 
high single. A 699 triple total 
went to Linda Miller. Team 
high single went to the Road 
Runners with a 1057 while 
Lehnmon Jewellers rolled a 
triple total of 207g for that 
high. 
Meus highs on Thursday 
• Mixed went to Cy Renney 
with a 293 single and 792 
triple total. Pat Hudson took 
indies highs by rolling a 
single and 704 triple. Sesame' 
Street ook team honors by 
rolling a 1120 single and 
triple. League leaders are 
Ocean Breeze with 60 points 
followed by Lumber Kings 
with 50 and Caravan with 40 
points. 
Leaders on Friday Mixed 
are the Funny Five with 49 
points followed by As It Falls 
with 45 and 4077 Squad with 
43 points. Gary Edgar rolled 
a 294 for mena h i~ single 
with high triple guing to Del 
BJornsan with a 761 total. 
Team high single went to As 
It Falls with a'I128 while the 
4077 Squad took high triple 
with a 2974 total. Ladies high 
single went to Mary Lind- 
strem who rolled a 269 with 
Lorna Sperman rolling a 687 
triple for that high. 
Panthers have 39 points for 
the lead in the Peewees. 
Angle Rioux took girls high 
with a 120 with Krts Fairless 
rolling a double total of 220. 
Bays highs went to .Rene 
Mallloun with a 205 single 
and 389 double. 
Fonzies Gang lead Ban- 
tams with 32 points. Je- 
Anne Mumford took girls 
highs with a 178 single and 
421 triple. Boys highs were n 
I62 single and a 410 triple 
bowled by Scan Kulba. 
Twila Beard took girls 
highs on Junior League by 
a 175 single and a 443 
triple. Total. Boys highs 
went to David Md,eed who 
rolled a single of 344 and 
finished with a 6O2 triple 
total. Team leaders are 
Fonzies Gang with 40 points. 
Thursday basketball scores 
In Terrace Mens 
Basketball action Thursday 
n~hi, muss a .s.o~,. 
withstood a mild secona nat[ 
rally to defeat Skeena. Hotel 
79-76 in the opener, and Kll 
Seasons Sporting Goods 
came from a 38-34 halRime 
deficit o down Ev's Clippers 
85-~ in the second game. 
The opening match saw 
Kings & Sons get off to a fast 
start, and by halftime, 
they'd built up a 36-28 lead. 
Skeena Hotel came on 
somewhat inthe second half, 
and were within three points 
of overtaking K&S when 
time ran out, giving Kluss & 
Sons a hard fought 79-76 
victory. Willie Chemko led 
the K&S attack with 33 
points, while Fred Undsoy 
scored 29. Jon Gurhan was 
the high scorer of t'...,, game, 
with 38 points for Skeene 
Hotel. 
GREY CUP VICTOR Y 
In the nightcap Same, Ev's 
Clippers came ou strong at 
first, and held a 38-34 ad. 
vantage over All Smsom 
Sporting Goods at hafftime. 
SOom hit their shride in 
the second half, however, 
and came up with 81 bill 
points to seampor post Ev's 
and come up with an 86-72 
win. Mike Ireland led the All 
Seasons onslaught with 29 
points, while Tom Marvin 
[:md 22. Paul Walker, Dale 
Prest, and Dave Crawlny 
each had 18 points in a losing 
cause for the Ev's Clippers. 
The neat scheduled action 
'in the Terrace Mens 
Basketball League is 
~ at Skeena Jr. School, when 
SknenA Hotel will go against 
Ev's Clippers at 8:00 P.M., 
and All Seasons Sporting 
Goods will take on Kluss & 
Sons at 9:15 P.M. 
Monkeys off their backs 
TORONTO (CP) - -  M0et Montreal, with different told him how, in 1971, Leon blown the game." 
footwear, could. 
"That was the real story 
but we couldn't talk that way 
because itwould have come 
off as sour grapes or an alibi. 
Also, ff we'd emphasized the 
vengeance angle, we'd have 
come into this game with our 
emotions out of control. 
"That's why this dressing 
room is so subdued now, All 
we've done is complete a 
project we undertook a long, 
long time ago. What you see 
here is satisfaction that 
we're the kind of team we 
always felt we were." 
Tackle Dave Fennell, 
leader of the fierce Eskimos 
defensive line known as the 
Alberta Crude, said: " I  
couldn't have spent another 
winter in Edmonton if we 
had lost. Everyone reminded 
m about the 19/7 Grey Cap 
game all winter long. We 
were hoping for a chance to 
erase that memory this 
McQnay fumbled late in the Germany missed ahandoff 
game and cost Toronto from quarterback Tom 
Wilkinson and the Alouettes Argonauts the Grey .Cup. 
"Thatkeptge lngtb~mY converted the fumble into a 
mind after I fumbled," said touchdown that narrowed 
Germany. "I thought I had Edmonton's lead to 17-10. 
Minor Hockey 
Team Wna Lest ' Tied G For G Against Points 
reporters who entered the 
Edmonton dressing room 
after Eskimos won the Grey 
Cap on Sunday were struck 
~e~.rnthe apparent lack of 
ace demonstrated 
by the Canadian Football 
League champions. 
One of the best ex- 
planetione for that seeming 
lack of emotlous came from 
kicker Dave Curler, who 
scored 14 points in Ed- 
monton's 20-13 win over 
Montreal Alouettes. 
Cutler referred to the 1977 
Grey Cap game when the Ats 
beat the Eskimos 41-6 at 
Montreal. 
"We just got a whole herd. 
of monkeys off our backs, 
said Curler, a reference to 
the fact that the 1977 loss, 
and especially the wide 
points margin, had been 
nagging at the Eskimos ever 
since. 
"I watched a replay of it on 
television yesterday," Cutler 
said od the 1977 game. "I 
dorced myself. 
"Seeing it again coofirmed 
what I always felt, that we 
weren't as had as the score 
indicated. We just couldn't 
operate on that icy field and 
PUPS 
Kitimat 9 
Smithers 5 
Prince Rupert 1 
Terrace 1 
PEEWEES 
Terrace 6 
Kifimat 6 
Smithers 3 
Prince Rupert 3 
BANTAMS 
Prince Rupert 7 
Terrace 4 
Kitimat 4 
O 1 65 36 19 
3 2 33 34 12 
6 3 35 45 5 
7 2 34 52 4 
2 0 56 28 12 
4 0 45 43 12 
5 0 32 33 6 
7 0 40 59 6 
t ime. "  
Edmonton running hack Smithers 4 
Jim Germany was quiet 
about Sunday's win bemuse MIDGETS 
he had been worried he Kitimat 7 S 0 
might have been the cause Terrace 6 2 0 
for Eskimos losing. Prince Rupert 5 5 0 
Germany said someone Smithers O 8 0 
vO" _~.EFE 
3 0 71 55 14 
5 1 65 60 9 
5 l 70 66 9 
6 0 46 71 8 
71 44 14 
63 34 12 
57 59 10 
91 74 0 
MINOR HOCKEY INTER 
CITY REP TEAM LEAGUE 
SCORES FOR WEEKEND 
OF NOV. 24.26 
Terrace Midgets 10 Kltimat 
Midgets 2 
Terrace Midgets 8 KiUmat 
Midgets 3 
Terrace Peewees 9 Kitimat 
Peewees l 
Kitimat Peewees 7 Terrace 
rE' Peewees 4
Kltimat Bantams 11 Terrace 
Bantams 3
Terrace Bantams 7 Kitimat 
Bantams 4
Kiflmat Pups 5 Terrace Pups 
4 
Killmat Pups 6 Terrace Pups 
3 
Prince Rupert Pups  2 
Smitbers Pups 2 
Smithers Pups 4 Prince 
Rupert Pups 3 
Prince Rupert Bantams 9 
Smithers Bantams 6
PPrinco Rupert Bantams 10 
Smitbers Bantams 4
Prince Rupert Peewees 6 
Smithers Peewees 4
Smitbers Peewees 7 Prince 
Rupert Peewees 5
Prince-Rupert Midgets 11 
Smithers Midgets 0 
Prince Rupert Midgets 7 
Smitbers Midgets 5 
Derlago 
injured 
VANCOUVER (CP) - -  
Rookie rentrs Bill Derlaga 
underwent surgery for torn 
knee ligaments Sunday night 
und will be lint te Vaneouvor 
Canuekn for a minimum of 
three months, a spokesman 
for the National Hockey 
Langue team said. 
Derlngo, 20, was the fourth 
player selected in the NHL's 
1978 amateur draft. 
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SHORT TAKES, ON SPORT 
l ~: " :, . w i th  Chris  Por ter .  
Looldng over the top ten season, and plays upm ~ Potvin, who has been one of 
se~ers thus far in the young potentlul, look for him to be the best of the bluellne corps 
NHL season, there.aro re.ors among tho leaders right up ever since coming in to the 
than a few surprBea, who to the end; ' NI-IL, has a blistering shot 
wouldhove predietod before Last year's scoring from the point, his spot on 
the campaign bepn that at champion GW Laflour, .who the league's most potent 
point in t.Lm..e, the .two some say is the ~rna.tegc power play. With all this 
topso .o~rsw~m..oew.e~a'u~. player in the game to~y, going for. him, it's no cur- 
the colors o¢ me Amnm finds hlms~ in fourth spu~ prise that he is amongst the 
Flames? That's right, folks, amongst the lesJPZun~unf;Smll~ top ten, His 10 goals and X9 
st ~ moment, he two top nmrksmen, an assists give him 29 points for 
scorers m the NHL are GUy poaltl~ for him to say the the season thus far. 
Chouinsrd, and Bob .Mac- least. Lafloor, however, ~gt Just two points behind 
Milks, both of the amve off to a slow start th/s Potvin is highly rated Tor~ 
me=tioned Flames, and tied seasen, but has been coming Lysiak of the Atlanta 
for the scoring lead with 36 on strong lately.He Is Flames, His lS 8cab and 15 
somewhat behind his last aaslste give him 27 points, 
pints apiece . . . . .  year,spaco, wbenhewoutlp an¢t~ivea the Flames three 
With Just Y, o f t  he.present ~ title with 60 g o~3 ~ playem in the top ten as well. 
season behind us, both und~ astute for 132 pomu, This is one of the major 
~oulmrd and Ma¢~tlisn 10ut his totals of 11 gOalS an.d. ressons Atlanta has gotten 
have already chalked up 29 asslsis for Sl points still off to its best start in their 
more than half of their last place him well within young history thus far, ~.d 
seasms totals, Chouinard shooting range of the lx'esently lead the ~ure 
had ~ goals and 30 misto leaders, " league with a 15-6-2 won-zest- 
lent year !,.or 58 point=, and One of the biggest sur- tied record. 
ManM/~s  1977-76 totals priessintbotoptenllatlsthe TindwithLysink, alsowith 
wore 38 goal=, 33 mist= for name of Bornie Federko of 27 points are Toronto's 
tho s t  Blue,, Ho  nny MoDonald, nnd 
ms= u~- ,  =u..=.,u~ ~ , had 17 goals and 24 assist all Wayne Babych of the St. 
of soori~ champions, last season, but this seyasr louis Blues. McDonald has 
pinch'in the parade air~..dy.has 10g .on.Is andS_ long been one of the top goal 
of top scorers in held by a ssmm ter so pmnm m m scorers in the ~u,, and it's 
familiar name to hockey credit. Not bad for.a can- no surprise to see him 
amongst the scoring leaders. 
firm, Marcel Dio~.e, the troman:.0nptenmwlma~-za- B hy~, on the other hand, 
slick centre •Of' the~'.l~ca .~:won-l@~ied recoro. , 
Angeles ~ .  His ~t~io f  "~n~l~ t~h~ tY~l~t  'is J=te  rookie, and ff he 
17 gusls and 18 asam gs con~uea•to play as he has 
him S5 pefm for the year, for th~,~lqague's best thus far, he should have the 
~mt un~ .behind.the.l.eaden...dsfen~..l~in_Potv~_~ inside track when it comes 
If he" stays nea,ny a ,  me x~ew xo~ mmnuem, time to name the winner of 
ON A TEN GAME STREAK 
the Calder Trophy for th. 
league's top newcomer at 
iseason'r, end. 
Rounding out the list of the 
NHL's top scorers arntin~oo 
familiar names, ~'eter 
McNab of the Boston Bruins, 
Philadelphia's Bill Barber, 
and Toronto Maple Leaf 
Captain Darryl Sittler, each 
with 26 points. All three have 
been prolific scorers in the 
aSt, and it'o no great 
acle to see their names 
amongst the league's best 
snipers, 
Many qusatlona remain 
una=~ered et this point in 
the young season, Will 
Chouinard and MacMillan 
hold their positions at the top 
of the heap, and lead the 
Flames to their best season 
ever? Will Guy Lafleur come 
on the rest of the way to 
reclaim his accustomed spot 
atop the pile? Will some 
other player go on a hot 
streak, and forge hla way 
into the list? In other words, 
when the season ie over, who 
will have done what? The 
present campaign is far 
from done, and it will be 
interesting to find out the 
answers to these as well as 
runnyother questions in 
what should be an en-, 
terinining NHL season right 
to the end. 
Islanders are riding high 
scored their oppoetion 48-24 
at home this season and 164- 
81 at home since Jan. 3, the 
league noted today in its 
weekly release of effldal 
sintlstirs, 
The Islanders' undefeated 
streak If 10 games is one. 
short of the club rec~rdset i ' 
1975-76, and the team also is 
within one @me of the club 
record of six consecutive 
victories. In the last 10 
gaoes, the Islanders have 
• wan nine and tied one. 
The Islanders' success can 
be attributed to several 
factors, including the 
The Islanders have scored 
21 power-play goals on 64! 
opportunities for a 32.8-por- 
cent efficiency rating, well 
ahead Of the 27.4 per cent 
posted by Philadelphia 
Flyers, second in power.play 
effectiveness. The three 
)~,~,~ one less than the 
:four "suffered by Boston 
Brulna and New York 
Rangers, and the 4.65 goals- 
per-game average issll~tiy 
ahead of the 4.39 average of 
the Flames. .. 
Defencoman Denis Potvin 
of the Islanders, winner of 
29 points, has been held 
pointless in only dourof the 
teao'e 20 games. 
Guy Chouinard and Bob 
MacMillan of Atlanta share 
the lead in the individual 
scoring race with 36 points. 
Chouinard has 15 goals, 
while MacMillan has 13. 
Marcel Dionne of Los 
A 
geles Kings is the league 
leader in goals with t7, and 
MacMillan tops the assists 
column with 29. 
The trio of Doug Soeiaert, 
John Davidsun and Wayne 
Thomas of New York 
won 25 games, lost one and league's best powerplay the James Norris Memorial Rangers continues to lead 
tied six at home The In=s, efflconcy, the fewest I.o~ses Trophy antha league's l~est theV~ina T.rop~/a_co~i~. 
' ~ the NHL--t n¢ . . . . . .  ' . . . . . .  st'*' " has a gcamag~tm~c :averm~ ~ arch 16 as lnflic "F ,  g~q~ hree-.~ ,, . rearguard~la season , . : . . :  , • ,  . . . .  last 0 ,~v ~. ~. ' 2 50 Don Edwards, B~h "~ .," . . . . . .  ~t~M'nge ~'~. ~ been. 'one, of. the, biggest . . . . . . . . .  Atlanta , ~ ~, ~ gu ~ , Ireland of by Sauve and Randy ~1~ Ish~nd~ "~ 'e  out: ~rgame.  ' con~bu~s to his team s
success. Potvin, sixth in the Buffalo Sabres hold the WHA reaches individunlscoring race with second.bestaverageat2.6~-. 
MONTREAL (CP) - -  New 
York Islanders, with a 10- 
game undefeated streak and 
the National Hocke~/ 
League's best home recom, 
hove moved within a l~lnt of 
league-leading Atlanta 
Flames, and the Islanders 
hove three games in hand on 
the Flames. 
The Islanders, only team 
to have gene undefeated at 
home this season, have 
posted an enviable record at 
Nassau Veteram Memorial 
Colt=eum in their last 33 
rqpdar-season dates, Since 
Jan. 3, the Islanders have 
Isiah Robertson 
is suspended 
LOS" ~GI~LES (AP) - -  
Los Angeles Hams have 
suspended linebacker Istah 
Robertson without pay for 
two weeks, the National 
Football League team said 
Monday, 
Robertson was suspended 
for "conduct detrimental to 
the football team," said 
coach Ray Malavasi, who 
added that the right 
iinebacker would not prse- 
rise for the next two weeks 
and would miss the next two 
games against New York 
year llnebacker Bob 
Brudzinaki, the Hams' top 
draft oboce out of Ohio State 
in 1977. 
., Robertson walked out 
former coach George auen s 
" - J ..... "to t~aining camp ms~ 
get his head together." 
• He returned, however,. 
following Allen's firing after 
two exhibition games and t~ 
elevation of then.assistam 
Malavaei to head coach, 
Giants and Cincinnati A veteran of six Pro Bowl 
Bongals, ' games, Robort=on was the 
The former all-pro lost his 'Rams' No. I draft choice 
starting Job midway tlu'ou~, froo Southern Aniverslty in 
the 1978 campaign to serona- 1971, 
,~o .'.." 
. . . .  
. 
, '~HT 
Looki  gi   br A New 
Plac6?  Try? 
WHY NOT HECT,~ AT THE LAKELSE. 
TRULY A Q( .~T RELAXED AT. 
MOSPHERE WIT~'"A VERY SPECIAL 
MENU TO GET ~T14E .TASTE BUDS EX- 
CITED. FOR EXAMPLE WHY NOT TRY 
THE TURNED(J~ ROSSINI FOR T~p~ 
LOVERS OF FII~I~BEEF OR SCALLO 
FLORENTINE FOR THOSE WHO LIKE 
SEAFOOD. ~ ~' 
WHATEVER YOUR LIKES IN GOOD FOOD 
ARE YOU WILL FIND THEM AT HEC- 
TOWS. 
For Reservations Please Call ..... 638.8341 
SAL SOUL 
Dances DISCO Count ry ,  Parties Rock '" 
Banquets Disco [ 
Weddings Book Now For Christmas Folk 
& New Years 
Reasonable Hates 
DENNIS NADEAU Phone 635-7061 
I 
We have a 
$=tu Opportun!ty 
for uniquely quahfied 
WEI.VOR$! 
You will be selling welding alloys and equip- 
ment, service and systems to other weldors 
and to plant management a all levels., 
If you have welding experience 
and enjoydemonstrating your 
I welding skills, we offer you . . .  
~/Complete training. 
Highest quality products. 
~/Sa la ry  plus commission. 
~/Car allowance & bonuses. 
~/Protected sales territory. 
Call "Collect" for Interview: 
LANCE MORLEY 
Lakelse Hotel 
Nov.20-- lI a.m.-7 p.m. 
"" (604) 638-8141 
EUTECTIC ® 
'° ,i, Canada ltd. 
agreement 
EDMONTON(CP) -- The 
World Hockey Association 
announced Monday it has 
reached agreement with 
amateur hockey 
mlPmizatious and a sodas of 
international games in 
Canada and the United 
States will be played as 
scheduled. 
The agreement, an- 
nounced simultaneously in 
Edmonton and In Hartford, 
Conn., ends a lengthy dispute 
ovor the signing of under-age 
players by some WHA 
teams. 
Caneellatiou of the inter- 
national games was averted •
~ tbo personal intervention Edmonton Oilers' owner 
Peter Pnckl~on. 
Terms of 't~e ' final 
ngresment were not 
revealed but the Oilers said 
the Canadian Amateur 
.Hockey Association has 
agreed to give its official 
sanction to the games. ' 
Ed Chynoweth, executive 
director of Canada's major 
~nlor bnckey.lengum, who 
received a cheque tor an 
undisclosed amount from 
Pockllngton, said the Ed- 
monton owner became in- 
volved when it was apparent 
carried the whole WHA 
s%P~dl~ton, who wouldn't 
say bow much money he paid 
out, said: 
"I get involved for two 
reasons: financial and 
because the integrity of the 
~e~ was at stake. We last year to the 
$150,000 bend for signing un- 
der-agu players and I can't 
believe our league wouldn't 
fulfill its obl~atlona." 
The agreement means the 
internattoanl game~t  
in Edmontan--wtll be played 
as scheduled begiuninB Dec. 
14. It includes a tl~'ee-i~uno 
series in Edmonton Jan. 9..4-5 
between the WHA all-mr 
team and a slzengthunnd 
Moscow Dynamo club. 
The initial dispute arose 
when some WHA teams 
continued slgul~ under-age 
juniors despite fforts by the 
league to halt the practice. 
As well, the teams refused to 
cPe/Yld?elop sent fees to the 
An a~Nunent apparently 
wu reached 10 days ago at a 
Hockey Canada moctin~ in 
Toronto but it fell through 
and the series was on the 
verge of cancellation. 
the games would be can- The problem, was over 
celled otherwise, money and, in particular, the 
"I have no doubt there $150,000 bomd that wan pcatod 
would be no lnteruntimM last your. 
games had Peter 
Pock l l~n not come for- Cynaweih said the 
ward and reached a set- problem has been solved 
tlemeot our people Oan.live with the eight ander-aga 
with-" Chynoweth told a playemelgnedbyWHAdubs 
news conference. "He this year and with the bond. 
Kenyon signed 
VANLq0UV~R (CP) -- here in February ann will 
Vancouver Whltocal~. he~ continue to play for Eye,on 
announced the Mgnmg o~ in the meantime. The six. 
'English national player footer weighs 160 pounds and 
RqlorKanYoo f Ev .ex~on.~ has played In seven in. 
a throe-yesr contract wzm ternatlonai games for 
the North American Soccer England. ' 
League team, The spokesman said the 
A Vancouver spokmman 
said Monday that Kenyen, a 
defender with eight years 
experienea in the English 
first division, was bought for 
Whitecaps were still 
negotiating with Peter 
Daniel of Derby County 
about the 19/9 season.. Dana.el 
and John Craven were me 
"at least six figures" and centre defenders for Van- 
also was sought by other couver last season- Craven 
. . . . .  • ___ J . .  = . . . . . .  ~A ,~,O, . Inkt  hv  
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Futlrel 
1. Auto Sensor cooking--just touch a single control 
and The Genius figures out the restl 
2. Cook-A-Round magnetic turntable for overall 
even cooking and defrosting. Easy to clean, 
3, Two-phase power programming, for delay start, 
Oook.A-Round Turntable 
Another Panasonio 
Exolusive 
The Panasonic Cook-A-Round magnetic turntable 
slowly rotates your food as it cooks. That means no 
more periodic manual turning of food 
during microwave cooking. An even overall 
cooking result is provided. Because our turntable 
operates magnetically, there are no exposed motors 
or gears to worry about, Best of all, the Cook-A- 
Round glass trey and turntabte are easy to remove 
and can be cleaned with soap and water. 
keep warm, or multiple power cooking. 
See the Genius and other 
Panasonic Ovens 
Demonstrated Every 
Friday Evening and 
Saturdays 
~ uto 1...one tap heat, L~overs, Frank- 
ers, Canned foods. 
~, - Auto  2...two taps 
~ Beef-Well, Meat Loaf, 
h Stews, Pot Roast, Pork 
Roast, Sausage, lamb- 
Well 
Auto 3...three taps 
BNf-Medlum, Laml~- 
Medium, Bacon, Ham, 
Brownies, Rice 
Auto 4...four taps 
B4mf-Rsm, Fish-Whole, 
Casseroles, Poultry 
TBTEM 
at 
.'.- =Imq 
Auto 5...five taps 
Polatoes, Beans, Carrots, 
Cauliflower, Peas 
Auto 6..six taps 
Frozen Vegetables, 
Broccoli, Cabbage, 
Spinach, Shrimp, Pork 
Chops, Hamburgers. 
Muffins, Cupcakes 
Furniture & Appliances 
638-1158 
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Looking glass magic at Skeena Mall 
Manufacturing profits up 
OTTAWA (CP) - -  profits that could stimulate eludes that the decrease in home and in foreign mar- markets rather than raising 
Canadian manufacturers wage demands, the rate of wage increases kets. their prices up to the higher 
have increased prices and 
profits this year despite a 
levelling out of the rate of 
wage increases, ays a study 
released Monday by the 
Centre for the Study uf In- 
flatton and Productivity. 
The report, released as 
leaders of the federal and 
provincial governments 
gathered to discuss the 
economy, points particularly 
to the food and beverage 
industry and says: 
"Profit increases may 
have contributed somewhat 
to the rapid increase in food 
prices over the last year." 
It says it will he watching 
over the next few months to 
see ff industry cOntributes to 
another round d inflation 
with higher prices and 
The report of the centre, 
operated by the Economic 
Council of Canada, says 
profits in the manufacturing 
sector for the first nine 
menths of 1978 were up about 
35 per cent over the same 
period in 1977. 
It says the manufacturing 
sector had raised prices "de. 
spite a substantial reduction 
in labor cost pre~ures in 
1978." 
The study says that 
average base wage set- 
llements--thme to workers 
in the lowest-paid clas- 
sificaliom--averaged 6.8 per 
cent in the third quarter this 
year. 
It says this is up slightly 
from the average 6.4 per cent 
wage settlements of the 
second quarter and con- 
may have "bottomed out." 
The study says that 
moderating wage increases 
and higher productivity have 
enabled industry to tran- 
sform price increases into 
substantial increases in 
profit per unit of output. 
In the food in- 
dastry.',profits per unit of 
output in the third quarter of 
1978 are 63 per cent higher 
than in the first quarter of 
1977 and have increased at a 
significantly faster ate than 
unit labor costs over the 
same period:" 
The depreciated value of 
the Canadian dollar has 
meant foreign imports now 
cost more, thus making 
Canadian-manufactured 
goods more competitive at 
But the report says there 
are serious questions about 
whether  manufacturers 
have been choosing to raise 
domestic prices to the higher 
impart levels rather than 
expanding domestic sales. 
"The centre wants par- 
ticulariy to urge Canadian 
firms which compete with 
imports to t~e the 
depreciation toexpand their 
import level," the report 
says. 
"Given the improved 
financial position of cor. 
porationa, the moderation of
labor coets and the recent 
reduction in federal sales 
taxes, the centre believes 
that corporations should ex. 
erctse a substantial degree 
of price and profit 
restraint." it says. 
DAVIS SAYS 
Ontario moving 
OTTAWA (CP) - -  Ontario 
Premier William Davis ,aid 
Monday some progreg has 
been made in implmneating 
new economic policies in 
Canada, but he warned 
government leaders not to sit 
beck and relax. 
• In his opening statement to
the first ministers' con- 
ferenee on the economy, 
Davis said "We still have a 
lot to do if we are to ensure 
that our economy is fully 
w~Id competitive." 
Although he suggested 
many of the fededral 
government's actions in 
recent months have 
represented emergency 
repairs to the economy, 
Davis expressed confidence 
the federal system has the 
capacity to hold to a steady 
and dependable program of 
economic management 
But he said economic man- . 
agement demands a clear 
and lasting solution to 
problems surrounding 
division of powers between 
federal and provincial 
governments. 
The current structure 
invites too much unilateral 
act ion,  confrontat lon~ 
duplication and buck- 
passing by all levels of 
government, Davis said. 
Urging federal.provincial 
cooperntion to establish and 
implement a strategy to 
realize Joha and economic 
strength, Davis said: 
"Our objective has to be 
the creation of many more 
productive Jobs for 
Canadians, and equally as 
important, a better egional 
distribution of income 
throughout the country on a 
more-efficient basis than we 
have now." 
Davis cited u an example 
ef sound economic strategy 
the cooperation and 
initiative exhibited by On- 
tario and the federal 
government to provide the 
Ford Motor Co. with a $68- 
million incentive grant to 
locate its new engine plant in 
Ontario. 
Davis said, however, one 
of the faults of federal 
econemie policy has been the 
treatment~n. 
dustrialixation as a natural 
process that would look after 
itself. 
Income redistribution, re- 
~onai development and the 
equalization of basic ser. 
vices musL be achieved, but 
meeting those objectives 
must not "hamstring the 
development of an industrial 
policy which treats ex- 
cellence and com- 
g tittvenma s paramount," uid,  
Davis argued before the 
other first ministers that an 
industrial strategy which 
"relieves heavily on 
widespread giveaways, will 
only come hock to haunt us." 
The premier told reporters 
later he was referring to 
traditional federal govern. 
ment programs such as 
mak~work projects which 
provide only shortterm 
benefits to communities or 
rqlone, 
Davis said he supports the 
goal of regional develop- 
ment, but insisted that 
whatever aetlan the federal 
government takes should 
lead to establishment of 
efficient and competitive 
projects and businesses. 
"I worry about he future 
of Canada when I see 
disparities that have 
developed because of the 
Imfld-up of enormous cash 
surpluses inone region while 
low-income regions are 
suffering unacceptably high 
rates of unemployment and 
high levels of taxation." 
Davis referred specifically 
to the Alberta Heritage Fond 
and said the more than $3 
billion in the fund should be 
recycled more effectively 
through the economy to 
benefit all of Canada. 
meVSPECIAL 
$64,96 
~ Sp~al 0~,¢ f,r 
Xmas Pw~ty 
,, $12420§  
PAPER SAYS 
Child labo,: ascd 
MANILA (AP) --  About 52 
million children under 15. 
years of age are working, 
often without pay, the In- 
ternational Labor 
Organization (ILO) says in a 
study submitted toa regional 
conference here. 
By the year 2000, the study 
says, children will account 
for one-fourth of the wor!d's 
population and 40 per (c.nt of 
the entire labor force• 
The ILO paper was sub- 
mitted today to a con- 
sultative meeting of the 
United Nations Economic 
and Social Commission for 
Asia and the Pacific, The 
conference, which opened 
Saturday, is discussing 
targets for child welfare 
programs in 1979, which the 
UN has declared the" Inter- 
national Year of the Child. 
The study attributes the 
major cause of child labor to 
poverty in developing 
countries. 
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4" In Watt 
See Our Homes 
Built For The North 
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Furnaoes 
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Development Ltd. 
636-2330 
5 Year 
Warranty 
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Too il l  for am adiSwSle su ic ide 
NEW YORK (AP) -- An after his wife became hugging one or two years can have 
84-year-old man who Jonas couverL see another, his family send them 
escaped the death ritual "Mamma was going to Other survivors of the some money and return 
atRev.JimJouce'Juagle go to Guyana nd after 59 religious sect are ex. home." 
settlement in Guyaan has 
.returned to the United 
Stalin, but without his 
wife who died in the mass 
suicide-murder. 
"He can't alk; he'a in 
real bad shape, real bad," 
said Michael Woodward, 
the grancison of the hag 
survivor, Mlguel DePina, 
who arrived Sunday night 
ou a flight from the 
h'oplcal South American 
country. 
DePlna, originally of 
Loag Beach, Calif., had 
8one to Jones' Peoples 
Temple cult commune 
years to~ether, I couldn't 
let her go by herself," 
DePina was quoted as 
saying when asked why 
ha went o Guyana in 19'/7. 
DePina is 'the first 
American survivor of the 
Peoples Temple to return 
to the U.S. He missed 
joining the mass suicide- 
murder because he had 
fallen ill and was in a 
thaGt~yanan hospital the day 
t more than 900 mem- 
bers of the group drank or 
were forced to drink Keel- 
Aid laced with eya.nide, 
pected to begin returnl~ 
to the U.S. on Tuesday. 
The deaths occurred 
after Jones' followers 
allegedly shot to death 
five Americans, including 
U.S. Representative Leo 
Yan of California, who 
d gone to Jonestown, in 
the Guyanan outback, to 
investigate the cult. 
The Long Beach Press 
Telngram, which 
published an interview 
with DePina, reported 
that Jones had told his 
followers: "Anyone who 
does not like it here after 
But the newspaper 
quoted DePina as saying: 
"After we came here 
everything changed," the 
sect members never 
received mail from their 
families and began to feel 
they were "forgotten." 
The elderly man is said 
to have told the 
newspaper Jones had 
warned his followers that 
"spies were everywhere" 
and that ff they tried to 
flee into the Jungle, they 
would be attacked by 
Indians and anokee. 
PILOT STATES 
'I was h i red to kil l '  
MINEI~AD, England 
(Reutor) -- An airline pilot 
told a court hoartag Mosday 
that he was hired to kill a 
man who claimed to have 
had a homosexual ffair with 
Jeremy Thorpe, former 
leader of the British "Liberal 
 *ew New ..id 
in 1975 he hoaght a heavy 
iron chisel "to hand over his 
head" but the man, model 
Norman Scott, did not turn 
~ to a prearraaged meeting a London hotel. 
Newton was giving 
evidence for the proseeutlca 
at the Mlnshcad Magistrates 
declCmrtdde which is slttln8 to 
whether Thorpe, 49, 
and t lne  other men should 
ha tried on char~en that they 
plotted Scott's murder. 
The prosecutor has nlle~ed 
that Scott and Thorpe had an 
affair in the early 19e0s and 
that the politician became 
obsessively afraid that 
Scott's talki~ about it would 
lead to public scandal and 
the ruin of his career. 
The prceeoutor told the 
court last Monday that the 
Idiot, on an October night in 
1975, finally drove Scott to a 
desolate moorland road and 
shot his dog in a murder bid 
buagled either because his 
8tin jammed or "he got cold 
feet." 
Thorpe, who led the 
Liberal party from 1967 to 
1976, has dealed that he had a 
homosexual affair with 
Scott. 
Newton told the court in 
this sleepy, seaside town that 
early in 1975 he was in- 
treduced to Welsh ulghtelub Phillipines putting owaer Geer~e Deakin, oue of 
the four accused, by a friend. 
He told Denkin he had heard people on the market that ha wantod somebedy " I  Zink 'bumped off were !he 
words I used." 
MANILA (Rester) -- The which includes domestics Later he and Deakin had a 
Philippines is easing its going to Hang Kong to ~0-minuta meetiagata high- 
unemployment problem and replace Chinese domsoUca way ps  station at which, he 
earning valuable overseas who have been lured by said, a fee of &10,000' 
funds by exporting its higher pay in induetry.-soen 0~0,000) was fined, Newton 
people, could rank with tourism and testified. 
It isincreasiagly looking to experts of coconut products, Newton said he had trouble 
the oil-rich Arab cauntries an sugar and minerals, as a locating Scott and ap- 
a source of Jobe for its under- major source of foreign preached David Holmes, 
employed and poorly paid currency for the Philippines. former deputy treasurer of 
work force. Offletally, overseas era. the Liberal party, to help 
The Arab countries a re  ployment is said to be a him find the model. 
helping to fill an overseas short-term measure. But He said he asked Holmes, 
e~ployment void loft at the there is talk of the four-year, who aloag with Thorpe and 
of the Vietnam war and old. i e~nma employment, hluitTME~tla,i~tq~lscharge d 
also affected by the" decline ' develepmeat board open, lag" with cenaitracy to commit 
of the Ingaiag industry in offices abroad, mm'dar, howhewantedscott • Indonesia. Ople has said: disposed of. He said Holmes 
This year alone, 45,8O0 "I do not see the told him "he would prefer 
Filipinos are flndiag jobs in exhaustion of our labor that he vanished off the face 
1~ countries under govern- reserves during the next 10 of the earth." 
mentrcaulated prngrams, years .... We, ofcouree, look The fourth accused is 
The Philippines' economy is forward to the day when our Welsh businessman John le 
expected to benefit by more own economy will have Meaurier. 
than ~ million, including developed to such a degree Thorpe also faces an addi- 
remittances from thousands that it can fruitfully absorb flonal charge of incitement 
of Filipinos who actually all the employable skills in to murder. 
have emigrated to Canada our own labor market." 
and the United Statea. The prngrems have - : - -  
"The foreign exchange developed against the I ~ n 
contributed from overseas background of a rapidly ,,n ex e rt 
employment can constitute a develepin8 work force which 
crucial difference in the is strainiag unemployment 
economic health and abiltty in a country where the ta i l ,  s aDOUt .  
of the Philippine economy to minimum wage Is between 
expand and create em- ll.40and~aday, dependin8 The emerald is t h ~  
ployment for the ever- on locality, tedieated to Venus the 
inereasing labor force," Predominantly Roman ~oddess of love. It is also 
Labor Minister Bins Ople Catholic, the Philippines' ~he birthstone for May and 
says. pspotattan of 45 million is .he gem associated with 
,he 55th wedding anniver- The development of growing at 23 per cent an. m~. It is a gem of green 
government programs is nuallydespReagovermnent: :olor and has long been a 
!avorite of red-haired only in its infancy, with backed family-planning 
recently announced targets program, which is gainiag women. Cleopatra had 
of the national manpower rapid acceptance and pays many emeralds in her col 
and youth council awaiting only a token regard to leetion which were mined 
r~al by President Far- church attitudes on con- in her own mines. Nape. 
Marcos. traception, leon 1II was supposed to 
The council would like to The labor force is in. have ~,iven the Empress 
see an extra 36,000 overseas creasing by 350,000 a year Eugeme an emerald over 
jobs next year and talks of and unemployment is leaf. 
230,000' Filipinos working 667,000, or 4.e per cent. Emeralds are supposed 
overseen by 1962, not in- Overseas employment to be soothlng to leek at 
eludiag emigrants. Such a appeals to the Filipino and it is said ancient 
target, on present levels of worker as an opportunity o Roman lapidaries kept 
return, reprceents more than improve the standard of them to rest their eyes. 
$1 billion In potential living for his family. Nero is supposed to have 
overseas earniags--and this One of the main eritilams used emerald glasses to 
for a country which had an of overseas employment is watch the gladiator con. 
external debt of S7.23 billion the loss--oven if only tom- tests in the Colosseum. 
The finest eme'ralds to- 
on June 30 this year. porarily-- of skilled day come from Colombia 
Overseas employment-- workers. ' ' and were not well known in 
~rOre ~ until Pizarro con- 
Will deal with the lneas and fought m back with 
im. 
We are experts in the 
h care and selection of same. any death t reat ~e us for all your needs, 
rcturnl~ might include any 
--  Federal offlolais said cult members determined to
Mouday they are prepared to carryoutJoues' wishthatail 
cope with "death teams that members of his qp'lculturel 
may be lurking around" the community should die. 
American survivors of Rev. "If we get a factual bask 
Jim Jouen' poisoned cult . or ff any of these survivors 
when they return to the come to Charleston and are 
United States from Guyana. concerned about their 
"Certainly we m safety, we are, of course, 
wepm~d," said U.S. At- prepared to take whatever 
torney Thomas Lydon, steps will be necessary," he 
cher~os qpdust any el the Federal marshals . 
survivors suspected in the gathered at Charleston [
murder of U.S. Relreson- ready to fly aboard the 9e- l 
t.eve Leo Ryan, The ~ea preener C~m Jet a~ca~ I JEWELLERS LTD. 
co~p'esoman d four other Americans from "l ;i 
pemem at a Junl0e airfield Georgetown aa soon as they I 
preceded the mass suicides- are skated by Guyunme I
murder in Jones' Peoples authorities. . i 
,Temple commune in nor- To date, two male mere. I 
thwuetern Guyana. hereof theAmerlean oult in ,  632-217 I 
Lydonsaid hehas reeelvnd Gwana have been charpd I
no Indication that those with murder. [ 216 City Cmtre Kitimst 
TRAGIC  
TALE 
MONTREAL (CP) - -  
Truoag. Tiut Cam sat 
wide-ayed in army 
barracks a world away 
from her hmne, waillag 
Monday as her family 
went threugh the first 
stops in establishing a 
new life. 
The 12-year-old Viet- 
namese girl is among the 
159 refugees taken oaf the 
freiBhtor I-fai Hoag who 
are Salng through inuni- 
~'allon formalities and 
medical checks at the 
baLoague Palate military 
so here. 
Bundled in a snowsuit 
supplied by Canadian 
immigration authorities, 
Taut Cam said thnmgh an 
interpreter 8he found the 
cold "impossible." 
Three days ago she was 
aboard the ltai Hou8 off 
Malaysia, sweltering in 
temperatures ap. 
preaching 40 degrees 
Celsius. Outside the 
barracks it was minus 9 
end snowiag. 
Asked about her first 
impressions of Canada, 
she said she found the 
buildings "very, very 
high" compared with 
those of Cholon, the 
Chinese district of Saigou 
Her H-member family 
will he setillag 
somewhere in quebec and 
Tint Cam said she was 
locking forward to gelag, 
to a French-language 
school. 
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Can identify them 
QUEBEC (CP) -- James 
Croen says he can identify at 
least three members of the 
Front de Liberation du. 
Quebec (FLQ) who kid- 
napped him in October, 1970. 
The former British trade 
commissioner in Montreal 
said in a copyright interview 
published in Le Solell on 
Monday ha wouldn't have 
any difficulty identifying 
Jacques Lanctot, Yves 
Langlois and Marc Car- 
benneau if the ease gets 
before the courts. 
Those three men and 
Louise and Jacques 
Cossette-Trudel have been 
living in exile in France 
since the kidnapplnl~ The 
Cessotts-Trudein have said" 
they are homesick end want 
to return to Quebec and face 
the kidnapping charges 
against hem. 
Cross, interviewed in 
London by British journalkt 
Barrte Penrose, did not say 
if he could recog,qize the 
Cossotto-Trudein. 
After being hooded uriag 
most of his captivity, the 
hood was removed for 12 
hours just before lds release, 
Cress said. 
He said he didn't think he kidnappiag. When that did 
and then-Quebec labor not give them the result they 
minister Pierre Laporte, were countiag on, Paul Rose 
who Was later killed, were intervened and tlm Laporto 
"scaPeSOats" in a govern, affair took place." 
meat conspiracy to destroy 
the FLq. 
"Perhaps unconsciously I 
was a scapegoat inwhat wee 
going on around me," Cross 
said, "but I don't believe so 
... I don't believe that heory. 
"I believe the plan was 
developed by the l;%q, more 
so because the FLQ had 
previouly tried to kidnap the 
U.S. conrad. 
"Then there was my 
Montreal jnurnulbt Marc 
Laurendonu su~estod last 
month the F I~ was manipu. 
fated dur~ the October 
Crbin in an attempt by the 
federal government to 
discredit all nationalist 
groups in Quebec. 
Crou said he broke silence 
on the ldentiUce of his kid- 
nippers because he did not 
want o leave the impression 
could not reengnize them. 
THIS 6-FT.-TALL 
GRANDFATHER 
CLOCK NOW ONLY 
A Dreem Come True... 
If you've ever dramgd of ownini a Iprandfather clock 
without hMnll to pay $500 or more, this is your chancel 
Yes, for only a few days, you can order this 6.foct tall Grandfather clock direct from 
our 8.C. fa,'tory! Traditional cabinetry in a dark walnut finish, with a graceful 
i swinging oh,me that chimes reliably on the half hour, and counts the full hours, 
ornamental .eights, and the soothing rhythm of the old.fashioned TICK.TOCK you've 
loved since you were a child. 
• EXACTLY AS • NOT A KIT! THIS IS A FULLY 
ILLUSTRATED COMPLETED CLOCK 
I althou~ it does come in 3 pads br shipping and 
handlin! purpmn. SMttnll-up t im is 1520 minutes, 
• The we,ghts are ornamental because the preci l~ timed 
sprms.driven movement it automatically wound by two 
D.cen batteries every eqlht minutes to give you yurs of 
worry.free service, while you listen to the tk:k.tock SOUND 
of a pendulum clo(:k, 
• The flashliiht batteries, which also drive the chime, will 
last a year to 18 ~ths .  
• The movement carries • ofl4.ywr attarlntw. 
Oeta,ls enclosed with every clock. 
s179" Totem 
Furniture & 
Applianoes 
4664 Lakoho Avonuo 
638-1168 
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DECEMBER 2nd-3rd 
FOR CRIPPLED CHILDREN 
SEND YOUR PLEDGE TO 
P O. BOX 5550, VAN., B.C. 
V6B 4A9 . , OR CALL 
TERRACE 
636-7297 636-7298 
KITIMAT 
Oela Reese 
Shari Lewis 
Jesse Jones 
Ken Dole & 
Gail Farrell 
(Lawrenoe Wolk 
Show) 
Worner Klemperorl 
"Colonel Klink" :: 
Rhythm Pals : 
Bobby 6imby 
Elmer Tippe & 
Group 
S 
# S 
632-~/887' ~ $ 
PRINCE RUPerT $ 627-7511 :~: 
$ 
-~  
WA|.,~ WITH THE i..i ~'''° ~ ,   ':',~ ~=" 
Pledge Your Support for Kids 
• ~ i " 
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RULES 
1. Letters must be written by the child in his 
or her own words with the exception of Pre- 
Schoolers. 
2. Only one letter per child. 
3. All letters will be published in the Christ- 
mus letter supplement with the Christmas 
Carols. 
4. Prizes awarded by draw. 
~e~. t~o~.  " "  ......... ~ ~~ 
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LETTERS 
to 
¢, 
I' 
' ' . ,  , . .  
o . . ,  . .  
ClosingDate 
. .  . . . .  
for Letters 
is 5p.m. 
• . : . :  
December 
15th, 1978 
, ' . . , .  
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, . . .  
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• l~i ~ ~ l m ~ o r i ~  iitfle camera, 
t : , c~dco~e[n , lhotgreat  ItADAIL won himself a 
~JiB'.lar~f'~l'~s. It's theol:l beatltiful green betUe of 
.'atchr:t~,;:horself back to perfume , and generous 
'/ou ',.~,i~t~":~td0ther w ekly enough toh.t everyone takea 
it'~di~,'T~b~i'~;~' I~:arwith sip. (Sm,,ll is the word there, 
x~s end you just might end up l think), 
rw.di~t~ ab~t: yotirsclve~ eh F'mmd ,mS I lint we're going 
LI ' IT I ,E  D[PPI~R? . t~~ have 'o qet together and 
, t /  deqalz [ ~.; ! HI'PER u collar 
• %,~,l~',y'.~' (~f/,::e :break 
dow~tairs att:?t~ i~ndm,  n 
hul brought oqt I t[  ~,eil at. 
t~:dr~d crowd wi|h 28 adults 
and ~pproxima~ly b'.-,l|'.'L 
Ncedl¢~.4d~ sa~,:it wan a 
great. ~i~tce to visit with 
CVt'-.]' 3' tH Idy  a f l ( i  evc|'y~mt~ h~ul 
n fun tim(. A few people 
atarth:d t~  ru~t. t,t us by 
bringing their hods down ta 
loin us, that being 
FI]II"A~P:ED mid HUNTER, 
~;',B),~ KICK nnd BI~OWN 
EYE:~ and the one and only 
WI:~It'tD. It wa.~ n shock ,of 
sor~s eeing them again, but 
not ct~gh that we couldn't 
:;~'ud not seeing them again. 
l icit, you get what I mean, 
because I sure don'tl 
V,;eicmne back anyimw folka. 
to put ,~oand his truck. 
,~'ecm'.; tlu: thing just won't 
listen and keeps jumping out 
at [,I'l~l.,I~ DIPPER'S car. 
ThL~ wor;t do, not only is it 
damaging hut it could lead to 
bitJt~,, aud her tires couldn't 
t.~ke tibet. 
5peaking of LITTLE 
I~IPPER, how is it that she 
kc(,ps falling out of the 
t/tick? Maybe we should get 
her a collar too? 
lleLated Birthday 
Greeting,'; go out to 
I]ILAIDED ROPE this week 
seeing that it was her bir- 
thday last week. 
]JLACK (:AT and his 
family have left us to take up 
r~idence in the good town of 
MacKcnzic and we all wish 
" " ' ' "  TEST 
with DINO 
them good luck and the best again, all members: on that 
in the future. Maybe one day board, please ettend. 
we'll see them back here for Dec. 20 is the Xmsa party 
a holiday, day for the kiddies of all 
A welcome to town and B.B.C. members. Don't 
also a farewell from town forget to have them make 
goes out to COBRA and his their decorntio~ foi'.the 
bride, POPCORN, who flew and SANTA, don'tyou focget 
down (in a plane) for a few the premmt~l All B.B,C. 
days visit from Albany,. membors.andtbeirfsmllies 
Oregon. This in one couple are Invited to attend. This 
who we'U no doubt see at our willbe held dowmtnlre at the 
neat dance, that being the 
B.B.C.'s annual Valentine 
Dance that is already being 
arrange& 
Advice from BRAIDED 
ROPE: when buying new 
shoes, they're net only tight 
when newlint tighineea can 
be caused by wearing them 
on the wrong feet, lock ms, 
wrong feotl 
On the more serious side 
now, we have the BBC-GRS 
meeting coming up on the 7th 
Sandman also between the 
hem of 2 p.m, and 4 p.m. 
and seeing that It's a Sunday 
afternoon, we hepe to sso you 
there. 
For those of you who want 
to Join the RENEGADE 
RIDERS CLUB, they have 
crests and certificates 
available now so get in touch 
with MAI TAI m channel 28 
or catch her. at the Sunday 
coff~ brenlm. 
of December downstairs at O.K. folks, it's that time 
tlieSmdmanatT:30 p.m. so ngainwhenwemu,tpauthe 
all members please attend, good numbers so until next 
Previous to that is the week, take cam arc 
executive meeting on Dec. 5 emilio' and we'll catch you 
at SUPER THIEF'S 20 and on the return. 3's for now. 
OTTAWA (CI~:~. - - He has 
tl~e tall, lanky "~ime and 
Hardly looks musical 
acclaimed by uudieness in in their piayinS, ~ cam'so, corner of my eye, and 
Toronto, Ottawa and Mon- With a competlUen pieee as couldn't ignore them, But i 
well-vnown as Tchaikov- tried to idsy it an l liked. The 
music is so dm..,imdie, you 
can play It freely. 
Lapinnte was .born in Rl. 
mouski, que,, and began 
studying planoat he Vincent 
d'Indy school in Montreal. 
He now lives in New York 
with h is  wife, France de 
Guise, a Montrealer who is 
also a concert pianist now 
studying at the Jullinrd 
sky's Piano Concerto No. 1, 
there is no room for error, 
and not much room for 
variety ef interpretation. 
But it is probably co the 
latter score that Laplante 
became the first Canadian 
winner of a Tcheikovnky 
prize. 
He said in an interview 
while here for a special 
concert with the National 
Arts Centre Orchestra that 
in Moscow he changed the 
usual int~retation given 
the not~:0~.., the printed 
pag~' He ~ 'ddmonotratsd i t
that night when he breathed 
a romantie lyricism into the 
solo passages, feelin@ of 
love and sadness that for 
many people are at the heart 
of Tcbaikovsky's music. 
M~}sc,.}w competition are "There were 21 judges 
widely su.~pected offavoring sitting out there, strung 
their n;4fio]ml contestants along the 10th row of 
over oul.qders. Tchaikovsky Hal l  in the 
iu such contests, aspiring/ ... M0scow Conservatory. I
,~:ihnqr~ mus(l~ note pb.ffect'!~.could;see them out of the 
rugged good looks of h skier, 
anti you tan picture his 
[~wcr/ui arms and broad 
::ho~:l(l,,r.~ flexit~g as he dig'..; 
i]) with ski poles. 
But Anch'c Laplante 
dL~,.' L ,fi~ns any discipline as a 
,~!,)rt.~man tl exerts alL the 
p(,w,:r ef those arms an,l 
shmddtrs into the tips of Isis 
tinr~,r~ at a piano keyboard. 
;,al:ianle is Canada':; 
=~,~,'~,[ musical star, silver 
p:'i~v wimter in the nerve. 
stracking Tchaikovsky in- 
.;:r;I-~1.ional piano com- 
,w{Jli,m thi:= summer in 
fJ'~e~cow. 
"~.'iu~[ag thai prize ha.~ 
,.~L,!.~!lted him into a world. 
~,,:::lh~, concert career. It's 
a ~i,X" he has aspired to since 
ll~' l~':t'an studying piano at 
li'~ ag~: of 11. But he miv.ht 
!~',~ grabbed aloag for 
~:,~:~r:, in minor ¢,ngago,- 
n~,; ,q t,";, hoping ~l '  
F 
treal on his first big 
Canadian tour since his 
return from Moscow. 
fie now books concerts as 
mu~h as two years ahead, 
and his schedule includes a 
Carnegie llall debut in New 
York and Eoncerts in 
Europe, South America, 
Australia and New Zealand. 
Wincing competitions i 'a 
groell ing way to find 
recognition, and winning a 
prize in the Tehaikovsky 
¢~)mpetition ill ~IOSCOW is 
~:rhaps tl~ most gruelling 
of all. 
It is popularly recognized 
as the supreme te~t, though 
other contests in Europe and 
the U.S. have a higher 
reputation for impartial  
ju( lg iug. . Judges in the 
scheol. 
Next summer, they plan to 
be at the MoRt afford 
summer music school nm by 
Jeunesses Musicales, the 
international '  music-for- 
youth organisation, where 
Laplante will teach. 
He has made two solo 
recordings for the CBC in- 
ternational service, and 
expecis a record will soon be 
issued commercially of his 
performance in !he Moscow 
competition. 
A couple of other solo 
records am in the offing. 
First novel an award 
CY;TAWA (CP) .... It was 
rh;r!r~;~ hritha van Itcrk's 
• ~tirfi ;e; a bush cook i~ the 
Ytz},.~:] |.hal ~he firdshc~ her 
i~9vc[ al:~ut a young wontan 
v,,h~ leaves city life for a pig 
f%n~, ' 
It whs as a"master'~ 
~tuch~r,t hi Eaglish at the 
Ur:ivcr~fity of /fiberta thai 
the 2,l-year-old!: stuffed ~ 
trust fund with' $50,000 she 
I~':d won in Mc(J]elland and 
[;tcwart and :.Seal Book's 
fi}~tnevel award contest, 
"ft's so neat' when you 
finally get to see the book," 
l~s. van Ilerk ~id i~ a recent 
interview, glanc!t!g proudiy 
at lh~ copy beside her.: 
' ~;hen I got ~hy first copy, 
I was wandering around wilh 
it pulled tight to my chest, 
showing everyone I met," 
sl~e laud .  ,'One of my 
friends told me I d probamy 
i~w~ to ~b~o it surgically 
removed.". 
The novel is Judith, the 
~;J.ory of a.young woman 
coming to grips with herself 
and her past by returning, in 
a sense, to her past, 
Judith hod bought herself 
a :;mall farm and t0 pig,,,, 
leavh~g ,behind her a 
:.~.*.x:rctary s jch,'.the city and 
a man. She had fled to the 
city ll~ the fiz,~t place to 
escape an empty life on the 
farm with her father. 
Throughout the hook, 
Judith eXl)criences t'lash¢..~ ot 
i~et" life as a child with her 
f'zt!.'r ;md l;er life as a 
~ecrt-:lary with her boss and 
levy'r, 
Finally, she succeeds in 
bringing these lives together 
in a new and wiser sell 
if th~ hare.bones plot 
:.,,~und,~ familiar, it is--with 
one d[[ f(:rel~ce. 
'['h~A differellce iS UIO pigs. 
The t0 white Sows Judith. 
hand-picks for her farm 
come through as thinldng 
heing~, with feelings and 
it~tincts. 
"I grew up on a farm and 
we had pigs,i and I found 
they're clean and they seem 
to have very acute instincts. 
"Tl~ey grow accustomed to
certain people and when 
someone strange walks in--- 
they could even be asleep-- 
and they' l l  know, right 
away." 
The book goes into minute 
details of the raising and 
care of pigs, which Ms. van 
Iierk says was intentional. 
"I wanted people to know 
pigs were more than just 
dirty animals that roll 
around in the mud," she 
says. 
Ms. van Herk says she 
didn't even like Judith as a 
character When she started 
the novel from ashort story 
she wrote four years ago. 
"She's a very--well ,  
prickly person--hard to get 
winner  
TERMINAL 
EXPRESS 
along with, and she's always 
over.reacting." 
But as the novel and 
Jud i th ' s  persona l i ty  
unravelled--"You can only 
control a character to a 
certain degree; you can't 
have them behave inconelsb 
eatly"--gs, van Herk ad- 
mits she came to feel a 
grudging admiration and 
sympathy for Judith. 
She insists Judith is not an 
autobiographical character 
in any way. 
"I could never live on a 
farm like Judith does. The 
characters all came out of 
my imagination. I'm com- 
pletely urbanized and I'll 
never go back." 
But what about that stint 
as a bush cook? 
Ms. van Herk's husband of 
four years, ZB-year.oM Bob 
Sharp, is a geologist. On one 
of his jaunts to the Yukon, be 
and his two companions 
needed a cook. 
"So 1 went along," she 
says. "It was great for me. 
They left in the morning and 
didn't come back until 
dinner time. I had all day to 
write. 
"Can you imagine, no tele- 
phone, no doorbell, no one to 
you. It was greotl" 
bUsheg has also driven a 
tractor for her father and 
worked as a secretary and a 
teacher : while still at 
university. 
Future plans? Quite 
simply, she plans to wr i te-  
and drive around with 
husband Bob in the car she 
gave him in her only moment 
of indulgence since her 
windfall.: 
A $13,000, cram.colored 
Parade. 
Judith, by  Aritha van 
Herlk, gO. pp; $10; Mc- 
CJeUand and ~srL .  
"NEW HOMES 
NOW"' 
65 Beautiful new mobile homes - -  
ready for immediate delivery. 
"Low - Low Discount Pr ices" .  Ask 
about our f ree furniture offer. CaD 
col lect  today .  
Purchasers enjoy expense paid 
flight and airport pickup. 
(635-3680) Osll eolloot 
Parcel Pickup,& Delivery 
IJght Packages 8. Parcels 
, .: Chairs-- Recliners-- End Tables-- 
/~:':. i. ' ~ Portable T.V. 
,,~"L.,::,' Suites (Kitchen & Living Room) 
*:~'~:. " ." Beds & Box Springs 
, /  
r~ASTER BEDROCM, DRE55E'REOR CHESTS 
FRIG'$, STOVES, WASHER OR DRYERS 
~m mm m~mm ~w w~ 
Dis{riot of Terrace Only  
431.11M 
Ask for h i  or Inmsnd 
Munday Homes Ltd, 
6401 Klngsway Ph~e Collect 
Burnaby, B.C. VSE IEI (!!2) d37.1184 
l~k~ Lkeeoe Number 01~8 
. ilera,. ;ovember 20, 1978, Page 13 
N, w McLeuchlen record 
b"  1 J to  C, :re ease  
I'ORONT~ i" '~t. '~r.~;C~ ]iS't~vard... poetic expression, 
a stopper.i fsr"staun¢12 and  is ,,toticeably more 
Murray M c~uqhlan f~ins: melodic ihan anything ne 
Those e ight  McLaucltlan ;' has ever done before. 
albums you'viL,,: _been ?('.." I t ' s : .a  pretty radical  
collecting fajthfO]l~, sm.ee'.idepartul-e from what I at- 
1971allr, ateabout a, fourona" temnted to do, for example, 
scale of 10. ' . .  ~.'. . . .  :'.~,.. on .~the .album Hard Rock 
Figures are courtesy ~ th~ .:~ Town," he says, 
singeehimself. • !::. ; ' ' .  "Songs llke Hard Rock 
Don.t  'misunderStand"  Town or S t ra ight  Outs 
him-- Murr'ay thinl[S ~is . Midnight have tended to be 
work, and the prod~ctfdn "more rhythmically oriented, 
behind it, are terrtfi~,BU.t.ff ,,. and the delivery on them was 
you can trust his objectivity,:..' more of a shout or theatrical 
to borrow a phrase fromAl" ::delivery than a straight 
Jolson, you ain't  heard  "singing'delivery. 
nothin' yet. " What I 've attempted to 
In January, McLauchlan 
andTrue North Records will 
release Whispering Rain, a 
eollerflon of 10 new songs 
which, sales pitch aside, 
rates a nine on that scale of 
10, he says. 
The album, which marks 
MeLanchian's debut as solo 
producer, is currently in the "l think a lot of people 
do on the new album is to 
sing a lot more." 
The radical departure of 
which he speaks was almost 
two years in the making. The 
album Hard Rock Town, his 
last studio collection, was 
recorded in late 1976-early 
1977. 
o y 
much bec,txs¢ . 
but because of the ~uu,., . . .  
wasn't the most successful 
album I've ever done." 
That album unchar- 
acteristically was heavily 
intoelectrie nstrnmentalion. 
"It wasn't even rock 'n' 
roll," Murray says, "just a 
sort of stretched out, pretty 
thin electrical sound. 
"I still love the album. I 
thought it was tremendously 
exciting to do, but ... lime 
marches on and you have to 
do sorw'thing else." 
,MeL.auchian's return Io 
acrou~,tc ]ntzsiC enables him 
tol~ m a fr~er format lie no 
longer works excluslvel.~ 
with his harkup band 1.he 
Silve~ Traclnrs h,~cause "1 
really didact tike the amount 
of resl~.~x~ibility nherent in 
having to keep a hand 
working " 
"l found I was under a 1ol 
of pressure to wm'k .when I 
• tat to keep the unit 
~d to keep it going, 
yo,  ,,~vc to keep working tb 
make everybody a living an~l m 
to meet expenses." . 
But that arrangement wal l ldm 
a vicious circle. The b igge i~ 
the group on tour, the higher : 
the expemes. 
McLauehlan's next ma'M~ 
Caddish tour--starting ifi~ 
late February or early 
March--will include only two 
backup musicians. 
MeLauchlan was asked if 
he had cnnsidered working i ~  
the studio with new ta lent~ 
"It's something I would ~ 
very much like to do," he 
said. "I suppose in part 
that's one of the reasons 1 
decided to use myself as a 
guinea pig (on Whispering 
Rain)• 
' Tee  built up a fair  
amount od studio experience 
... Now I've done everything 
short of t.yping up the con- 
PRE INVENTORY SALE 
 no/ =i , , ,  Dis©ount 
..", ~ " ON ALL 
VAN ACCESSORIES & PERFORMANCE PARTS 
~ SUN;~ROOFS : '  
ROOF VENTS 
FLARE KITS . 
HEADERI.PIPES ' 
SIDE PIPES 
VAN M~RROR WINDOWS 
FENDER EXTENSIONS 
FLEX FLARES 
FLEX FANS 
VAN INTERIOR LIGHTS 
LICENCE PLATE FRAMES 
SUN VISORS. 
' SEATS:: "~ ,., :,. '," 
sEAT REC~iNERS 
SEAT PEDESTALS 
:}.. , 
.• c 
HOLLY CARBS 
HOLLY CARB KITS 
HOLLY PARTS 
ACCELL WIRE SET 
DISTRIBUTORS 
B&M TRANSPACK 
B&M CONVERTORS 
HURST FLOOR SHIFTERS 
MR GASKET AIR CLEANERS 
MR GASKET AIR 
CLEANER ELEMENTS 
EDELBROCK MANIFOLDS 
AND MUOH MUCH MOREZLX 
jim  McEwan 
' :  ~ ": i ~ '  '~: : Telephone Uli.4M1 
II~dOn/t~dnod"4mkr 141in To.ace. e.O. 
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Here's How to "Jazz Up" Bath Decors 
Ever look at the pages of 
decorating magazines and 
wish you could, afford+ the 
sumptuous bathrooms de- 
picted? While most of us 
can't turn our baths into 
laps of luxury, we can do a 
great deal to make them 
more ettr'active or interest- 
ins. 
Bathroom aconssori~s are 
a marvelous, inexpensive 
way to create a mood for 
your hath. Want the re- 
mantis• yesteryear look? 
Wicker hampers, baskets 
and shelves will create a 
properly nostalgic atmos- 
phcrc, and can be sprayed to 
match your bath decor. 
If y~'.d like your bath to 
' be a t~ for conversation, 
there ~many interesting 
accessories to "jazz" it up. 
The latnst~l~owcr urtains, 
for instEPs; feature every- 
thing from crossword puz- 
zles to"graffiti as d~i•ns. 
walls, or the back of bath- 
room doors for dramatic ef- 
fect. (Be sure and seal post- 
ers on both sides with clear 
acetate, obtainable at !any 
art supply store.) 
A modern effect can be 
achieved in the bathroom by 
using chrome, glass and 
molded plastic accessories. 
An etagere of chrome is 
ideal for storing towels and 
other items, for exampl e .
You can create a tradi- 
tional effect with synthetic 
velvet or brocade shower 
curtains and' window cur- 
tains, complemented with 
period-piece accessories that 
are readily available for: the 
bath. 
Don't overlook the p0ssi- 
bilities offered by vinyl wall- 
coverings. There are many 
patterns to choose from in 
this category, some with 
matching fabric. I 
A more rustic way to treat 
these at any do.it-yourself 
store) . . .  or, go "all-out" 
with e legant - look ing,  
honest-to-goodness panel- 
ing. 
Carlmting is a good way 
to create ~ more luxurious 
effect in your bathroom. 
• Kits are available for "do-it- 
yoursclP' customizing, or 
you can strive for a more un- 
ique look by sewing several 
small rugs together. 
Get the maximum deco- 
rati0g value out of your 
towels by displaying them 
on storage shelves instead of 
hiding them away in the 
linen closet. Install shelves 
over wasted space above the 
commode; if you're short on 
space, you might consider 
breaking through the wall 
betweco studs and instal- 
ling shelves or towel bars, 
A little imagination and 
the right accessories can go 
a long way toward livening 
Art posters, keyed to har- bathroom walls is to up that nondescript bath- 
monize with your towels or "panel" them with diagonal room, without bankrupting 
shower curtains, can go on strips of wood (you can find the family budget. 
! 
race CLE~ STARTER NEW HOMES NEAmNO DOtm'-~- WmE ON A nifty nautioal design "Anohers Aweigh" fro m Sunworthy's "lie-it-Beautiful" doelratlnl Ido|e 
. oH  i ,  , .  l,,0C~i~):i~L :,a, cenvenLent COMPLETION KROYER ROAD ..... ~ . . ..... ...; . . . . . . . . . .  '....... 
Located in a controlled LoeatednearLakelaeLake oolleetion, totes  theme for total • baikroom dooor. Walloe,ibrin I I~ pr!.p Sod II, nrsh+kahlo sad 
]ooaU~n~.thls 3 bedroom subdivision close to the and ideal for someone : . ~ . , ,  +,,..., ~, ~,., ~ ~.~., -+, -'., ,i . . . . .  ~. " 
hom,~ Is •carpeted, and College these homes have commuti~ to Kitimat to peo |ah]n ,  
rmmvated inside, has a five basic designs, work tlda840sq, ft. double . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ..", ... ,. . . . . . .  .... .... ..,., . . . . . . .  ;:.. .~..:, .::.:,. .,...:. .~:..y, '..;::::.. ..:::< ,~..,,. ,.:~ .+~ ~..:,. ;:::i::~, ~..<:-,,. .~:...,~,.~.::~ ~:::~:.~:!~.41,~,.:~: • .~.~:`~.~`~.;~4~.~.A~t~..~.~4g~.~:..~`~g..~.4~..;~:`4~+..~.:~`~e~.'`~...`4~:.~4i~!~`+~4~F.``...~4~.....~...~`~?~:~ ~+41~'~41+ i{.~,11+ 4  .. .  ~ n 
faellilles, and a o]~t~! fireplace, aundeeks, 3 towallinllvlng and dining - -  . .  - - . .  As the days grow cooler learning a new one? Espemi- or c ,nou~:Snmened~:W,or~ sn~ raPe~t 
basement for the finished bedrooms, (3an room, Aluminum exterior, ~.;UaTTS ut ter  and shorter, ho~ne is more ally with the holiday gifting !or in at ,.. g . . , y! - . +. • . . S I i  yOU O liKe |O t W some stores Oiler pauerns aplenty nace and storage. The maln floor or two on main oil furnace beat and is . . . .  ,, _, - z  welcome than ever. What eason just around the cor- 
landscaped lot is 20x122 ft. and t in the basement), serviced by a well and ~ WOI  I(~ ST  hetter way to spend at-home her! thing different, consider for embroidering every- 
and has some established carpeting, gas heat andhot septic tank. Lot is 75x200 trees. For viewing phone water and are fully in- landscaped, and a metal Fun at Home leisure hours than working Now's the time to herin theseweavingOther typeSts coming°f cra tS!into cases.thing frOmfor welcomeShirts tOgifting.pillow- 
Bert L]tmgh. sulated. Homes have storage shed is included in at your favorite craft or knitting a sweater for Dad, its own again, as men and 
C.M.H.C. insured mor- the price..F,dl price Is ' I • l l l l i l  ~ M I I J J ~ / / i ~ B  M women alike discover the Macram~ is a popular 
~:~;~|~t 'A  tgagea approximate/y 121,500... pros an Rejoining ~ z a  " -=~ II beauty of handwoven cloth hobby today and is com- 
~.+m~,~+ ~,~ - - + ~  iP l ~+ F+"*PI "  ~ " Plan ,e  Inl4~t~t aed are bout under 000 t cu rent rate of Newof B.C. Hom  Co+s  War s+Our , + ~ +  ~u~ rHtioo~ lot b avaUable at an a d - o  est. view. . . .  " +  "++ • . . . . .  .+w "- ,nHTMAN & • SMITH'S age-old nd ple l oms the pleasures of this craft, av ilable There are sis-for be- t.hal p.aratively, easy. Often stores rmm supply awe o.crma+ra.m, tea els mat - m 
~ ~ : U ~  ':° ealesmen to view. i ~ , ~ l  M ~11,. 83~ + +. Linnets, complete with in- making ~lts: plant holders, 
IB : . - . lib structions, totes, and other interesting 
QtRETgECLUDEDLocATION " . + ~+ • - .~ + "++~+'++]+'~j ~Ii : " '~- -  RE IL I~ L I~ • . ~ :  E mbroideryisalltherage gift items.,, 
One and a half acre, 2 £~+o+ . ; .~m,++ : , , , , , '  ,.-+ . , ,  , ,  :mE eOOOOOOOOOOO~__~. ,~,OOOOJ l•~;  OOUGLA$ / . : '  + 
house~ & framed barn. An + " "~+~-.+ ~,  +~ /7p i t•• I f  , . '+ - ' , . ,++"+ +=+-+ + + + • -
basement home with ~+~. .+ :+~J+. 
fireplace, attractively RURAL RESIDENCE I ib  IMta . . . .~  4512N. EBY - -  CHARMING AND SPACIOUS ~ t l /~  +'~ CHANMIL lu~ ~ O  
_. ~ + ~ . . ~ .  Co.o~ living cXese to town m what t~ ~ ~ ~ I~  REALTY - -  • deco~ted. AlSO on Two.thirds of an Acre of [ m_ ~ + 1 ~  property offers. Located just outside of the ib 
Wopar~ a cozy one ..+,u,,,. , , ,+ ~ ~nd, 3 bedroom home, o, U m ~ i  ms.iei,lbo..~,,. Tm, +m0m., .  home is ib @.~"  US. • 
m .ore v.  ~. c,p~mcV ~nace beetle& am ap I g m ~ n  sltuated on a level acre plece of land. Large • ~.~JMIM~I~+ rented. Beth homes m Ken• . . . . . . . .  plianees inclluded. Large " ' - -  - -  framed Brand now home located . . I m_ ~v41] .~~lR  i kitchen, separate laundry area. Living room 
eooomm ann a ! "+"'°"~--'""" .,'- o+.w.-'h~'" =..-"~ garage, with worJtsnop, I [] ~ " ~ M i ~ ~  features built.in bookeese and heatllator m o_ barn with horse corra. All ,,,,,,.~ . . . . . .  , ,  . . . . .  fenced ' garden and I . . . . . . . . . .  i eBob  . . . . . . . .  + " . . . . .  • " " "  .. - . . _  .. , 6 3 2 4 7 2 1  • 
mr +~o.wu. ,,Iv ~. . .  n~.~ . . . . . . .  ,,.. greenhouse C811 SOD l ' ? "+ 
r r tam ~ ,-+v . . . . . . . .  ' m ~ , , ~ , ~ ~  wall. Good prden area, root house am • . ii " . . • 
Sheridan a call o de . I/m--"~'ing, patio doors; to Sheridan for details. _1 _- ms+,,? ~.,~,w ~- '~ chicken coop. Nicely landscaped. Pdced to [] : 
rear sundeek, Aluminum ~/ r . ]Mb~i t+.~&l l  ~, • i " . .  . , . .'- ' sell at $44,500. 
seal windows and attached .:' m " ~-~: J  + ~, ~t '~ l  ~ ~ ~  This property is in need of a new owner as the ~ O 
carport. House Is well ~ ~  +~*+.a~| ~_ ~ I ~ ~  ,resent owner has been transferred. Th'..s ~ . OFFICIAL | L~ %~IO~M~N~IA" OFJ~L|R' * 
constructed, is heated by ~ ~  I / !~|1  n ~ hmmeislocztedonalarge77x1941.otwhiehis IB 
natural gas and me can- i~T~l lO i~R~. ,~,+~•l l  ; ~ m  f_eneeda.ndt~.Thereare_+~_~__ee_oe+.or_~..ms, ~ O ' :~i '  • • 
crete basement is lnsulated ~ : | ~ ~ + ~ , ~ l  I ---"+-~"~-=--~'+"- z up a,a t Hewn. ~nmsneo rec r~m wm, m 
and rocced fl m+,*~+ - ,~+,  ATTRACTIVE gYP tot he am'. . . . . . . . . . . . .  l • ~~~+X~'~+'~.~ Franklin flreplaee. Wired workshop. New ~ • F18  V is ta  V i l l age  - 012 ,900  
BUNGALOW For viewing phone Rusty n~v..-~,u~- rm, r r~n. ,  l • - ' ~ ~ ' ~  drilled well. come in and talk to us about his m @ 36 Eal~le St. 1% storey -
Bossy home with 3 Ljun~h. Located on Park Avenue| [ ]  + : .  +'~++~ property. Asking•39,500. ; ~q i 
bedrooms, hardwood BUILDING LOT8 .'IN this older style home has | 
floors, a rear family room ~ORNHILL two ..r~tal suites of~q~.l~ | ~ +~-+"~'  :/ 3946 WREN ST. --  REVENUE PROPERTY [] 842,000  
e . mommy revenue I4 : ~ . - ~ ~ <  TWo ani..l~s..ah~.a.dy and '.patantlal third in • 
with a flreplac, ½ Attraeflvesubdivteieajust and the ,..~,.,,~t~ is 31oto 55 | [] , ".-| "~-~ largeunflmaneooasementtiooooecupancy [] ~ 86 Swannell  Street • 
heatbasement', I and ½n"turalbaths ndgaa ~.o~ f. Krumm w"mcnRead~ ...In,. xl00fl, snell. Area la zeneos v- . , ,~: ,  . " '  M ' ~..,~_~-~ rate. l.arge l~ wire now w'~. U you are in- -" ~ 119 Carswell S!reet. • 
laan area Thenrooorty devel~niM fast wl", " -  Residential No. 3 and I • . . . . .  - terested in making an:invest~nent come in m 
dry . . . . . . .  _ . . . .  f r an m and see us, Asking price ~S,000. m. ~ ! • _@, Fu l l  bkgement ,  Smgle  - • wn would be suitable o is 82 x 144 ft. and is in la tractive homes. Lois ere . . . . . .  r | .~ 5022 WAUSII AVE. --  NEW LISTING • 
end ~'ees. For ~e~ aval~bte for houses or .ar...a~._me_n+t.__°.',°c.~l'.~:°. r I IB ~hbwellm~intained~ur yea~homeis now , ~ /; $52,900 • 0+ 
- I I~e Belt Li -nob  h, a l lon  In tirol+noted l~urm mmulumu~'M Ip,UVU+ l " - -  + ' - " -  ~as"+r i~s  r~z~'~"f;~n~ Rusty Ljungh. I [] on the market. Located on quiet d.ead-end IS w -. 
• vai0~m00~ a++~e~ . LIOHT mDUSmtALI IB street. Three bedroon~ wire wad to wail. ~ • 30  Gahder  - 830 ,000  O 
IS Unfinished' basement. Natural gas heat. IS O I " ............... 
by. ~r|vata water s~,tm, LOTS I _= Lame a . .d~ wlth +met .  ex~ure, V!e* • . .  3 '~ Acres  on  Lake lse  Lake  • 
~ved road, have good Located .+.u.s.t aou.!h, o f |  
drakmga and are UghOy ~anusrswelmngon~mum I E this proper~j and make an tiler, Prtcen at • ~ 190 'Komgus St. • : 
Ixeed. Street he property has two I IB t~4,o00, m • DUPLEX HOME -- 3607 EBY STREET Ill ~ (new !eonstruction j O 
lote facing Kaltan Street I st Three bedrooms on each floor, kltchem, . 
I CATIUmRAL EN- LIGHT INDUSTRIAL and s facing Evergreenl ~ living rooms and dining araan. Fireplaee, two ; O' G4-Vista Vili.a.g.e • 
I TRANCE - NEW CON- PROPERTY - ~ HOUSES Street. All lots are 60xt20 I 
I 8TRUCTION I Located on Kelth Avenue ft. and there is an olderl [] oil furnaces, separate Hydro, private en+ ib • (excel lent eondzttoni • 
• trances, nearly $500 per month rental income. 11 " 
I Located in a controlled west of Kenuy Street, the rental house and a frame i •l Asking t53;~e, listed exclusively, open to _m O Why not  ca l l  us  today _~ 
I subdivision this 3 bedroom property is over an acre eenetructico shop ~0x60 ft., [ 
, home has U78 sq. ft. of and has two older houses v~ffia rental suite on the | • alters. . + m : 10r your  free appr~sel ; 
,ll,  am,  wag to wall cur rent ly  rent ing ,  upper floor. Full prleel [] Largere~identialiotonDobieStreet--*e,7~o. M - -  Id lp • 
l carpating, emuite plum- Property .is , , i ced .  by !r/5,00o r lots could be | i [] • |Hilts |hlnnol hHorml _ . 
n Nng, fireplace, eating area sewer am water on ~ purchased separately. For I [] • 
| inthekltchenpl.aadinin6 K.'thandP.o~eAveaue.w ~erbdormat lo ,  phone, I - A.E.  LePageLimitedCoast~Coast,ealEst~teServiee : O Wo.01! ! r .~r_V . i " l _h  ........ i....... g 
I ,~m, w hut and hot m rear..Land is n.a~ Rusty ~dungh. I IS . -~-  IB l 
I water, a % basement and a tightly treeo ano could oe 1973 Noble Mobile Home. I i . , • 
|cedar  lldlng exterlor. +anbd|vidnd. For further , ' x68 ' ,3b~.Located in |  : . A ~ ~ - - J L ~ ¢ J L 1  +,on Pa,~., | I IP"II$1LI4~InlTI iB I I [ __B | IT@ 
I PheneB~t LJanSh for an information call Rusty Terrace Trailer Court.I 
Ljungh. . 113,000, I • ~ U ~ mS ~' I I  i i i  , 635-031 [] • " ,~TSM~-~=~M~~I  ~- I apl~ntmmt to ~ew. [ ]  V I  V l  B I~MIMdS~ Harry Sml(h • • ' ~- I !  • 
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I oontempora.ry VelLeteb.le ear(pod walloovering "Healthy Harvest" with a o.o-ordinatod ptaid "Harvest rials" 
osier to all the praotloal, as well as visual, needs for the contemporary kdehen. The pre-Pastod, ful ly 
aorubbable and dq.atrippeble walloovorinp are from the Kitahens & Bathrooms Oollootion by Sunworthy. 
• L 
• • • . . ,  . .  ~ , .  .~  . . . . .  , . .  . . .  ~ . . /  . , . : . . . .  ,,...... . , . . . . /  ~ . . . , .  . , . . ,  , . : . , . ,  
~41~ .!:~;;~:~: ~,~.'~:: :.: ~i~ ::~?~ '~.~'.'!: ~4~:i:.Y.~.':! :~ ,~.'::~4  ~'~.'~ ~ :~,~:!~'~:!:~'~ ~:!:  ~'~41~.~. : : , .~.,~ ~: ~: . ::. :~: : , '~': ~. !:.~::'~:'.~ :~ :: :.'~.~'~:: :41~:::~: ~,~.'~ ~: , ~!~:~'~-~ "-:~ !, .'..'~::';~':" ::'.., ~1~::.:. " ~1~.... :. ~ : ~.,~. ,. :. ~1~..'. ,.: ~'4b:,: ..Y,4~:......~ 
Well-Informed Walloovering Shopper 6ets Best Results 
Wa]lcoverings are quickly The vast majority of :last beginning to make its wallcoverings can auso be detergent ,  and water Once you are aware of the 
becom~ a pop~r 
decorating choice in today s 
homes - and for some very 
l~ ' rensons .  They a~a 
ct that moves wi.m 
on. Thus, in this eO-l~- 
yourself age, they ere both 
easy to put up, and lake 
down- and the number one 
pine - easy to maintain. 
However, the term 
'wa]lcoverings' alone does 
sometimes create some 
confus ion  in our  minds ,  
genera] wallcoverings ~ entree with some strength found, These include those 
made of (a) basic paper, xo~ into the North American made out of natural 
a stronger paper that breaks market. These are generally materials Such as cords, 
the glue bend wben removed: pre-pasted and peelable, grasscloths, burlaps, as well 
i.e. the dry.strippables, aria They are less cestly than ~e as the foils and Mylara. 
(c) solid vinyl laminated .to fabr ic -backed var ie ty .  Generally, all of today's 
either paper or fabric Fabrlc-backed vinyls are wallcoveringsarewnshable. 
backing. The paper.backed geuerallynotpre-pasted, but The dry strippables and 
vinyl, seen up until now are dry.strippable, vinyls are scmbhable and 
mostly in European lines, is Quite a few other t.ypos of stain-resistant. Soap or 
;:! :!~,#~.~,:~:~.'4~ . .~`4&~:~'~:~'`4~:!!!!~:#b~:.`~4~`~:~4~:~`~p~;!:~#`ii::~4~.`:~ ".'41~,',~':i:~'~' 1~:~!  4 ~'~ : '~:'.4 ~,~':~:'~4~. 
solutions can be used to get different choices available in 
genera] dirt or flngermarks wnllcoverings, you' l l  find 
off washable walleeverings, the job of selection easier. 
whereas crayon, grease The time and effort involved 
stains and the like can all be in putting your pattern up is 
taken OFf the scrubbable minimal aad the impact 
varieties, instantaneous. 
~:~',~.::!~';~.:'::::',;,~':!.!',.4~,::.:::~".~'~: :i'~.::~: ,:'..~::,'~g~:: ~ >~:  :'::,~'~i!~,'~ 
Gardening Tip: powder and add them to 
your houseplants or .mix 
Don' t  push eggshells them into your compost 
down the garbage disposal, heap. They arc high in cal- 
Crush them into fine bits or cium, ~hich plants need. 
A-i 
because long gone are the 
days when all wallcoverings 
were paper. For this reason, 
it's really worth knowing 
something about all the 
diffeeunt types on the market 
today so that you can .ms .ks 
the right choice for me Jot) m 
band. 
"When you're buying 
wallcoverings, the. main 
to think shout is the 
mood or type of look yon 
,want to achieve in your 
home," says Maw 
Prud 'homme,  Inter ior  
Design and Color Consultant 
for Sunworthy 
Wa]lcoverings. "The func- 
tion ~f the room will 
.,',~,| 
-T"~ 
. " t  
,- :t~ 
~." 
:~ y.; 
~.,~.,.~ 
VISUAL TREAT for your kitchen takes just a few mmutes to arrange. 1~S ",,:T 
grouping features three non.stick skillets from France, trivets in wced.l~J , .-! 
cork. towel rack. and wooden ladle and wh,p.'l" ,..;,:i 
Decorate  Your  K i tchen  • 
With a "Show-Off" Wall 
One look in your cup- pans in red, yellow or shin. 
board or kitchen drawers inn aluminum, hung bytheir  
will turn up the ingredients sleek black handles from 
for u "show.off'" wall - -  a decorative metal hooks, r. 
grouping of items featuring could well serve as th(: focus 
interesting design, texture for an arresting grouping. " "  
and color. And, if  close in- (And T-Fal's unique ,coat- 
spection proves that the in- inn of pure PTFE keeps ~. 
grcdicntsin your kitchen are these pans beautiful, dur- 
best hidden out of sight, it's able and easy to use for 
time you investigated some years. Just a swish of a 
.of l.he wonderful house- soapy sponge and you can 
wares available today, hang them back on the wal! 
again.) 
Start the kitchen-wall Around the skillets, place 
grouping with several larger a few other, smaller i tems- -  ,:~: 
• items - -  perhaps two or wooden spoons, a beater or :~;: 
three pieces of cookwarc, whip, a good-looking,4o~l, J.
.:Among the new, ~ easy-care, , rack, perhaps a..grater:'or'~.~ ] 
non-stick skillets, for in- colander. An unusual trivet . . .  [ 
stance ~ a boon for expert or two in cork or metal cai~ .~., . . . .  
cooks as well as brides - -  complete the arrangement, ~:,~ 
the French import, T-Fal, is It's an excellent way to free ;;../ 
one of the most elegant, and storage space, it's easy to :~:: 
is beautifully designed. Two do, and it's a quick way to ~.~ 
or three of these handsome add flair to any kitchen, t' ~'~ 
:~i~..~.:!:~!~`.~`:.~:.~.::~!...~.~:`~..~ /`~.~:~.~..`/`~`.~::~;~ :!.~ ~ 
A Lit/fo PincHing Goes a Once you've planned the ~]  
Long Way week's shopping, after con- 
suiting the supermarket ads, 
Budget cxpcrts rccom- you can then plan menusin- 
me!~d planning shopping ex- corporating the bargains 
cursions in advance, as well 
as menus. Once.a-week you've checked, adding any ~-.'i~ 
shopping is less wasteful needed items to your shop ~ 
than frequent trips to the ping list. '~J ~,~'~.. 
supermarket, and lets you By careful planning you ,;,d 
take advantage of the week- can thus make food dollars ':-.: 
ly shopping specials offered go further, save shopping ~.,_~ 
in your local paper, time as well. ""t~ 
o?q 
rang .Bun 635 4971 
4619 PARK AVENUE, TER I I~ ,  ~,,C. V86 1V5 m 
:,jff 
determine the type of ~ 
wallcoverings you need, For :,=t 
iast~mce, is it for 8 kitchen, ,,:-! 
bathroom or child's room? large garden and mature ~,at 
These areas, ~:r the most zees. Doable carport with A nice family home on a Country living. Large .:.~ 
part, nee~ t~gh,  stein- entrance to basement - a large corner, treed home on 5 acres close to "~'-4 
res i s tant ,  sc rubb~ble  quality home d 1280 sq. ft. privacy. Has a nice bright town. House only 3 years 3 bedrooms, split leVel " 
wallcoverings, whereas a with s bedrooms, 2 kitchen with eating area, 
low maintenance area, such fireplaces and numerous living room is comfortable old requires a little home, featuring fireplace, ~ , ,  
as a living room or bedroom, extras, this property b with a fireplace. This is a finishing. Excellent buy for extra rooms in b~ement, 
can do with a less expensive revenue property witb a ~per". Mogoll halEstate wO,~meat vlewlng.preferredlOCatedsrea of in separate self contained handyman with large double carport, paved 
Moist wailcoverings today town, priced at 114,000 and unit semi attached to the family. Priced in mid driveway and many other extras. Asking $.55,540. Call 
are lee.pasted. This makes Serv ioes  Ltd., ,u r~ l  bus more In. home. Location is close to sixties. Call Horst or Chrlstel or ilorst for more ~. : 
them easy to put up by formation, schools. Phone Judy. Christel. MI,8. Information. 
almost anyone who can ~ 
cllmbaindderandsavesthe Looking for n three bedroom • full basement homo - how _. • , ,~m I .... ~-., Scot t  Avenue. three '~'~?' Small but cosy. Only one I,,I, ~ s ~ '  , ..... 
Immta]intion charges. More ~_a .~ but comfortable I~1.,~. ~ ~  I = bedrooms, large la t in |  . . . .  
and more wallcoverlngs 81tuatedinuplendsaresun ~r - - -  ~ .~1~ | , ! ,~ : ,  m m.  p4.ace,|nu~. ~::! today are also sU'lppable.an.d shoe! this one located en a large lot in an exclusive . . . .  . . . . . . .  ._. E~_ .___~" -~"~""  . . . .   . . . . . . .  ~ rooroom wi'" fireauu ,anunr~ . . . . . . . .  ,,re. -- " 
Munme Ave. nan qmeL * I this has opened up a waste • " "  dwith ~ ~ ~  I ull basement Alkinl l  :~--'~ 8ettu~onuemrurm M ~  ~ l m ~  t 9500 Call ' ="~'~ 
new area for them, i,e. neighborhood, Living room hoe acorn fireplace, Large apartment dwellers or large sue acre yard. ~ ~ ~  i - -  ;5 ,  . Kelly. ~" ;:~ 
people who frequently move. ::~'~ 
The dry.strippable t~.  of kitokea wink dining area. One finished room in basement, ,,-, 
wallcoverlng is specno,,y ' AFTER OFFICE HOURS 
treated paper. Resins, lathe Basement with high sailings ned largo windows - sundeok ~ 
and sometimes man-ms NORST 60|LINSKI - 636-6397 KELLY SQUIRES - 635-7616 :~  
fibres are added to the paper 
e, m so tlmt he whole sLrip can be end oarporl- nicely Iondeonpod and partially fenced, I MORIEL NF.ILE - 635.2944 CHRISTEL 60OLIHSKI 636 6||T,  . 
removed from the wall without wetung. The [ ,ll16ffll JEPH$OII -638-1652 I[IIA FIIAIlCIS 636-3913 -~ 
'paelable' wsllcoverin~s are Asking $60~|00. ~ j  
another category. Here, the __J printed layer peels off, Onll DenNis or Bud for nppointmont to view. 
leaving a thin backing paper 
on the walls. 
t 
) 
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TERRAOE DRUGS LTO. 
3201 Kalum ~16-7274 
Vitamins 
& 
Toys, Toys, Toys 
~e 
CLASSIFIED RATES 
• LOCAL ONLY: 
• o 
:~0 words or less S2.00 per 
*l~sertion. Over 20 words 5 
~ents per word. 
3. or more consecutive in- 
sertions $1.50 per Insertion. 
REFUNDS: 
First Insertion charged for 
~vhether run or not. 
~Absolutely no refunds after' 
ad has been set. 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made before 2nd 
nsertlon. 
'Allowance can be made for 
~ ly  one incorrect ad. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cents pick up. 
$1.25 mailed. 
£LASSlFIED DISPLAY: 
~ates available upon 
i:ecluest. 
'NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
RAT E : 
22cents per agate line. 
/~inlmum charge $5.00 per 
]~sertion. 
Ii]~EGAL - POLITICAL and 
~T. RANSI  ENT AD-  
VERTISING: 
i$3.~0 per column Inch. 
i~USINESS PERSONALS: 
:$4.00 per line per month. 
(~n a 4 month basis only. 
,;" DEADLINE 
:7.. 
"I~ISPLAY: 
~/~00 p.m. 2 days prior to 
'l~bilcation day. 
i~L.ASSI FIE D: 
~00 p.m. day prior to 
~u. blicatlon day. 
!~LL  CLASSIFIED CASH 
.WITH ORDER other than 
BUSINESSES WITH AN 
I~STABLiSHED ACCOUNT. 
. . . .  . . . . . .  C ,  
S~rvi~;e charge of $5.00 on ell 
~S.F. cheques. 
~WEDOING DESCRIP- 
:TIONS: 
!tqo charge provided news 
:~ubmitted within one month. 
!~,5.00 production charge for 
!iWeddir, g and.or engagement 
:picturc~. News of weddings 
~,~wrlte.ups) received one 
~i-.month ~r more after event 
;:$10.0o charge,' with or 
~without picture. Subject to 
!'conden~atlon. Payable In 
~advance. 
. :CLASS IF IED AN-  
.'NOUNCEMENTS: 
::Births 
~Eng,~gement$ 
~AA,~rrlages 
!~Deaths 
::Funerals 
~'JC, ards of Th -~!~s 
! ~.',~morlal Notices 
i'.i=HON E 635.6357 
!-,~lass.lfled Advertising Dept. 
. o  
. .=  
~::u~mINU EVENTS 
[ % ~'" 
Skeeoa Health Unit 
S U BSC R I PT I ON 3215.2 Eby Street 
RATES Terrace, B.C. 
Effedive 638~o7 
The following are a few of 
October  1, 1977 the services offered locally 
by your Health Unit Staff: 
SingleCepy 20¢ CHILD HEALTH CON. 
ByCarrler ruth3.00 FERENCES. 
By Currier year 35.00 Held weekly at the Health 
By Mall 3ruth 12.00 Unit every Tuesday from 
By Mall 6mth22.so 1:30.3:50 p.m. Please phone 
By Mall ymr40.00 for an appointment. 
Senior Citizen year 20,00 Held at Thornhlll 
Recreation Centre on the 
British Commonwealth and fourth Friday of every 
United States of Amerlca ono month from 1:30.3:30 p.m. 
year 51.CO. Please phone for an ap- 
Box 399, Terrace, B.C. polntment. 
VeG2M9 Babyslfters who bring 
children must heve parents 
HOME OELIVERY written consent for Ira. 
Terrace & District munizatlen. 
Thornhlll & District ADULT CLINICS 
Phone~5-6357 These are held at the 
Health Unit on Monday, 
' Wednesday and Friday from 
• The Herald reserves the 3.4:10 p.m. by appointment 
right to classify ads under ~only. 
appropriate headings and to PRENATAL CLASSES 
set rates therefore and to " Classes are held 
determine page location, throughout the year at in. 
The Herald reserves the tervals for expectant 
right to revise, edit, classify parents. Phone the Health 
or reject any advertisement Unit for details and 
and to retain any answers raglstretlen. 
directed to the Herald Box HOME NURSING CARE 
Reply Service, and to repay Nursing care In the home 
the customer the sum peld for those who need It on 
for the advertisement and referral from their family 
box rental, doctor. Terrace area only. 
Box replies on "Hold" HEALTH PARADE 
Instructions not plcked up For 4 year old children. 
withln10daysofexplryofen Held on third Monday of 
Develop. •advertisement • will  be every month. 
destroyed unless mailing" mental, vision, hearing 
Instructions are received, screening done. Please 
Those answering Box phone for appointment. 
Numbers ere requested not PRENATAL BREATHING 
to send originals of & RELAXING EXERCISES 
documents to avoid loss. Held every Monday af. 
ternnon at 1 .2  p.m. 
All claims of errors In  V.D. CLINIC 
advertisements must be Held every Monday at 3:30 
received by the publisher or by appointment. 
within 30 days after the first SANITATION 
publication. The public health Inspectors 
It is agreed by the ad. are now situated In Eby 
vertlser requesting space;, Street. They will be pleased 
that the liability of the, to esslstwithany sanitation 
, Herald In tha event of failure problems. 
to publish an advertlsement SPEECH AND HEARING 
or In the event of an error. CLINIC 
appearing In the ad. Held at 4612 Grelg Avenue. 
vertlsement as published Hearing tests wlll be doneby 
shall be limited to tha referral from family doctor 
amount paid by the sd- 'or community health nurse. 
vertlser for only one In. 638-1155. 
correct Insertion for the LONG TERM CARE 
portion of the edvertlslng OfflceatNo. 205.4721 Lazelle 
space occupied by the In- Ave. Tel 635-9196. 
correct or omitted item only, Assessment and planning for 
and that there shall be no those eligible for Long Term 
liability toany event greater Care. 
than the amount paid for AID TO HANDICAPPED 
such advertising. Office st No. 205.4721 
Advertisements must Lazelle. Tel. 635-9196. 
comply with the British" Assessment and guidance 
Columbia Human Rlgh.ts ACt' for vncational and social 
which prohibits any ad. rehabilitation done by 
5.50 vertlslng that discriminates consultant. 
5.50 against any person because ° 
5.50 of his race, religion, sex, The Salvation Army will be 
5.50 color, nationality, ancestry sponsoring a Christmas Tea 
5.50 or place of origin, or because and Sale on December 9 
5.50. his age is between 44 and 65' between. 1 and 5 p.m. Ad- 
S.50 years, unless the condltlen Is mission $1.00 -- 4637 Walsh 
Justified by a bona fide' Ave. 
requlremmt for the work EveryoneWelcome 
Involved. (9.9n) 
Atea and bazaer will beheld 
In Knox United Church on 
Saturday, December 2 from 
Do You Feel You Have 
ADrlnklng Problem? There 2. p.m. tO 4:3O p.m.. (nc-tM) ' 
: : - INCHES AWAY CLUB 
~!h~eet very Tuesday night at 
!:~ In the Skeena Health Unit. 
:For mo:'e Information phone 
~&~.37~7 or 635-3023. 
~: Rape Relief 
:: Abortion Counselling 
& Crisis Line for :~- 
;: Women 
'.,: 631-8311 i'~" " • 
.~earn to Fly. Join Air 
~Cadets, Terrace Squadron Is 
:'~cccptlng applications for 
i~eptember. If you enloY or 
ithlnk you would enioY flying, 
;rifle range, outdoor ac- 
Clivities and are hetween 13-1~ 
i~oars of age, please call: 
~t, Alke Smith at 635.5036 or 
!~v  Tasa at 635.7598 
!".Pregnant and In need of 
~support ? 
~!:all for help from Right.to- 
: Life promoters: 
LLIsa at 635-3164 
• " rl~rarOI at 635-5136 
:./anna at 635. t503 
;3 . -  
~l~.adles Slim Line Club meets 
': 6~onda y evening -- 6:30 p.m. 
:~  United Church basement, 
"gltlmat, (nc.10.14) 
: . WANTED DONATIONS 
i.The Three Rivers Workshop 
":for the Handicapped ere 
~:|Doklng for donations of any 
01d, broken or used pieces of 
: 'furnlture, a Iso any discarded 
!wood products we could use 
!.'for recycling or renovating. 
: ;  Call us at 635-2238 between 
; '~.m. and 3 pm., we will try 
~b make arrangements for 
Is help Avallablel 'PREGNANT?.' 
Phone 638.8636 ~ HELP? 
ALCOHOLICS Call Birthright for an 
ANONYMOUS alternative to abortion, 
Meetings: Phone 63Z-4~oz anytime. 
Man.: 8:30 p.m. United Boom 233, Necbeko Centre. 
Church (uctbl-20n) 
Thurs. or Sat. 8':30 p.m. " 
Mills Memorial Hospital. TI~NBCENDENTAL 
Sun. Breakfast Meeting• 10 MEDITATION & m~mm 
to noon. Lakelse Hotel. PROGRAM 
• Free introductory lecture 
Weight Wa;chers meeting Wedneeday, Nov. 29 - 7:~0 
hold every Tuesday at 7 p .m.p .m.  Northwest Cmnmuuity 
at the Knox United Church C~lege A~hL  Bld~• Room 
Hall, 4907 Lazelle Avenue 1~B. Phone 638.8386. (~"  
29) 
SKEENA CENTRE 
Skeena Centre offers to the 
Senior Citizens of the 
Terrace and Thornhlll area 
the following services: 
- Activity Centre for hen- 
"Bir thr ight '  Chapter 
meeting to be hold Nov• 28 in 
the Senior Citizen's Room (~ 
the Are-, at 8 p.m. A slide 
presentation concerning 
dlcrafts 
• Day 
people 
• Drop.in for companionship 
& coffee 
Monday thru Friday 8.4. 
Transportation available. 
Contact Skeenavlew Ledge. 
635.2265. 
MILLS  MEMORIAL  
THRIFTSHOP 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
Auxiliary would appreciate 
any donations of good; clean 
clothing, any household 
Items, toys etc. for their 
THRIFT SHOP. 
For pickup service phone 
635.5320 or 635.5233, or leave 
donations at the Thrift Shop 
on Lazelle Avenue on 
Saturdays between 11 a.m. 
and 3 p.m. Thank you. 
(nctM) 
values o~ human life will be 
care for worklng' d i scussed•  Everyone  
, welcome. (nc4-29) 
OPERATION 
8ANTACLAUS 
All Patients, KItimat 
Workshop and Senior 
Ctittem Extended Care are 
invited to participate 
Saturday Dec. 2, 9:30 a.m. • 
1~:30 p.m. in chopping 
discounts and free luncheon. 
i~ter  at Wise Old Owl, 
632-6544. Ass i s tance  
available. Sponsors are Beta 
Slipna Five, City Centre 
Merchants Association. 
(ucT.30n) 
December i 
BAKE SALE 
4 p.m. at the Coop. Proceeds 
for the Cantmniai Christian 
School. 
A NOTICE TO CRAFT8 
PEOPLE OF THE AREA 
A st~ce is opening at 
end of November which is 
intended an an outlet fer Arts 
& Crafts c~ this northwest 
area. 
Funded under a Canada 
Works Grant, it is located at 
322,1 Kalum St., 'ren'son. 
It will have normal store 
hours and be run ca a 
"consignment rely" bask. 
Kilimat Snowmobile Club 
meets every second and 
fourth Tuesday of each 
month. We will be holding 
our nezt monting on 
November 28, lM8at 8 P.M. 
at Klldda School - Rm. 10T. 
All intemted snowmobilers 
mp~ff a~end t~, ~pemn~ 
i~. For furmer m- 
fonaaUon please phone 632- 
3373. (n01-29) 
Your participation is a Free Introductory Lecture 
must inorder for this store to the Transendental 
be a success. Please drop by Meditation Program will be 
or phone 635-2105 if you have held Wednesday, Nov. 29, 
any suggesting, or work to 1978 at 7:30 p.m. in Room 
be dlsplay•nd (ncT-3on) . 103B, Admin is t ra t ion  
A pre.Christmas Arts and 
Crafts Exhibition and Sale, 
sponsored by the .Torrum 
Art Association will be held 
this year in the Skeam Mall. 
Arttats and crsftepeople wtll 
be there i)ucember 1Item 3 
toe p.m. and Dee emb~_ a all 
day. Come out and see 
various demonstrations of
crafts and meet the local 
creative people. (nc4.30) 
MANAGER & S~CRgTARY 
ANNUAl, cmUSTMAS 
PARTY 
: Once again, the Terrace 
Hotel will hold their annual 
Bulldin~ at the Northwest 
Community College. 
Speakers will be Dan 
Scoenee and Dorothy 
McKenzie. Both qualified 
instructors for the T.M. 
techn ique.  Everyone  
welcome. (nc2.29N) 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
Electrical and Refrigeration 
contract. 
House wiring. 
635-5876 (cff) 
Manager and Secretary SPORTSMEN'S 
~ Unus Party. ~ I~vee BARBER SHOP • managers me op Now Open Fridays til eight. 
~q~unity to show their Across from Post Office. 
appreciation to their 3223 Emerson 
secretaries for the fine work (a.06) 
add dedicated loyalty 
tin~o~lhont ~ year. I t  b GOLDEN RULE 
arme oppm'-,~W for Odd lobs for the iobless• 
some firms to have ~a Phone635-~35. 3238.Kalum. 
Christmas Staff Party at a RUPERT STEEL & 
small eusL 
THE DATE: WednesdaY, SALVAGE LTD. 
Dec. IS, 1978 .We buy copper, brass, all 
The Time: 12 Noon to 4 pJm. metals and batteries. 
The Place: Terrace Hotel. Location - Seal Cove 
Skeeus l~ver Rm)m. Open till 5 p.m. Men. to Sat. 
A beautiful and del icious Phone 624.8639 
buffet dinner will be served, . . . . .  
in the usual Terrace Hotel GEMINI EXCAVATING 
tradition and featuring LTD. 
"Aug ie ' s  Spec ia l " .  (Wes Andrews) 
Remember our famous Backhoe Work 
"Gluhwein" (Hot Wine)? Hourly&Contract 
Yesi there will 1~ plenty ~ 638.34~anytlme 
that. 
Enterta iner :  Beautiful  
"AnJell" from Edmonton 
will delight you with her 
CONCRETE SEPTIC 
TANKS PRE-KAST 
For Immediate delivery 
Septic System 
Specialists 
"Insist on the Best'" 
PHONE 635.3939 
SCHMITTYS EXCAVATING 
DUFFS BICYCLE SHOP 
Reconditioned bikes and 
repairs. Reasonable rates. 
IV31 QuNflswuy Dr. 
• . . .  • .  
Price: ~S.S0 per person, 
tickets are available now at 
the Terrace Hotel or phone 
635-2231 for reservations 
scoff. 
P.S.: Wives are welcome 
toolI I I (nc13-131)) 
The Terrace Day Care 
Auxiliary will be haldle~ a 
BAKE & CRAFTB BALE at 
the Terrace Coop, 
December ~ from 5 p.m. S 
P.M. All of our frJcode who 
wish to donate any crafts or 
baked goods can drop them 
~f at the Day Care Cent~; 
34~S Kaim~ en or before 
December =-  4 lxm. (.e.~ 
2=(!) 
SKEENA COLORS 
Residential 
Commercial Painting 
Phone 638.1835 
~(ai4) 
COLI,~GE COUNCIL "Full or part-iime.-~lere Is an 
COMMITTEE MEETING 
December 1, 1978 , t  0:3t opportunity to earn extra 
p.m, to be held in the Board money, $6 - 88 per hour. 
Room, Nortkwest' Cam- Training is available. For 
maaity College Campus, interviews call Joan - 638- 
Telnrace 8392anytlme (Fuller Brush), 
AGENDA (ctf) 
lmGUl~m 1~-£11NG 
1) Distance Education - Doyouwant to be the Avon 
Satellite Communicatimm. lady In your neighborhood? 
Gary Karlgen, Learning Call Mary US-~slI. (ctfn- 
Coordlutur (refer to ~-In) 
Prinsilml's memo dated 
Nov. ~,  19'R). Paper Carrie" for Terrace 
~) Oelq~tion - Health Ad' Herald needed for the Mc- 
vi~ry Committee ~ area on the bench• 
S) Adult F, ducatien- Terrace Phone 
School District. Francis ¢18~35I 
/~ ,  C.E.S. (~xd~ater (m-,~n) 
4) Minutes el Council 
Meeti~ - Oct. 14, 1MS. 
S) MaKers arisin8 from 
Minutes of Oct. 14, 11178. 
8) Bursor'e Roport Lead guitar, in mi~ cen- 
T) Committee ~ :  (a) dittos - $190, Includes cord 
Personnel (b) Finance (c) and shoulder harness. Ideal 
Curriculum (d) BulMinga Christmas present. Phone 
(e) B.C.A.C. 
8) Composition of Ad- (l~-~0e. (pl-~N) 
ministratlve Committee 
(brought forward from 
Administrative Committee 
9) Student Termination 1976 Causm 125 Dirt Bike. 
Procedures (discussed at Phene¢%-S293• (c5-28) 
last administrative com. 
mitres meetl~i) 
10) Inereue d Ram - 
Dormitories (refer to 
Bunar's memo d Oct, 24, 
already drenbted). 
11) 1978-80 Cash Capital 
Budget (refer to budgct 
already circulated). 
la) Dental Aulatant 
Training 
13) Ot~ Btminmm. (uc4-10) 
Terrace Art Association 
Picture Loan will not be held 
BTAINED GLASS 
Windows -- Lamps -- made 
to order and repairs. 
Matt & Kaye Ehses. 
638-14~ 
(piT-M)) 
due to Library ezplmian. 
Anyone wishiq to retm~ or 
basement WedS,  ~ S 
from 7-9 p,m. (.et.LO) r 
3 piece rust coloured sec- 
t iona l  chester f ie ld .  
Reversible brown pillows. 
Middle section has built, in 
her• Like new -- t975. 635- 
'7S~. (c2-29N) 
Firewood for Sale. Phone 
635-3886. (p20-6d) 
1973 3-bdrm. Safeway 12x68. 
Complete with 8x12 joey 
shack. Will sell furnished or 
unfurnished. 
And 
1972 Datsun Pickup. Best 
slier or will sell for parts. 
Phone ¢'15-5365. (I)5-29) 
For Sale: Fawcett wood 
heater. Phone 635-6095. (p5- 
ID) 
1977 - 30' travel trailer. Fully 
winterized, serf-contained. 
Must sell. Phone e,~3935. 
(FS-ID) 
Just Like New. 78 Erika 
portable typewriter. Hardly 
ever used. Great Christmas 
Gift - $100. Call 638-5O64 
between 6:30 - 9:30 a.m. and 
9:30- 11 p.m. (e~-28) 
Girl guide cookies for sale. 
'Will deliver. 635-3553. 635- 
3260. 635.3294. (nc-ftn) 
For Sale: Various LP's --  
reck, blues C&W, etc. Prices 
vary with condition of 
album. Phone 63~5363 before 
S p.m. 6,~-9~6 after 5 p•m. 
(c$-28) 
N ~e model railroad. 3 
engines, 20 cars and tran- 
sformer plus many extras. 40 
Channel RealisUc CB, an- 
tsmm, etc. - $100. Phone 635. 
4541. (cS-3ON) 
For Sale: One pair size 9s/2 
Kastinger Leather Ski Boots 
. ~0• Oil heater, 35,000 BTU's 
- $15. 500 gaUon oil tank & 
stand - I200. Artificial Scotch 
Pine 6' Christmas tree with 
stand. Xmas lights & 
decorations. Phone 635-92~8. 
(ffn-sif) 
195 em Kaslle skis, Salomon 
bindings - $130. Enterprise 
oil heater - $140. 8" table 
saw, cast op- $20O. Stand for 
above - $35. 600x13 studded 
snow tires - M pair. Phone 
635-7405• (p4-1D) 
ATTENTION 
CONTRACTORS 
Industrial office trailer for 
rent. 10x40 Travco. Two 
room jobeite office trailer 
C~ineok Trailer Sales 
5540 Hwy. 16 West, 
635-2033 
Deaiei' no. D01113A 
(atfn-17n) 
WANTED 
Copies of September 12, 1978, 
Daily Herald. 
If brought to office we'll 
pay you S2.00. (nctfn) 
Wanted to rent: garage for 
winter months to store 
vehicle. Phone 635.2154 after 
5 p.m. (tfn.sffl 
Wanted to Buy: Used 
urouane refrigerator. Phone 
One bedroom fully furnished 
cabin on quesrmway. Newly 
redecorated. References 
required. $150 per month. 
Phone 635-9543 after 5 p.m. 
(iw29) 
3 bedroom house for rent. 
Thornhill on Paquette. 
Fridge & stove, wall to wall 
carpel ~ per month. No 
pets please. References are 
needed. Phone 638-1788. (c3- 
30N) 
9 Ixlnn, house for rent - in 
town. Oil heat. Phone 635- 
6919. (pI0-UD) 
a bedroom apartment for 
'GIFT IDEAS' rent. $130 per month. Fridie 
We make to order, & stove included. Weste.hof 
macrame, lamps, tables, Apart., New Remo, Phone 
I~ant hangen and towel 635-6904. (c3-29) 
racks. Plus other usdul and 
decorative items. For rome One bedroom suite for rent. 
Information please call 635- Fridge and stove included. 
Wge or 638-1705. (cS-ld) Phone 635-9460. (pS-ID) 
3 bedroom unfurnished For Sale: Established ap- 
duplex for rent. Avaiinble~ pliance repair service in 
Dec. 1, 1978. Phone 638-8278. thriving, northern B.C. 
(c5-29) community. 
For Rent: one Ixirm. fur- 
nighed basement suite. Heat 
and light included. ~0 per 
month• Available Dec. I, 
1978• Phone 635-4322. (pF 
35N) 
'Must Sell' -- leaving 
Kitimat. 4 bedroom home on 
Brant Street. Open to offers. 
635-4308. (c15-16d) 
For details contact Box 
1187, Terrace Herald. (pS- 
28) 
PICTURE-THIS 
Become a wholesaler of 
Kodak' Film, Eveready, 
Polaroid, Westinghouse, 
Keystone Photo Products 
and Developing. Minimum 
Purchase of Product only 
t53o5. Call Mr. Collins, Dept. 
R 112 tell-free at 800-621-7725. 
(a&N27,28,D4,S) 
NOW UNDER 
CONSTRUCTION 
3 bedroom, 1340 sq. ft., L- 
shaped home with full 
basement and fireplace.. 
Will finish to your 
choice. Phone 
635-5011 
638.4094 
(atfo.026) 
Absentee ownera"xious to
seU nice 2 bdm. house on 
Walker St. in Thornhill. 
1090 sq. ft. 
Acorn Fireplace 
Carport 
This home was purchased 
in 1973 for ~1,5O0 and 
owner will sell for the same 
price. All offers con- 
sidered. For more in- 
formation phone Trade.s 
Group Ltd. 
~1S41310 
((.'4-1D) 
Wanted: Room & Board for 
single gentlemen. Call 
anytime, leave message. 
5154. (p10-29) 
Two youn8 gentlemen with 
references require 2 
bedroom furnished or partly 
furnished house in town. 
Phone 635.4418. (p3-35N) 
Wanted to Rent: 3 - 4 
bedroom home. Close to 
shopping area. Must have a 
bathrooms, stove and h'idge• 
Prefer washer & dryer. 
Phone 635-2171 days, 
evenings 635-7380 or 635-4556. 
(pl-29) 
Retail or 
Office Space 
2 stores total of 2800 ft. Can 
be separated to 1400 ft. areas 
in choice location on Lazelle 
Shopping Centre, Terrace~ 
B.C, 635-3576 or 255-1939 
Vancouver. Avallob!e Sept: 
I, 1978. (ctf} 
LOTS FOR SALE 
l-qrge Iota on Soncie and 
Munree. Phone 964-4424• 
tcffn.~N) 
CHINOOK 
TRAILER 
SALES LTD. 
NEW-- We Invite you to stop 
and see our new line of 
custom vans from Sundial 
Camper of Canada. These 
vans feature custom exterior 
paint with extremely well 
ftnlshed Interiors and 
represent the best of the 
personal vehicle market. 
"USED-  1975 Ford F250 
Crew Cab -- low mileage. 7 
ft. box. Excellent buy for 
large family or contractor. 
S5500. 
1977 International Terra 
Scout 4x4 pickup. Automatic 
trans. Locking hub, Diesel 
power. $7000. 
1975 Oldsmobile Deluxe 
Cutlass S):~,n Wagon.• 
Slightly &0_~ve average 
mileage. Below average 
price. $3500. 
1973 International Travelall. 
Low m Ileage, power 
steering, power brakes. 
Trailer towing equipment. 
Excellent buy for large 
passenger and cargo 
capacity. S2800. 
1974 Oldsmobile Regency 98. 
Four door, fully equipped, 
now radial tires. $3000. 
1975 GMC V4 Ton Camper 
5f~clal Pick-up Truck. 0200 
13.V.W. 454 engine, dual 
exhaust, camper package. 
Excellent condition. $5500. 
Dealer no. D1113A. (actf-nl) 
635-2O33 
5506 Hwy. 18 W. 
1970 Ford Van. 302 motor. 
~dy  good shape. 8 track 
yer, shag carpet inside. 
$t,5O00BO• 635-4371 after e 
p.m. (c¢-29) 
1968 California Special 351 
Automatic, P.S., P.B. Phone 
849-5736. (!)3-29) 
I~  V.W. Fastback• Been 
kept in very good condition. 
Good rmmlng order, winter 
tins, etc. Very easy on the 
gas. Open to offers. Phone 
635-7O74. (p4.1D) 
19'/4 Nova 2 dr. Low mileage, 
gaed tires. Good ceaditiee. 
Phone 638-1459. (p4-1D) 
1973 Ford % ton 4x4. With 
custom made steel flat deck. 
Phons 635-3265. (e3-3ON) 
HELP WANTED 
Experlenoed Uinin| Room Weilreo$ 
Desk Olerk with some bookkoepin| 
knewled|e. 
Union wn|ee 
Apply in person - Lakelee Hotel 
i l i I 
MOBILE HOME 
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY 
TO YOUR LOCATION 
are now available on our lovely 14 wide and 
doublewide mobile homes. You choose your 
decor, and we custom build to suit. 
'Government grant of $2800 applicable. 
Expense paid fare Vancouver. return. For 
free credit check and approval please phone 
collect. 
Parker Homes of Canada Ltd. 
935-5447 
running condition. Phone 
m~0s4, q~-m) 
1~ Ford Gslaxie. 3dr. H.T. ~V~ngu~rd Camper. 8'6" 
~1 engine, P.S., P.B, Good deluxe. Complelely loaded. 
Priced to selll Phone 635- 
4094. (effn-026) 
FOR SALE BY OWNER: 
24x48 double wide with 
prs~ and tool shed. Close 
to Helical. All appllancas 
Included. On 75x100 lot. 
As l~ 136,000. Phone 635- 
~.  (cx0-..) 
MOBILE  HOMES 
New • mob i le  home~ 
from as low as $100,0(] 
lawn. O.A.C. 
Set up and del ivered 
trades we lcome.  
Phone co l lec t  591 
TIMBER SALE 
LICENCE A 10732 
CORRECTION 
THERE will be offered for 
sale at public auction by the: 
Forest Ranger at llazelton, 
B.C. at 11:00 A.M. on 
November  24, 1978, the 
IJceuce A 10732, to cut 36,230 
t ~te  of Hemlock, Balsam, 
Spruce, Lodgepole Pine, 
Cedar located at VCL N 
:;:. Bo~dary of Lot 3O22 in the 
i{ vicinity of Dyne Lake. 
Two (2) years will be 
allowed for removal of 
I timber. 
i Provided anyone who is 
enable to attend the auction 
in Ipermm may submit a 
i sealed t~der, to be opened 
at  the hour of auction and 
treated as one bid. 
Particulars may be o13- 
reined from the Regional 
Manager, Market Place, 
GMC 1969 % ton with 11½' 
Seem-Sty camper. Six tires,. 
17" wheels, portapower 
• ( tote-a-vol t ) .  Campes 
equipped with frldge, 4 
burner stove and oven, 
lurnaea, paris toilet, Queen 
sl|ed bed. Condition A-I 
throughout. Price $6,000. 
Phone i o f~ 3 p.m. 
or weekends. (pS-1D) 
LAND REGmTRY 
ACT 
Re: Certllleate of Title 
S~iT-I Lot A of Assigned 
Lots 1 and Z of Btork 53, 
Caeslsr Disinter, Plan 4114. 
WHEREAS saU,dactory' 
lXOof of lob of the nbove 
Certificate of Title kmind in 
the name d WflUam Harry '
Smpann ban bees flied In .my, 
office, I hereby give neuon 
that at the oxpiraUon of one 
week from date of 
• pubUcation here,. I shall 
i ssue  a Provisional Cer- 
Iffteate of Title to the above 
named .in Ueu of said last 
Certificate unless in the 
meantime, valid objection is 
made in writing to the an- 
dersigmd. 
DATED at the Land 
• Registry Office, Prince 
'Rupert, British Columbia, 
2Z~d of November, 1978. 
R.E. Hesper, 
REGISTRAR 
(al-28N) 
19~ Ferd $ Ton with freight 
box. 8,000 miles on rebuilt 6 
cyl. engine. Rebuilt trans 
and smpemton. Phone 638- 
1459. (134-11)) ' .... : 
J 0 S HEALTH FOR THOSE LATER YEARS F ''~''~!i;~i~';~ 
~ MEANS EATING SENSIBLE MEALS Ti I WHAT TO EXPECT] OPPORTUNI ES LUGGAGE'  ' "  
• What you carry tell= as 
, much about you as what you 
For information on these 
and other Job oRportonities 
enntact your Canada Em- 
ployment Centre at 4630 
LazeHe Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
ClllNESE FOOD COOK - 
Prev ious  exper ience 
required. $1,o0o ira" month. ,. 
'LEGAL STENOGRAPHER - 
Should have shorthand. Must 
be fully experienced in lngal 
office. $1.ogo per month. 
BABYSITTING PogmON - 
Several open in Terrace 
area. Applicant must have 2 
letters of reference. 
PROJECT MANAGER - 
Famllyw. vidmen ~eard~, 
$150 week. 
PROJECT MANAGER -To  
manage a lamilwYce~¢vice 
project. Its0 per 
P8YCHIATRIC SOCIAL 
WORKER Must have 
Masters in S.W. $1717 per 
month. (2 positions open). 
PROGRAM DIRECTOR 
FOREST TECH - Timber 
cruising. Traversing road 
design levels. Wages DOE. 
PRE SCHOOL SUPER- 
VISOR - Must have ex. 
perience and B.C. cer- 
tillcate, t675 per month. 
INSTRUCTOR- ~t lon  
courses for spring term. I ,~ 
per h0~. 
LOCUM - 6 me, position; 
Must have graduate ex. 
perience in internal 
medicine, psychiatry and 
obstetrics..~000:per month, 
STOCK RECEIVING 
CLERK - To stock shelves 
and price. Temporary 
pusltion. ~ per hour. 
LIVE IN HOUSEKEEPER - 
Room and board. 
OFFICK ASST. II- Part time 
t~ltion. Must have 50 
& clie~pnone p~0uul.. 
per manta. 
TURF CARE 8PECIALIffI' - 
MUst be expeHonM in sod 
pred. Sa]aW negotiable. 
8KIDDER OPERATOR - 
Camp job. IWA rate. 
POWER 8AW OPERATOR - 
Queen Charlotte Islands; 
Must have own power saw to 
cut and split for shakes. 187 
per cord. 
s .oE  R  'AIR  - " .s t  
be fuuy quau~, m0 w 
month. 
MECH. WELDER -Camp 
job. IWA rates. 
PLUMBER - Must .be 
qualified and have Class I ' 
,gas fitters ticket. Union 
wage. ' 
PROJECT SUPERVISOR - 
Must have experience in 
chain, link fencing. $13,000 
per year. 
LABOURER - Temporary 
job. To unload fixtures. $3.50 
per hour. 
TOW TRUCK DRIVER - 
Must have experience on tow 
truck. 1800-1,000 per me. + 
commission. 
BUILDING SUPERVISOR - 
Must be experienced in 
heating & air conditioning. 
~.o~ per h.enr. 
COMPOSING ROOM 
FOREMAN-  Must have 
thor0ugh knowledge of all 
equipment. Salary 
-negollable. 
MEDICAL LAB 
TECHNOLOGIST - Must 
have Class I with one or two 
years experience. K ~ wage 
scale. 
above refrigeration tempera- 
ture for hours at a time. 
 ALITIES 
Prince Rupert, B.C. or the ~ t~p~. Must know medical BODY REPAIRMAN - Must 
Forest Ranger, Box 215, L i t t le  Known Facts  terms. 16per hour. be fully qualified jour- 
neyman. $I,000 per month. Hazelt0n, B C ,(al- , ; --~ . " " , . ~l,~,e,~. ,dS ~,-.,y~u#z,,~,Pi., 
i'. -., , .... ';,'.7.:.;:,i' ~ ~ ~ " ~ J ~ J ' l  °ver~'3 wliek iii~'liid..:~ l~ i '  CA.RPENTER,, ~l~l rary  
I ~ ,~ i .  ~ , .  I I~Y~J/~/C ~ ~ , , - ,~  I hour. ' pemnon, t;ontract cams. 
~7/ • ,,. ~, :.... 
l" HEALTH HINTS TIMBER SALE ! ~- - "~-~ "~q.q.q.q.q.q.q.q.~.'~'l I LICENCE A-1O:50 i /~ :~P ~ i ~ .  i l l  
THERE will he offered for I ~ S ~ ~  i~ l  
sale at public aucUon by tbe BEAT ING THE BACTERIA  
Regional Manager at Prince ~ : It may surprise a lot of • Don't leave the food 
Rupert, B.C., at 10:30 a.m. 
KEEP FOOD SAFE with 
chemicals and cleanliness. 
Most commercially pre". 
pared salads are protected. 
Perhaps one of the most 
unusual examples of life imi- 
tating art occurred in the 
household of 19th century 
Russian musician Count 
Skavronsky. A great opera 
buff, he insisted that his wife, 
children arid servants talk 
only in recitative, or in other 
words, as if they were singing 
opera dialogue. 
For almost exact imitation 
December 15, 107e, the 
Ueauce A-10750, to cut 10,961 
euuite of spruce, balsam, 
bemlack and trees of other 
species located Bell Irving 
Cr0asin~ No. 1 Cm~inr Land 
District. 
Two (~) years will be 
allowed for removal of 
.timber. 
Provided anyone" who is 
unable to attend the auction 
in person may submit a 
sealed tender, to be opened 
at the hour of auction and" 
Jronted as one bid. 
Particulars may be abe 
Particulars may be oh- 
inined from the Re~mal 
Manager, Market Place, 
Prince Rupert, B.C., VgJ IBg' 
or the Forest Ranger, Box 
people, but you can make 
your homemade salads afer 
if you add mayonnaise or 
salad dre~ing. • .. 
Because of their high-acre 
content, quality dressings 
retard the growth of spoil- 
age organisms end food 
poisoning bacteria. 
According to food scien- 
tist and microbiologist 
Cynthia Keller of Monsanto 
Company, one of the main 
causes of food pokoning is 
foods that are held for 
hours at warm temperature 
before they're aten. 
The salad can be con- 
taminated by bacteria in the 
ingredients, utensils, con- 
tainere or on the people 
who toueh it. A low aeid 
content in salad supports 
the growth of food poison- 
ing bacteria, us does high 
temperature. Fortunately, 
there are a number of pre- 
cautions that can be taken 
to prevent bacteria growth. 
• Use clean utensils, con- 
tainers and food preparation 
areas. 
• Make sure you use good 
quality ingredient& 
by chemical additives that 
inhibit he growth of micro- 
organisms. So are com- 
mercial mayonnaise an~l 
salad dressings. It's these 
consumer protectors that 
allow you to keep dressings 
long in the refrigerator. 
With the care taken in 
making the commercial pro- 
duets, and with your taking 
proper care of foods you 
make at home,' it should he 
safe to say you can help 
prevent food poisoning 
from finding your family. 
67, Stewart., B.C., V0T IW9. of concert hall-quality sound 
(a~-14,21,~,dS) in your own home, you need 
• ,, sophisticated and sensitive 
stereo equipment. Manufsc- THiN tured to meet the highest 
• Orl standards is the nationwide 
Radio Shack outlets' ex- 
A lot more progress than elusive Realistic line of fine 
many people realize has been stereo systems. Designed to 
made in energy conservation make you feel you're at an 
in the last few years, actual live performance, the 
~f,~,,,.,~O "-'-" , "  ._~ Realistic Math One speaker In- -  . =r - -  I~t~l~ I~ lPAm A I~| IP~ 
~' -~c ~;'no~."~ features a IS-inch woofer, a now iU  r.asapu r lg l l l  /5 I I IU  
m,~.~. ~ " : multicell midrange horn, - - ' -  - -  - -  BE FOREARMED 
~ ~ ~ " ~ - ~ ]  heavy.duty tweeter ham, and TO BE FOREWARNED IS TO 
- / /~f / /~_(~ j~v~v/ j~  treble midrenge L-pads. It each member Of your year-old can learn to praiser 
((~.I/~.U]_. ~L ~ ~ i - , family knows what to do in himself rom fire... . 
" ~ $ -~ reaks out m Children snouto not oe - -  U~L ~ s  " b'~.s case a fire b ' 
~ / / o e ' f ~ ' l  I / / i / t '~ ;~ '~°~ #1 your home--and knows eo taught to cull the fire 
l P- / '~ , . l ,7~- / /~d-~ ~ / / / / / ~ ~ E > ~ I  well that he can do it department.if afire brea~ 
r ~ . . . ~ ; / J  ~ / ) r~y ,~_~] ' ,~ J  ~utomatleally-you have out. They. saomo o.e taug?.t 
~ ' ~ . ' - ~  I (~ ~, '14~p' / '  ~l~f'-]~/]'one of the best protections to leave me nouse tram.coy 
mu~,M u. .b i ,  so'~.qt~,,.k ~"~1'~,  ti.~'0Y'/~'J~ I i posaibieaguinstneedlesssuf" ately, then go ~ a ne=gh- 
. . . . . .  : . . . .  "" ~" . . . . . . . .  - '~ \~\~/ '~ l '~( i~ '~ l l~  farina nnd traaedv bar's house or to me nearest 
and bus manuraemrers one %~v" ~ ' I~- 7 "-~'o--'-;--=-.~:' - . . . . . . .  'arm box to summon 
users were interested in saving' ~R;~p '~P"~' r~.  ~[~ [ . "|he ,Junior 10lre ..~la%a~ ;~;~n "'
energY. By having fuel con- - - - -  ~ [] .fro gram; s ponso_re_o ~Y__._ p. 
serving deviates installed on rmruoro iusuran~e u~uup, 
If you had been at one 
memorable Metropolitan 
Opera performance of Car- 
men, starring Enrico Caruso 
and Maria Jeritza, you would 
have heard some unusual lines 
not in the libretto. A nervous 
horse had done the most 
Impolite thing possible on 
stage Just before the climactic 
is teaching younptere sad 
their parents the following 
important lemons in fire 
escape. 
It is vitally important for 
every household, aspccially 
those with children, to have 
home fire drills at regular 
intervals. The theory is that 
in a real fire, even with 
thinking impaired by lack of 
oxygen, drowsiness or 
panic, the individual would 
react instinctively and 
correctly, 
It's a fallacy to mume a 
parent will be able to re~cue 
a child. Many parents don't 
know how to get themselves 
out of a fire. And even 
when a parent does know 
what to do, he may not be 
able to reach the child-or 
the child may awaken first 
and try to hide from the 
flames. Yet even a five- 
new large trucks and buses, 
they saved 39 million gallom. 
DRILL EACH FAMILY 
MEMBER in home fire 
mcapa routes. 
Whil~e an adult has some, 
capability to determine 
whether it's safe to call the' 
fire department from a 
burning house, a young 
child should not be asked 
or expected to make that 
judgment. Remember: life 
safeW always comes before 
property ~fetyt~ : ...... ~,:~ 
scene in which Caruso had to 
stab Jeritza. She refused to 
fall and die. Stabbing her 
again, Caruso shouted, "Diet 
NOW" Over the past five Fall, will you!" Madame 
yeanl, the trucking industry s Jeritza screamed back, "I'll 
voluntary efforts have man- die if you can find me a 
aged to save over 1.7 billion clean pleceP' 
gallons of fuel, thsaks to s 
variety of new conservation 
devices and methods. This, 
Motor Vehicle Manufac- JIL--.aL--,L~-~--,I~--J~ i 
• theturers A sociation points out, F 
also saves money and so helps India ink originated in China, 
fight inflation, not India. 
• .Those later years are becoming later. Yes, wonderful things are 
happening to those In the grandparent years. There Is a greater 
possibility of more grandmas and grandpas moving Into the 
greet.grandparent bracket. And, science Is showing them how 
to enjoy the vintage years In comparative good health. 
Statist'Ice show that our population Is getting older-- It's not 
Just that grandfather's friends look that way to hlml Since 
1900, the number of folks over 60 has Increased about twice as 
fast as the total population. Perhaps more Important Is the fact 
that many of these persons are In good health, apparently free 
from diseases usually assecleted with aging. In these cases , 
their food habits have been, and continue to be sensible and 
sound. Nutritlonlsts paint to this fact as the best evidence that 
eating habits have an Important bearing on the origin and 
development of dlseas.es commonly considered to go along 
with growlng.old. 
In contrast, there are many In this later aga bracket who in. 
vile ill health by Ignoring health hazards. Their mealtimes are it. 
regular. Their choice of foods is limited. Their meals are mona. 
tonoua and uninteresting, • 
In this group are found many of tha ills•so often thought to 
be a necessary part of the process of "growing old gracefully". 
Monotonous diets, because they include such a limited num. 
bar of foods, are likely to be deficient in one or more essential 
food nutrients. These nutrients - especially protein, minerals, 
and vitamins-- are just as.important in later years as when we 
are growing up, Studies have shown that when any one is 
missing, changes can occur-- often changes leading to 
premature aging. There can be no substitute for adequate 
nutrition. To supply the body with billions and billions of body 
cells, food with dozens ofbalanced nutrients is necessary to 
maintain them in a stare of ~epalr callad "health". 
If you want to ]oln;thd~,fa4~hlonable ' "o der set", make it a 
practice to select balan'cld,'.:meals containing a variety of 
foods, for those In the erib,orowd and right on upl Encourage. 
grandma nd grandp~ito .f01k~v your lead. They'll need a few" 
variations to allow foi"~l~fft~ms and slower digestion. But the 
inclusion of minced an'8'8~T(~l" foods, and exclusion of harsh 
and gas.forming foods~ nee~t change the basic pqttern one 
little bit l Their menu card ~P~l l l  read something like this: ~qq~ 
Well.cooked cereals an(~$nriched white or whole grain 
breads; plenty of anlm=lk~ptein foods like milk, cheese,' 
eggs and meat; yellow a~l~grean vegetables, raw as well 
as cooked; citrus and other fruits daily. 
Nutritionlsts have sometimes pooh-polPhed thd.lalmos( ' 
traditional "tea.and.toast" diet for older folk. But, today's older . 
generation may continue to depend on soft white bread and 
crisp white toast to round out meals and snacks, confident 
that enriched white bread is supplying them with many of the 
• extra B vitamins and iron they need for healthier, happier days~ 
In fact, this common favorite of the grandparent clan can tip 
The Herald, Tuesday, N~mlm" ZS, lm,  Pop  17 
FORECASTS 
wear, so when you're travel- 
ing--u Americans are morn 
and more--you'll want to be 
in style. 
Contemporary luggage that 
goes places with you ~ no LUXURIOUS, LEATHER"- 
longer the h=-~W, inflexible LOOK "Rams"  luggage 
suitcase of yesto~'ear. Its exemplif ies today's idea 
soft, supple material givesand of t rave l ing ,  in s ty le .  
stretches to take whatever snappy, contrasting trim. 
you paek---u well as the hard Pabrlci llke nylon, canvas and 
knocks and pressures of a vinyl won't sear and scuff, 
long trip. 
Current fashion calL- for They're also easy to clear~, with no polishing and buffing 
soft.looking luggage wl~ .~.q;,!rcd. 
Issues of the 
Terrace/Kitimat Daily Herald. 
We will pay $2.00 per copy. 
Must be comp!ete issues. 
Bring to the Terrace/Kitimat 
Daily Herald Office. 
NO MONEY 
DOWN?? 
!1 TRY YOUR TRADE IN It 
New 14 Ft. Wide Mobile Home 
Only $16,900 
Del ivered and set up in B.C. - Let  us 
help you to qua l i fy  for  moMMy'  
payments  of on ly  $18911 
Purchasers w i l l  enjoy expanse paid 
f l ights  & a i rpor t  p ickup.  Ninety 
homes for  immediate  de l ivery .  
the baiance from poor eating habits to good, if bread is used IG" "dl 
combination with other essential food Grandparents undo mmR 
are indeed a part of modern.day living. Help them to enjoy the 
health and happiness they deserve. 
r~ Phme B Jop~': ~eld#~;" is ,anw in¢tgp.~'ndent', ho~e ~economist .an'd its : Kingsway Collect 
nu~trli[on ~onsulfant to ihe ~kery C..ouncil of Canada, E1 (112) 437-1184 ,
WANTED 
CARRIERS 
for ,'the 
2800 Block Hall, Evergreen, 
Kalum, Keefer & Cramer 
Also 
Anderson, Yea route 
on the Bench 
636-6367 
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By Abigai l  Van Buren 
i ! 
PNfe .lSt'Tbe Herakll Tuesday, November 26, 1978 
D ear  Abby  ap,preprinte Jhllle: of"P sby rlan Outlols." lrom whence eame tidl Thrl a c rtain felow rosswo r '  ' !t117 1 ,0  _~'a, I ,  i' - 
_ _ . . . , o _  Irl He never fails to hill me with, _ 'Hello, Reverend HurstP 13 14 
• I1~1 I~ C I~ Wlbati.N.Y. Nlwl ~teKI, llw 
DEAR FRUSTRATED- Move over. I, too. am 
dlltreeslll when a desperate reader writes with an 
urgent ud  serious problem, but neglects to send hk 
Mddr(Hll. Freud saM, "There are no ieeideets". I
sometimes wonder. 
DEAR ABBY: In a reeen~ letter from one who signed 
himself "Rewrend L.W. Van De;lea," you replied, 
"Dear Reverend Van Del]en." 
Abby, "Reverend" is not a title like "Doctor" or 
• "Rabbi" or "Father." It hi an adjective descriptive of
! character--not anoffice. 
! The World AIm~I  pute it this way: "A c l ~  
should never be referred to as "A Reverend," or ad- 
• dresoed u "Reverend Bla / . "  
"Rove~ad" shbul'd be used on~ as "Honorable" k 
:used. It is "The Reverend Mr. Blank," or "The 
Reverend Dr. Blank," but never "Reverend Blank." 
Plea~ Abby, never addrms a derffyman as 
"Reves~d Anybody." It's simply not dome. 
YOUR FAITHFUL FAN IN L.A. 
If two things make bid syntax, 
'l~le one is the first. 
When some BuY Introduces me with, 
'Thk k Reverend Hurst.' 
As Just a common 'Mister' 
I'd acknowledge him to durst; 
But I would like to punch the man 
Who calls me 'Reverend Hurst'." 
. DEAR ABBY: I work in a mall order house, and 
w.ould.you believe that about 20 percent o( the people 
wan pmce an oroer sean us cash--and forget o send 
their names and addresses? 
Wehave no idea who they are or where they live. We 
could just cry. All we can do is wait until they write 
again, complaining that they have not received thetr 
order, then we can fill it. 
Please print this. It may help. 
FRUSTRATED IN CHICAGO 
CONFIDENTIAL TO B.B.: Money t,tks. Save some 
before it says goodbye. 
Problems? You'll feel better ifyou get them off your 
chest. For a persmal reply write to Abby, Box 69700, 
L~ Angsles, Col. 90069. Please nclose stamped, self. 
addressed envelope. 
11-8 
Answer to yesterday's puzzle. 
ACROSS 
I Simpleton 
4 Indian of 
Kereean 
7Medley 
8Dishofa 
balance 
10 Two-year 
salmon 
U Mexican 
dish 
13 Scarlett 
O'Hara, 
for one 
16 A bushy 
clump 
17 Redacts 
18 One of the 
Gahors 
19 Stumble 
20 Ireland 
21 Best- 
selling 
author 
I3 Patron 
saint of 
France 
26 An astrin- 
gent 
26 --and 
hounds 
27 And not 41 French 
28 Task preposition 
30 Street DOWN 
(Fr.) 1 Withtho 
33 Formation speaking 
of six stars voice 
in Cygnus 2 Dregs 
36 Dangers 3 Actress: 
37 European Ann -- 
sharks 4 Meager 
38 Arizona 5 Poetic feet 
town 6 Wings 
39 Arden, 7 Melville 
et al. novel 
40 Affirmative 8 Narrow 
reply piece 
Average solution time: 26 man. 
the AMAZING SPIDERMAN 
9 - -  Queen 
19 Concerde, 
for one 
12 Presley 
14 Comedienne 
Adams 
15 Bring 
, forth 
19 --Thumb 
20 Chemical 
suffm 
21 Sailing 
vessel 
22 Little 
tower 
23 Mend 
24 Built' 
25 Dancer 
Miller 
26 Start for 
carorfly 
28 Recite in 
singsong 
29 Assists 
30 Usesa 
lariat 
31 Employs 
32 Letter 
34 Playing 
card 
25 Wander 
I I 'S 
I' 1 I t lt '' t "1 I 
I I  
. . . . . . . . . . .  N IN  . . . .  
CRYPTOQUIP ' ! !-8 
UV ICCNOG XGB OIGGXO XGBXSO-  
XB UXJM VN MNNVCSJ J  MSGU 
Yesterday's Cryptoquip -- CANTANKEROUS MAN MAY 
MAKE US CRANKY,TO0. 
Today's Cryptoqu/p clue: U equals S 
~ae Cryptoqufp is a simple substitution elpher in width each 
letter used stands for another. If you think that X equals O, it 
will equal O throughout the puzzle. Single letters, short words, 
and words using an apostrophe can give you dues to locating 
vowels. Saint/on is accomplished by trial and error. 
,c,~ 1978 King Features Syndicate, lnc, 
Horoscope 
Whet kind d day will tnduy 
be? To find out what the slim 
u y, read the forecast sivm 
your birth sin. 
ARIES 
(Ma,. 2x to ~=.19)'r~--~ 
Atiend to financial affairs in 
the a.m., but an unexpected 
Isane muy erlse in the p.m. in 
money transactions with 
others. 
TAURUS 
(~ 26 to my ~0)~Y" 
A dcee one ~u thought you 
w~'~owa an urn. 
peetod s/de to his or her 
personality. Still, you can 
accomplish much to~ethor. 
GEMINI 
(May ~1 to June IN}) 
:~ Bring a frech and dynamin 
approach to your Jeb todey 
and you'll find both 
and the Job anorgizing and 
pleanureble. 
CANCER 
(June l i  hi July ~)O~ 
An outing to some place new 
and differant may lead to an 
unoxpected romuntie en- 
counter. Combine inspiration 
and perspfretion i  creative 
work. 
LEO 
(Juiy 33 te Aug. 22)~r t~ 
Worthwlle purchases can be 
made today. In the p.m., you 
may have the sudden urge to 
rearrange the furniture or to 
have 10eople over. 
(Aug. 33 to Sept. ~) 
A frlmd'a casual reauek 
could lead you to a new way of 
thinking. Others are sup- 
peeve today, buy you may 
surprise them with your 
viewpoints. 
(sept. 33 to oct ~) .n -~ l  
If you play your cards o]oso 
to your chest hi the a.m., an 
unexpected monetary gain 
he yours by the p.m. 
impuise buyina. 
seom,io m, , ,~ 
(Oct. 23 to Nov. il) 
Help a friend out in the 
n~,  but eccentric or 
outisndi~ behavior m your 
part could turn others off in 
the evenly. 
s~rrrARmS x# ~ 
(Nov. ~ to Dec. 21) 
Attend to re~bi l i t tes  in 
the a.m. Later, you may want 
to let away L,'cm it oiL Alone, 
with your own thoughts, you 
lain a fresh viewpoint. 
CAPmcoRN . ~  
(Dec. ~ to Jan.19) 
Fr/ands come to your rescue 
today, but what looks like a 
meeting of old friends has an 
unexpected twist in the 
evenin~ hours. 
AQUARIUS ~ 
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) 
Channing coadittom on the 
business front ~ bring out 
the beat in you today. Be sure 
to be true to your own unique 
self. 
(Feb. 19 to Mar .  20) 
If seckln8 advice, get more 
than one opinion. Clr- 
~ces  may require that 
you make an immediate and 
quick decision. 
YOU BORN TODAY are 
easygoing, somewhat un-  
conventional and ~ to 
,break with tradition for its 
own sake. Your energy comes 
in fits and starth, and perinds 
of great productivity are 
usually followed by periods of 
indolence. Yet you wish to 
excel and usually will make 
sacrifices to succeed. Avoid 
an inclination to magnify 
small worries, and you'll go 
far through a friendly ap- 
prsach and pleases manner. 
Though you can succeed at 
business, you'll find a Job 
where you can use your in- 
tellect more congenially. 
Teaching, writing, acting, 
science, law and music are 
some of the fields for you. 
Birthdate of: Gloria 
Grahame, actress; Brooks 
Atkinson, drama critic; 
James Eastland, senator; and 
Nancy Mifford, author. 
©1978 King Features Syndicate, Inc. 
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"Both your urdruma are showing definite s~ns of 
rejection. How long have you wc~rked in I discoT" 
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By Ston Lee and John Romita 
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CATFISH 
l, 
By Roger Bollen and Gary Peterman 
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the WIZARD OF ID By Brant Parker and Johnny Hart 
LUCKY TO !~ 
/ 
B.C. By Johnny Hart 
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DOONESBURY By Gary Trudeau 
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